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New Leader, New Emphasis
Peri Jude Radecic, making her first stop in Atlanta
since becoming director of the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, says the organization must
organize at the local level to have success nationally.
by KC WILDMOON
The rights of lesbian and gay people to live
their lives are under attack across the country—
not just on a national level through such issues as
the military ban, but on hundreds of local levels
through such tactics as ballot initiative, sex education and opposition to domestic partnership ordinances.
And national gay organizations appear to be
getting the message. With the emergence of Gay
and Lesbian Americans and the Human Rights
Campaign Fund's new Federal Advocacy Network, national gay leadership is bringing the focus home to the millions of lesbians and gay men
who are struggling against seemingly insurmountable odds every day.
Peri Jude Radecic, the new executive director
of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, is
determined to use the Task Force's resources to
bolster those struggles as well.
"Our focus is going to be on state and local
organizing, and connecting that to a national vision, which will actually come from state and
local organizers," Radecic told Southern Voice
last week while she was in Adanta for the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. birthday celebration. "I
think a lot of our communities are in crises through
ballot initiatives, and it's hard to focus on a federal agenda when you're facing a ballot initiative
in your state."
Radecic said that such "divide and conquer"
tactics of the right wing, which has built a strong
grassroots movement across the country, hinder
the process of a national agenda.
"I don't believe we're ever going to be able to

Peri Jude Radecic
pass a federal agenda, or federal legislation, or
even our federal civil rights bill until we can get
communities to stop being in crisis all the time,"
she said. "And we're not going to be able to do
that if we don't build our movement at the state
and local level."
To accomplish those ends, NGLTF is attempting to spread its wings into the middle of the
country, focusing more energy into those areas,
such as the South, that traditionally get a short
CONTINUES ON PAGE 6
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Atlanta's Favorite Cars,
Atlanta's Favorite Dealerships.
.Nissan, Infiniti, Mitsubishi, Saab,
Lincoln-Mercury and Jaguar. They're
among the best cars in the world.
Troncalli is proud to offer
THE NISSAN ALTIMA GXE

these fine automobiles,
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them up with a
sales and
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service team to
match. Come to any of
our seven dealerships and let our
friendly staff of professionals help
THE INFINITI G20 LUXURY SPORT COUPE

you make your next new car purchase.
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request quickly and at
11 no cost to you. »Our apII plication process is simple.
• Payment is made immed•.S iately and in full. • All inquiries are held in the strictest confidence. • You use your payment any way you want. • You have ready access to an escrow account holding your money. There are no restrictions. • We will consider any size individual or group
S"
policy. • Your accelerated benefits counsellor will
give you prompt, personalized service. We
welcome the opportunity to work
with federal employees.
♦member NAPWA and NAVSO
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Straight students upset that Hussain named to NGLTF board
lesbians can spend the night
The same-sex sleepover policy at Abraham Baldwin College
unintentionally benefits lesbian couples
Tifton—Women who live in Chandler Hall, should have to sign in, either."
But Cowart says no changes in the rule
a dorm at Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College in Tifton, can have female overnight book are in the works.
guests—but men are not allowed to spend the
"It's certainly not been a major problem,"
she said, adding that no action would be taken
night.
And that has apparently left some straight "unless it becomes more of a problem."
women in the dorm complaining because they
Still, the controversy points out the diffican't spend the night with their significant culties of being a gay student at a rural school
others while lesbian students can.
in a small town, where attitudes are usually
Traci Robinson, a sophomore and resi- far less than liberal.
dent assistant at Chandler Hall, says that visTifton, located about 200 miles south of
its from her partner,
Atlanta, is the locaBrandi Leever of Attion of the first
lanta, have prompted
Barrel restauAbraham Baldwin has been Cracker
complaints from other
rant to fire a gay emthe focus of at least one
dorm residents whose
ployee when that
male friends are not alcompany issued its
other charge of anti-gay
lowed to stay overnight.
anti-gay employment
harassment. Two years ago policy. In nearby
"There have been
some complaints," said
a male student was moved Willacoochee, two
Diane Cowart, dean of
gay men were haresident life at the from his dorm room because rassed by unknown
school. "But I'm not
perpetrators who left
of harassment.
exactly sure how to deal
a burning cross in
with it. The only thing
their yard last sumwe've done is say there is not a rule against mer. They finally left the area when their
[same-sex overnight visitors]."
home was burned to the ground.
Cowart said that overnight guests are reAnd Abraham Baldwin has been the foquired to register with the dormitory director. cus of at least one other charge of anti-gay
Robinson, who went to ABAC for the school's harassment. Two years ago a male student
golf turf management program, charges that was moved from his dorm room because of
the rules are designed to ferret out lesbian harassment. School officials fell back on the
and gay students—and that further rule student's diagnosis of manic-depression when
changes could require the partners of gay stu- he complained that the administration had
dents to sign in any time they visit the dorm, not taken all the steps it should have to end
as male visitors do now.
the harassment.
"Closeted people wouldn't follow that rule
Robinson said that the problem stems from
because they don't want anybody to know," being out.
she said. "And then they're going to get in
"I'm used to being in Atlanta and being
trouble later."
out," she said. "I just can't sit back and preRobinson said that she understands the tend to be something I'm not. I'm out, and
frustrations of heterosexual students, how- everybody knows it."
ever. "I see the point," she said, "but that's
KC WILDM00N
the wrong way to do it. I don't think the guys

Atlanta — Put another feather in the cap
of local activist Pat Hussain—she is the
newest member of the board of directors of
the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
Hussain, who is working at Chans
Books while she devotes her activist time
to the Southern Alliance Building Project,
GLAAD/Atlanta and the Lambda Community Center, said that she is "very pleased"
to give the NGLTF board "a Southern flavor."
"I'm very pleased to see the Task Force
board is willing to take on a member who is
Southern born and certainly not rich," she
said. "A lot of time in these national organizations, you've got to have money or live
in a certain part of the country, but that's
obviously not true here."
Hussain has had a broad local and national visibility on lesbian/gay and related
issues, including services on the national
executive committee of the 1993 March On
Washington, where she was director of outreach. She was also a community organizer
for last year's AIDS Walk Atlanta and is a
board member at First MCC Church and a
Southeastern delegate to Stonewall '94.
An Atlanta native, Hussain and her partner Cherry Hussain are fixtures in the city's
political landscape. And she is ready to go

Pat Hussain
on the NGLTF board.
"The fight is going to be no stronger
than in the South," she said. "We're in the
Bible belt, and the only way to unbuckle
the Bible belt is in the South. I don't know
if they're ready to have a pissed off black
dyke on the board, but they're getting one.
I'm looking forward to it."
KC WILDM00N

Stonewall 25 ousts NAMBLA
In its meeting in Atlanta,
steering committee votes to
ban Groups that advocate sex
with minors from June's
massive march
Atlanta—The national steering committee for Stonewall 25 has voted to ban organizations that advocate sexual relations with
minors from the massive demonstration it is
planning for June in New York City.
The decision—aimed directly at the con-

troversial North American Man Boy Love
Alliance—was made by the committee during its meeting in Atlanta over the King Holiday weekend.
"Stonewall 25 is unalterably opposed to
sexual exploitation of people under the legal
age of consent," said Pat Norman, one of
Stonewall 25's three co-chairs. "Under no
conditions do we find sex with underage
people acceptable. Those who advocate or
engage in sexual abuse of young people are
not welcome in the family of gay men and
lesbians who lead upstanding and honorable
lives."
According to a statement issued by Stone
CONTINUES ON PAGE 13

Georgia HIV/AIDS lobbyist keeps an eye out for the unexpected
Atlanta—In the first two weeks of the 1994
Georgia General Assembly, only one new bill
relating to HIV/AIDS was introduced. But, in
anticipation that this session could see the
return of some significant, and frightening,
pieces of legislation, Len Terrell, the Capitol's
HIV/AIDS lobbyist, is keeping his eyes open.
The bill introduced in the first week of the
session would give probate court judges more
authority in disclosing the HIV status of
people their courts handle.
"It has to do with confidentiality of those
who are committed to mental health or
caregiving institutions and notification of persons coming in contact with those individuals," Terrell said.
Terrell said that probate court judges are
currently limited in what they can say and to
whom, unlike Superior Court and other judges.
The new rules, introduced by Rep. Denmark
Groover, D-Macon, grant die probate court
judge the discretion to disclose status "if he
felt like someone could come in contact" with
someone with HIV or AIDS.
"We don't really think it's detrimental,"
Terrell said. "But we do want to address the

Len Terrell
issue of 'contact,' and more narrowly define
what that is."
At Groover's suggestion, Terrell said that
he will be speaking with probate court judges
about the suggested changes in the bill.

Groover has said he will not change the bill
without the approval of the probate judges.
"I don't really feel it's a bill designed to
remove any rights, but interpretation does
leave some loose ends," he said. "But it's not
a bill we need to expend any bullets on."
Those bills may come later. The "arrest
and test" bill, which makes it easier for law
enforcement officials to require an HIV test
for someone who has been arrested, is still in
committee after being introduced last year.
The bill's sponsors say it was introduced as a
protection for police officers, but Terrell says
it won't serve that purpose.
"It's an after-the-fact thing and wouldn't
protect the officer," he said. "The law would
allow substantial abuse because of the groups
that would be targeted—the gay community
and the black community."
But Terrell said that believes the bill is
unlikely to pose a problem this year. "We
feel like we've got it in a committee that's
sympathetic," he said. "The legislators are
open minded and understand the legal ramifications."
A similar situation is in place for a bill

that would require an HIV test for anyone
applying for a marriage license, also introduced last year. "It's in a study subcommittee, and we don't think it will come out again,"
he said. "And if it doesn't come up this year,
it's dead."
Still, anything can happen in a legislature
that last week began considering a resolution
to honor anti-gay ultraconservative talk show
magnate Rush Limbaugh.
"Expect the unexpected," Terrell said,
though he said he doesn't expect an onslaught
of controversial bills.
"There's a real push on very visible reelection issues—welfare, crime," he said. "Of
course, I can't say what might come out of
the woodwork, but I don't think there will be
any great push to enact any [detrimental] HIV/
AIDS legislation. I would be quite surprised,
because this is an election year and they're
not looking for negative publicity."
Then again, the Georgia legislature always bears close watching, he said.
KC WILDM00N
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"Tales" pulled in Chattanooga
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Chattanooga, TN—The same bunch
of moralists who tried and failed to keep
"Oh, Calcutta" out of town several years
ago succeeded in getting 'Tales of the
City" taken off the air.
Hundreds of viewers called WTCITV on the day 'Tales of the City," based
on Armistead Maupin's look at life in
San Francisco during the 1970s, was
scheduled to begin its three-night run,
complaining about nudity, adult language
and positive references to gays and lesbians in the show, as well as its depictions of drug use.
Stories in the local media promoting
the program apparently stirred the opposition, which included one anonymous
caller who threatened to bomb the station if the program ran. So WTCI-TV
pulled the plug on 'Tales of the City,"
saying it didn't meet the community's
standards of decency.
"We had calls from people who said
they would no longer continue to support this station," said Victor Hogstrom,
WTCI-TV president and general manager. The station depends on contributions from the community to stay on the
air, he said.
"Many in the community would find
this program offensive," he said.
Many of the same objections to
"Tales of the City" were raised against
"Oh, Calcutta" before it was scheduled
to be performed in Chattanooga in the
late 1980s. The play was allowed to appear in its original form after a judge
ruled against groups who had filed a
lawsuit to keep the show out of town.
Public broadcast stations in Nashville, Knoxville and Memphis showed
edited versions of the series, using an
electronic blurring technique to mask
frontal nudity and silent pauses over
some of the stronger language. The public television system in North Carolina,
where Maupin grew up, and stations in
South Carolina also aired the edited version. Georgia's nine-station public television system, which reaches parts of
suburban Chattanooga that are in Geor-
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PBS stations in author Armistead
Maupin's native state, North Carolina,
would not run the unedited version of
his "Tales of the City."
gia, ran the unedited version.
"We had about a half dozen calls and
they were split. Some were disappointed
we ran the edited version, the others were
disappointed we ran it at all," said Al
Curtis, general manager at Knoxville's
WSJK-TV. "It's one of those situations
where you're damned if you do, damned
if you don't.
"We take the attitude that every TV
has a switch that can be turned off,"
Curtis said. "We don't want to offend
anybody deliberately, but we don't want
to put ourselves in the position of being
community censors."
Chattanooga viewers disappointed by
the cancellation may see an unedited version of the program at private screenings
provided at the station, Hogstrom said. '
"It's hard to measure how much we
may suffer over this," he said. "I would
like to think the viewers are intelligent
and would not punish this station over
six hours of programming when you look
at the thousands of hours of programs
we provide, but that's hard to predict."
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SC House passes anti-gay bills
Columbia, SC—Lesbians and gay
men lost twice in the South Carolina
House Jan. 13 when lawmakers overwhelmingly endorsed bills to bar them
from serving in the National Guard or
from adopting children or serving as foster parents.
Gov. Carroll Campbell voiced no
opposition. His spokesman, Tucker
Eskew, said Campbell opposed letting
gays in the U.S. military and supported
the restrictions on adoption and foster
care.
"It's good public policy. It's good
military policy," said state Rep. Lindsey
Graham, R-Seneca, a major in the Air
National Guard and author of the bill to
bar lesbians, gay men and bisexuals from
service.
"We have the Confederate flag hanging up there, Shannon Faulkner trying to
get into The Citadel—this is just one
more evidence of how backward the state
is. I'm embarrassed about it," said Harriet
D. Hancock, a Columbia attorney and
member of Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays.
The House voted 92-20 in favor of
Graham's bill, which was designed to
continue the ban on lesbians and gays

serving South Carolina's Guard units
even if federal policy is changed. By a
92-20 vote, the House also approved a
bill that prohibits gays, lesbians and bisexuals from adopting children or serving as foster parents.
"It's a breeding ground for future homosexuals," said Rep. Mike Fair, RGreenville, the bill's author, said. He dismissed studies provided by gay rights
activists last year that said children are
no more likely to become gay or lesbian
when raised by homosexuals than when
raised by heterosexuals.
"I can't defend this with anything
but logic," he said.
But opponents said it was irrational
fear and politics that motivated lawmakers to pass the bills.
"It's very homophobic. It's relying
again on hot-button issues," said state
Rep. Gilda Cobb-Hunter, D-Orangeburg,
who voted against it.
State Sen. Glenn McConnell, RCharleston, a member of the Judiciary
Committee, said senators would probably approve the bills unless they were
convinced they violated constitutional
rights.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Councilman Apologizes, Sort Ofiwhenwiikes-B^e.PA.
city councilman Al Boris said of gay men cruising two city parks "You should shoot half of
them anyway," the city's lesbian and gay community was angry. When he decried federal
AIDS research because gays "are getting what they deserve," they were even angrier. So
Boris apologized. Two minutes into his apology at a Jan. 13 council meeting, Boris said the
parks in question have been "monopolized by homosexuals," and referred to "semen all over
the place." And then he said that gay men recruit retarded people for sex and that the media
hides gays' "deadly activities" behind the cloak of civil rights. The city council adjourned
the meeting without hearing the rest of Boris' apology.

Is The Texas Sodomy Law Unconstitutional?: A Texas Supreme Court

Texas Rep. Glen Maxey says that state's
sodomy law is unconstitutional, but the
Supreme Court doesn't agree.

ruling has apparently let stand the state's
115-year-old sodomy law—the court
declared that neither it nor a lower court
that found the law unconstitutional had
jurisdiction to do so—but the court ignored an Appeals Court ruling in another case that found the law unconstitutional. Ron Dusek of the state attorney general's office said the appeals
court ruling does stand, but that doesn't
mean a future case couldn't be decided
in an appellate court and go to the Supreme Court, which refused to hear an
appeal on the second case. Rep. Glen
Maxey, the state's only openly gay state
legislator, said that he would pursue an
appeal of the law in the legislature.
"Clearly this issue...was decided in a
political manner, and the people of
Texas will have an opportunity to respond in a political manner," he said,
confirming that he would continue his
efforts to repeal "what is now an unconstitutional statute."

Man Who Killed Mate During Rough Sex Sentenced: A homeless man was sentenced to 11 years in prison for killing another man during rough sex in Middletown, Conn.
John J. Rodriguez asked the family of Dennis J. DiPace for forgiveness last week before he
was sentenced for his 1st degree manslaughter conviction. DiPace was found dead June 28 in
his condominium. Rodriguez, who at the time of the death was living in a homeless shelter in
Hartford, pleaded guilty in November. According to investigators, DiPace and Rodriguez,
who were acquainted, were involved in sexual activity that purportedly involved DiPace's
having a ligature placed around his neck and duct tape over his mouth. When DiPace turned
blue and became unresponsive, Rodriguez panicked and fled, taking DiPace's car and some
of his belongings.
TV Vet Dies Of AIDS At 42: Dr. Stephen M. Kritsick, who was animal science editor on
ABC's "Good Morning America" and a veterinarian in New York City, died Jan. 16 of
AIDS-related lymphoma. He was 42. Kritsick had announced on television in October that
he had contracted the disease, and reflected on his life and illness on the Dec. 24 "GMA," his
last appearance on the program. He had written two books, "Dr. Kritsick's Tender Loving
Cat Care" and "Creature Comforts," a novel, and was at work on a book about AIDS at the
time of his death. Kritsick is survived by his companion, Art Campbell, his parents, and two
sisters.

Cincinnati Council Delays Vote On Repeal Of Gay Rights Law: The Cincinnati City
Council voted 5-4 last week to postpone action on a proposal that would revoke the city's
entire human rights ordinance, which includes protections for lesbians and gay men, and in a
separate 9-0 vote, defeated a proposal that would have deleted sexual orientation from the
ordinance. The city's ordinance was revoked by a November ballot initiative that barred the
city from enacting such legislation, but a federal judge blocked implementation of the new
law until a lawsuit brought by gay rights activists could be heard. Meanwhile, a boycott
against the city is having some effect—the American Historical Association and the American Library Association have cancelled upcoming conventions that had been scheduled for
Cincinnati.

School Board Votes To Allow Gay Group: Huntington Beach, Calif., school district
trustees have voted to let a high school gay group continue meeting on campus despite
protests. The 4-1 vote followed a long and spirited meeting in which nearly 100 residents
delivered arguments to the board. "I have a gay child and I just came here to say I understand
how scary it is to be in school and have no one to support you," said Natalie Ballard. "Love is
big, but homosexuality is wrong," countered Ina Brinkmann, who presented the trustees with
120 signatures of people opposed to the gay group, promising to gather hundreds more.
KKK

Member Ordered To Pay Civil Rights Groups: A KU KIUX Kian member from

Wallingford, CT, accused of punching patrons of a gay bar and harassing Mexican-Americans, has been given a suspended prison sentence, but must donate hundreds of dollars to
civil rights groups. Scott Palmer pleaded guilty to charges of breach of peace and threatening
and no contest to a charge of intimidation by bigotry or bias. Under terms of the agreement
with prosecutors, Palmer was ordered to make 12 monthly payments of $25 each to the
NAACP and Casa Vorcuda de Meriden, a Puerto Rican community center, and $50 monthly
payments to the Meriden Client Fund, an emergency fund for AIDS patients. Palmer may
also be ordered to attend counseling sessions, but the Klansman said it would not work.
"They feel as though they can change me," he said. "Sure I'll learn something. Maybe it will
make me stronger as a Klansman."
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shrift from most national organizations.
Radecic's trip to Atlanta last week was part
of that effort.
"The work that I did at the King Center—our work is going to be about coalition building," she said. "I'll make those
connections at the national level so that
people here in Georgia can make those connections at the local level. And it won't be
just with the King Center. It'll be with the
Japanese-American Citizens League and the
NAACP, and the Organization of Chinese
Americans and the folks in the Native
American movement."
Radecic pointed out that NGLTF has
had strong ties to the South, particularly
Georgia, in recent years.
"We've had board members from Georgia—[HRCF public policy director] Cathy
Woolard and Sabrina Sojourner (now an
assistant to California U.S. Rep. Maxine
Waters)," she said. "And I'm pleased to say
that Pat Hussain is now a board member."
Radecic also wants to establish a field
office in the South, to compliment the offices already running in Portland, Ore., Boston, Los Angeles (where campuses are being organized), the Silicon Valley (where
workplaces are being organized) and San
Francisco.
"It was actually in my initial budget
that I submitted to the board a couple of
months ago," she said. "I want to open a
field office here in the South, and one in the
Midwest. We're trying to do more to bring
[NGLTF programming] into the middle of
the country."
Fight the Right summits, to organize
efforts against right wing misinformation
and initiatives, are part of that strategy.
NGLTF held two such summits last year,
in Cincinnati and Denver, and plans more
this year. Additionally, a workplace organizing conference, which annually draws
600 organizers, will be held in the Midwest
this year.
The focus, clearly, is on "helping local
and state activists do their job, and do it as
best as they can." From that, Radecic said,
can come a national effort.
"Out of that comes our federal direction, our federal vision, based on people's
needs and concerns at the state and local
level," she said.
One strategy is to convene roundtable
discussions comprised of the people who

"do the work on a day-to-day basis." By
way of example, Radecic pointed to her
organization of the recent briefings on Capitol Hill regarding lesbian health care issues—the first such briefings to be held.
'The way I knew what to even talk about
was because I convened a group of 18
women—health care providers, dykes with
HIV, lesbians with breast cancer, researchers, clinic directors," she explained. "For
three months, every two weeks, we talked
about what the agenda is around lesbian
health care. And that's my blueprint for
what I need to do with [Health and Human
Services Secretary] Donna Shalala and the
health committees on Capitol Hill."
The focus on local organizing is the
crux of the difference between NGLTF and
the Human Rights Campaign Fund, which
is a federal political action committee and a
federal lobby.
"We're two very different organizations
and both need to exist," Radecic said. "The
Task Force is much more focussed on building our movement at the state and local
level. That's what we're about."
With one federal lobbyist, Tanya Domi,
and a pledge not to hire another until the
organization is "stronger and better" at the
local level, the Task Force under Radecic is
poised to assist in fighting the battles on the
front lines and in the back yards of. the
country's gay and lesbian citizens. An example of that was NGLTF's call for the
Justice Department to intervene late last
year when residents of Ovett, Miss, began
harassing a lesbian feminist retreat.
Radecic, in her previous staff position
with NGLTF before being named executive director, had already been lobbying the
department to include sexual orientation as
a criteria for conflicts in which the agency's
Community Relations Service could intervene. Camp Sister Spirit's problems with
the local community make very clear the
necessity of changing that law.
"We're going to keep plugging away,"
she said. "We're going to do things like
help the women in Ovett, Mississippi—
we're going to change federal law because
of Camp Sister Spirit."
But Radecic admits the struggle will be
a long and arduous one.
"We're going to get where we need to
be, but it's going to be step by step, business by business," she said. "It'll be person
to person, coming out of the closet, being
visible. One step at a time."

in memoriam of our founder Cecil Ray De l.oach 1952-1991
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Even cold and rain
couldn't turn them around
A lesbian/gay contingent of 70 joins in the
Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday march
Atlanta—It wasn't a particularly pretty day for a march.
In fact, it was downright ugly. But the cold rain and wicked
wind whipping around the corners of downtown Atlanta's
tallest buildings could not keep down the spirits of the nearly
1,000 who braved the weather to participate in the ninth
federal holiday celebrating Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s 65th
birthday on Jan. 17.
Among that number were about 70 gay men, lesbians and
bisexuals—bolstered by nearly 50 participants in the national
organizing conference for Stonewall 25 held at the Sheraton
Colony Square over the weekend—marching with rainbow
flags, banners and signs reflecting various organizations and
individual tastes.
The numbers were lower this year than past years, and
gone were the throngs of spectators who usually line the route
down Peachtree Street and up Auburn Avenue to the King
Center. But those from the gay community who participated
were proud to be a visible part of this year's King holiday.
"I'm so thrilled," said Ken Johnson, who coordiated the
lesbian/gay participation in the march. "I woke up this morning and I was scared, but Rev. [James] Orange (the march
committee chairman) said if it's just the march committee,
we're marching. This is so exciting."

For Hubert Alexander, there was no question about participating.
"This is a civil rights march, not a parade," he said. "We
have to be here."
Tony Vicari, a member of the Cobb Citizens Coalition,
made the trip from Marietta, despite treacherous driving conditions Monday morning.
"There is so much hatred in the world," he said. "And this
day more than any other—more than Christmas or any holiday—is an ocassion to bring black and white together, to
bring gay and straight together."
Brenda Howard, a participant in the Stonewall conference
from New York City, said that she was "really excited to see
so many people in Atlanta who were so interested."
"The civil rights movement was basicaly an inspiration
for our movement," she said.
At the rally following the march, marchers began drifting
away, seeking dryer, warmer environs, early on—but not the
lesbian/gay contingent. By the time National Lesbian and Gay
Task Force executive director Peri Jude Radecic, one of the
march's honorary marshals, spoke, the gay and lesbian marchers made up nearly half the audience.
"That's dedication," said Lynn Cothren, an assistant to
Coretta Scott King.
"Our gathering here today [is a step toward] breaking
down the barriers that separate us," Radecic said, speaking
about the importance of building national coalitions. "We will
be the bridge, not the wedge."
KC WILDM00N

Marchers hold the banner that led the queer contingent.

Tony White (left) and Alfonzo Ford from the Cobb County
Citizens Coalition came down for the march

Archie Freeman (left) and Badili of the African-American Lesbian and Gay
Alliance brave the wind and rain to demonstrate their support for King's ideals.

It kind of makes you wonder why they'd ever build a road straight.
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GPTV needs our support to counter "Tales" backlash
Anybody who actually sat down and
watched PBS's recent airing of "Tales of the
City" (which, if the ratings are any guide, was
a significant chunk of folks) has to be wondering what in the world all of this fuss is about—
and why some politicians have been castigating Georgia Public Television for airing the
series.
The "Tales" they describe—chock full of
X-rated decadence, filth and obscenity—were
not the "Tales" we watched. Then again, those
who are complaining loudest about GPTV's
decision to air the show admit they never actually saw it.
The optimist in us would like to think that
if they had, they wouldn't be engaging in such
foolish posturing. The realist in us knows we
would probably be wrong. Demagogues are
only infrequently swayed by trivial matters
such as facts or reason.
Though the characters in the television incarnation of Armistead Maupin's novel talked
about sex, there were no graphic displays of
carnal activity. Nudity was fleeting, certainly
nothing worse than what one could see on a
pay cable movie. The language was adult, to
be sure, but there was nothing gratuitous about
its use. There was substantial drug use, but
then this was a period piece about 1970s San
Francisco. Cutting out the drug use would have
been like filming a Western without the horses.
The series captured the playful innocence
of Maupin's tales, which, after all, first appeared as a column in a mainstream daily newspaper. If anything, the book and the TV series
probably understated, not overstated, the freewheeling atmosphere of the times. There were
also two advisories before every episode warning viewers of the content of "Tales" and giving them a chance to change the channel.
So why are Georgia politicians really fall-

ing all over themselves io condemn a program
that is no more offensive than dozens of others
than run every week?
Could it nave everything to do with the
fact that "Tales" presents gay men and lesbians and transsexuals as compelling three-dimensional people with legitimate lives and
loves?
Those who attack GPTV either don't know,
or don't care, that one of the reasons public
television exists is to present a forum for programming that may be considered too risky
for the timid confines of commercial television. GPTV's decision to air "Tales" fulfills
that mission. The fact that "Tales" drew higher
ratings than most public television fare illustrates that there is a legitimate audience for
such programming.
We would expect legislators with a rightwing pedigree, such as GOP gubernatorial candidate John Knox, to attack GPTV and, in
essence, advocate censorship. We know all
too well that there are some people who won't
be satisfied until every positive reference to
lesbians and gays is eliminated from the media. But Lt. Gov. Pierre Howard, who also
offered abuse to GPTV over its airing of
"Tales," really ought to know better.
This is the same Pierre Howard who, during his many years in the Georgia Senate,
represented a DeKalb County district with a
substantial lesbian/gay population. This is the
same Pierre Howard who relied on a coalition
of progressive voters—in which gays and lesbians play an important role—to build his Senate career and win statewide office. His decision to side with the yahoos is a mystifying
slap in the face.
But now that he has, GPTV is in a perilous
position. As Southern Voice went to press this
week, the Georgia Senate, spurred on by Sen.

Pete Robinson, D-Columbus, was considering
a resolution ordering GPTV not to rerun
"Tales," plunging legislators in programming
decisions that they have no business making.
Right-wing lawmakers may go after GPTV's
state funding as the budget makes its way
through the General Assembly—with the prospect that they could be aided and abetted by
the powerful Pierre Howard and Robinson,
who together hold the Senate's top two offices.
GPTV needs our help. If you enjoyed
"Tales," write to GPTV and let them know. If
you are able, send money and become a member of GPTV, which will give your letter more
bite. Then, write or call your legislators and
tell them to keep their hands off GPTV. And
let Pierre Howard and Pete Robinson know
what you think.
So far, the powers that be at GPTV have
stood unflinching in the face of criticism. But
if we want Georgia to have a public television
system willing to air programs that speak to
our lives, such as "Tales," we must give them
the support they need to resist the Neanderthals pounding at their doors.
RICHARD SHUMATE

TAKE ACTION
Dr. Dick Ottinger, executive director
GPTV
1540 Stewart Avenue SW
Atlanta GA 30310
(404)756-4710
Lt. Gov. Pierre Howard
240 State Capitol
Atlanta GA 30334
(404) 656-5030
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Federal law offers protection "Philadelphia" ignored
We recently saw the movie "Philadelphia"
which dramatizes the principal character's
(Tom Hanks) legal fight against his former
employers as a result of his firing upon their
realization that he had AIDS. We, like all others who witnessed it, were moved by the courage and compassion displayed by so many in
the film. We have nothing but praise for the
actors, director and producers involved in the
production.
However, as attorneys, we were disappointed that the movie fails to mention one of
the most important legal protections that those
with HIV/AIDS can avail themselves of—the
Americans with Disabilities Act. The ADA is
a federal law which was enacted by Congress

in 1990. The ADA applies to most employers
and prohibits employment discrimination
against those with disabilities. HIV/AIDS is
considered a disability under the ADA. The
ADA prohibits discrimination in hiring, firing
and promoting. It requires employers to make
"reasonable accommodations" to enable disabled employees to remain in the work place.
Congress rightfully realized that those with
disabilities, including those with HIV/AIDS,
still have much to offer society and that society should not be denied those benefits because of the prejudices of some.
We appreciate this opportunity to further
inform your readership. Many people in the
HIV/AIDS community are also members of
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communities which historically have suffered
discrimination under the law. We would be
remiss not to point out a law which might be
of benefit to them.
Gary Tharp
Warren Casaday
Decatur

Headline pessimistic
As the New Year proceeds, I see that
SoVo's Jan. 6 front cover says "Hopes are
high for 1994 among members of Atlanta's
lesbian and gay community," yet [it] is titled
"Wishful Thinking."
What an encouraging way to start the new
year, Southern Voice. Poor attitudes, while
maybe labelled "realistic," have never gotten
anybody anywhere. So much has happened in
1993. Even though we suffered setbacks in
some areas, we are on the whole progressing.
You ought to see my scrapbooks.
If for one purpose, this letter to the editor
is intended to say, "Folks, it's a backlash, so
we roll with the punches, strap on our life
preservers and do keep our heads above water.
And remember, there's so much we don't see
or haven't tried, truth is on our side and the fat
lady ain't singin' for a hell of a long time.
Chin up."
Doug Stickels
Atlanta
Stickels is the political chair of Black and
White Men Together.
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Best use of Bawer's book is to thaw your pipes
It's winter, and what else is there to do
while the water pipes thaw but sit down with a
good book? Hip, hip, hooray, therefore, to the
fact that gay people in Atlanta have so many
places, and especially new places, to find books
to read. New, coffee-scented Outwrite in Midtown Promenade; comfortable, principled
Charis, soon to be in their own building in
L5P; cheap Chapter 11 in Ansiey Mall; palatial Barnes & Noble in Buckhead.
The stores are fine; the books, sometimes,
are another story. Take the latest effort to explain and justify what I call the "straight-identified" gay viewpoint, Bruce Bawer's "A Place
at the Table." Bawer's book is far superior to
these previous efforts—Anyone remember
"After the Ball"?—And well-enough written
to make its contents even more infuriating. I
briefly considered thawing my pipes by burning it under the sink. How can someone who
writes so well turn out such an unpleasant
book?
Bawer's title is a metaphor for what (he
says) gay people want—a chance to be heard
as valid and valued participants in society. But
he thinks that we sabotage this by choosing
"outrageous" behavior, trivializing ourselves
and forcing us to accept a place at the Little
Gay Table instead of the Table of All Society.
Bawer dislikes activist disruptiveness, wearing leather or dresses and generally anything
that irritates straight society.
But Bawer's own story of why he stopped
writing for The American Spectator discredits
his argument all by itself. The Spectator is a
right-wing publication that runs sleazy stories
like Anita Hill's nymphomania and Bill
Clinton's state trooper escapades. Bawer even
prints the vile things they published about gays
while he wrote for them, including arguments
for HIV quarantines.
Why did he stay there? His rationale is that
he thought writers were free to write what they
pleased, so he stayed to maintain a covert gay
perspective at the magazine. But when he was
censored when trying to say something positive about "Longtime Companion" and "Prelude to a Kiss," he quit.
Bawer misses the entire point of this story.
He tried really, really hard to be the kind of
gay man the Spectator would publish. It turns
out that the only kind of gay writer they wanted
was one who would pass as straight. When he
stopped doing that, they squashed him. Did
that radicalize him? No, it only taught that
straight people continue to choose who sits at
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the table. If you want to be there, Straighten
Up and Fly Right
The perspective missing from Bawer's
book is an unforgivable one for someone as
well-read and scholarly as he. Bawer shows
no understanding of gay history. Bawer believes gay people misbehave just to get
society's goat—what he doesn't grasp is how
our culture grew naturally as a response to the
oppression of society.
The first book to which I would refer him
for his Gay History 101 remedial reading is
Martin Duberman's "Stonewall," a historical
account of the riots that led to the foundation
of our movement. What this book taught me is
how much of our movement grew from seeds
planted by Communist party members in the
'50s, and '60s and anti-war protesters. These
were society's only rebels, the ones who
weren't conforming to its rigid lines and rules.
Early protesters tried Bawer's prescription
30 years ago-picketing in suits, ties and dresses
so as not to look "threatening." It got them
nowhere, because respectability cannot start a
revolution. Among the first things thrown at
police in June, 1969 were high heels from the
drag queens.
Bawer senses no debt to these courageous
individuals, implicitly believing he would be
able to live a life of integrity, even if this work
had never occurred. About this, I find him
sadly delusional.
Just exactly what a pre-Stonewall life was
like is vividly told in "Jeb and Dash: A Diary
of Gay Life, 1918-1945," edited by Ina Russell.
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Russell inherited from her uncle "Jeb's" 50
years of diaries and has edited them into a
remarkable account of day-to-day gay life in
Washington, D.C.
What resonated with me is how much of
Jeb's day-by-day agonies in the 1920s and
'30s were like mine a decade ago—the loneliness, the aching need to understand the "why
me" part, coming out, frustrations with friends
who waffle between being gay and getting the
family off their backs, the sadness for the
people who either failed or settled, either by
suicide or forced marriages or the compromises of closeted life.
But because of the work done in the '60s, I
have reached a point Jeb never attained—a
level of integrity with myself, an understanding of the gifts of insight and compassion that
I have inherited from being gay, the variety of
a life not bound by the structures and limitations of straight society. That gift grew from
the actions of some not-very presentable rioters in 1969.
The most telling of Bawer's quotes: "I don't
hate seeing people in leather or drag; what I
hate is the thought that to some of them, the
leather or drag is the cornerstone of their identity.. .And I hate the fact that such people have
succeeded in convincing many heterosexuals
that they speak for all gays and that their own
less attractive qualities are inherent attributes
of homosexuality."
But what concern is it of his what someone
chooses to make the cornerstone of their identity? Bawer fears that these people reflect on
him, tainting what society thinks about him.
His goal is ultimately a selfish one—a gay
society that will not embarrass him in front of
his friends.
I hear him saying, "Live within the lines
drawn by straight America so that you don't
scare people into denying you human respect."
I, however, feel a stronger need to move the
lines drawn by straight America outward, so
that more people can live the way their heart
points.
My admonition to you is "Go buy some
books." Pick up "Stonewall" or "Jeb and Dash"
from whichever store you feel supports you
best. But leave "A Place at the Table" in its
place on the shelves of Charis and Outwrite
and any other place where books that tell about
our lives are sold. I think it tells you more
about Bruce Bawer's circumspect little life
than it does about our collective ones.
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GLAAD
News
by CARL LANGE

Tales of Babylon-on-the-Bay
Thanks to the efforts of American Playhouse and KQED-TV in San Francisco,
the nation has been treated to a six-hour
presentation of Armistead Maupin's "Tales
of the City." The nostalgic series is set in
1970s San Francisco and includes a healthy
dose of lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender frolicking (as well as such cultural mysteries as platform shoes and
macram£). The series premiered on January 10-14 on Georgia Public Television
(GPTV).
Few corporate donors were willing to
provide funding for the broadcast. Most
donors made the excuse that it was the
heavy drug use, and not the gay and lesbian content, that kept them from sponsoring "Tales." Right wing organizations are
rallying against the series and its wonderful and honest depiction of Babylon-onthe-Bay.
"Tales" is "exactly the sort of material
public TV should be doing," says KQED's
senior executive producer Michael
Schwarz. "If there ever was a reason for
public broadcasting to exist, it's to put on
programming other [broadcast networks]
might be hesitant to approach."
GPTV aired the original uncensored
version and should be commended, particularly since, in some surrounding Southern states, only an edited version aired,
and, in Chattanooga, Tenn. 'Tales" was
pulled completely after right-wing pressure.
"Georgia Public Television's policy is
to respect the artist's work and our viewers' intelligence," says GPTV public relations manager Marcia Killingsworth. "We
let them know when a program such as
this contains adult material, nudity or language, and we let our viewers make up
their own minds about whether it's appropriate viewing in their homes." [Atlanta
Journal-Constitution]
To ensure that homophobic cards and
letters don't outnumber the positive response, send your feedback to Dr. Richard
Ottinger, Station Manager, GPTV, 1540
Stewart Avenue SW, Atlanta, GA 30310,
or call the station at (404) 756-4700 and
ask to speak to broadcast services to make
your comments.
Write Keven Harris, Station Manager,
KQED-TV, 2601 Mariposa St., San Francisco, C A 94110-1400.
The Atlanta Constitution should also
be commended for its January 10th oneand-a-half-page spread on 'Tales." Writer
Steve Murray successfully described the
series, drawing attention to the lesbian and
gay content, in a matter-of-fact way. "It's
boy-meets-girl-meets-girl-meets-boymeets-boy." Murray has been a champion
in the inclusion of gay and lesbian themed
films and movies in his reviews and deserves praise.
Write Steve Murray, Atlanta JournalConstitution, P.O. Box 4689, Atlanta, GA
30302, or call him at (404) 526-5954.
The next GLAAD/Tidings will be a tear-.
out media guide of contact information.
This column is a product of the Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation/Atlanta Inc. Write us at GLAAD, P.O. Box
55111, Atlanta, GA 30308-5111, or call
(404) 605-7477.
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Chemo increases cancer survival
Philadelphia—Women with locally advanced breast cancer have a significantly higher
survival rate when surgery is preceded by chemotherapy to shrink the tumors, doctors at
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital reported.
A study of 189 women since 1979, released in mid-January in the journal Cancer,
showed the treatment improves disease-free
survival after two years to 81 percent, compared to historical levels of 20 percent, the
researchers reported.
The doctors use a process called induction
chemotherapy, which uses several cycles of
drugs to treat a cancer patient prior to radiation or surgery. After that they get radiation
and then surgery, if necessary.
"At one time doctors considered women
with these large tumors 'incurable' or 'highly
likely to be incurable,"' said Dr. Gordon
Schwartz, a Jefferson surgeon and specialist
in breast cancer who coauthored the study with
seven other researchers and physicians. "While
this type of disease accounts for 10 percent to
20 percent of the breast cancer population, it
leaves women with few options for survival.
When we began to change the sequence of
treatment and administer the chemotherapy
before the surgery, we saw that tumors were
melting away."
The study indicated that breast conservation—procedures such as lumpectomy and radiation therapy that do not require removal of
the entire breast—can be performed after che-

motherapy with a greater expectation of longterm success than had been traditionally
achieved.
After five years the survival rate was 61
percent and for 10 years it was 55 percent, all
higher than expected.
"Normally, people think of breast cancer
as a disease for which something surgical is
done first," said Dr. William Biermann, a
Jefferson oncologist, and also a coauthor.
"With this study we hope to generate confidence in using a therapy in which surgery is
put on hold to permit the body time to respond
to chemotherapy."
Dr. Sandra Swain, director of the Comprehensive Breast Center at Georgetown University who has conducted similar induction chemotherapy studies, called the Jefferson data
"exciting in that it shows survival among these
women to be increased."
"What's especially important is that not
every patient had to have a mastectomy," she
added.
The first objective, Schwartz said, was to
increase survival and the second goal was
changing the treatment from massive surgery
to induction chemotherapy followed by breast
conservation. She said that as more and more
women were staying well longer, "we began
to convert treatment for about one-third of the
women from mastectomy to breast conservation."
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Experts continue to disagree about
when to start mammography
Women under the age of 50 face a di- American College of Radiology has affirmed
lemma about mammography, X-ray examina- its recommendation that women under the age
tion for the early detection of breast cancer.
of 50 have annual mammograms.
The National Cancer Institute, a federal
So what should a woman do?
agency, and the American Cancer Society, a
For a women over 50, the answer is clear.
private non-profit organization, are in the un- There is solid evidence that annual
usual position of making almost diametrically mammograms for women in this age group
opposite recommendations about the value of can save a significant number of lives by deperiodic mammograms for women aged 40 to tecting breast cancer in its earliest stage, when
50.
treatment is most effective and is less trauThe National Cancer Institute recently re- matic.
versed its longstanding recommendation that
Women under 50 who are in high-risk
women between the ages of 40 and 50 have groups—for example, those with a family hismammograms every year or two.
tory of breast cancer or with suspicious lumps
To support its stand, the institute cited a in the breast—are still advised to have
large-scale Canadian study in which periodic mammography every year or two.
mammograms for under-50 women produced
My belief—and the belief of many radino apparent reduction in breast cancer deaths. ologists—is that every woman over the age of
That study has been widely criticized, how- 40 should be screened every year.
ever, on both medical and technical grounds.
But the only way the scientific debate can
Critics say the mammograms were poorly done be settled is by a long-term, large scale trial
and poorly interpreted, and that more high- that would have to enroll half a million underrisk women were in the group that received 50 women to produce statistical!-' satisfactory
mammography than in the group that did not. evidence.
Another argument used against periodic
Meanwhile, women between the ages of
mammograms for under-50 women is that 40 and 50 must weigh the evidence, consult
breast cancer appears to be more malignant their doctors and make their own decisions.
and less treatable in younger women, and thus
DR. GILLIAN M. NEWSTEAD
early detection is less useful in this age group.
But the American Cancer Society strenuDr. Gillian M. Newstead is assistant proously objects to the change, and it is supported fessor of radiology at New York University
by other professional groups. For example, the School Medical Center.

Women lawmakers push for breast
cancer check-off
Springfield, IL—A group of lawmakers
urged Illinois taxpayers to help fight breast
and cervical cancer by donating a portion of
their tax refunds for research.
'Taxpayers can check off a box on their
tax returns to donate all or a portion of their
refunds to a Breast and Cervical Cancer Research fund within the state treasury. If the
fund doesn't garner $100,000 by October, the

checkoff box will be removed from next year's
tax return forms.
Sen. Penny Severns, D-Decatur, said reaching the $100,000 mark will help Illinois secure federal money to fight the diseases. "Illinois has the opportunity to access as much as
$2.2 million each year for the next five years
through the Centers for Disease Control," said
Severns, the bill's chief Senate sponsor.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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D.C. doc reports good results with
Interluken 2
Dr. Larry Bruni, a private physician in
Washington, DC, spoke at the January treatment forum of the AIDS Survival Product. His
topic was his aggressive treatments of HIV
infected patients with Interleukin 2.
IL2 is an approved drug for renal cell carcinoma and is being researched by the National Institutes of Health as an immune modulator to raise CD4 counts. It is not a drug that
attacks HIV. It is known for its severe, if temporary, side effects, which include temperatures up to 104° F, body aches, edema, and
mental status changes. The side effects disappear, usually, within two days after completion of the treatment.
Dr. Bruni started giving his patients IL2
early last year, and has now treated over one
hundred HIV-infected people with good results in more than 90 percent of those treated.
A couple of his patients' CD4 counts have
increased from 20 to over 200. Usually, CD4
counts have at least doubled. Only five patients have stopped treatments because of the
side effects.
Researchers at NIH admit their patients to
the hospital for five days of treatment, plus a
day or two for the side effects to disappear.
Bruni treats his patients as outpatients for four
days with daily office visits. He does require
that his patients have someone with them 24
hours per day to provide care. The usual dose
is 18 million IU per day continuously infused
thru an IV. Bruni's patients are attached to a
portable IV pump, which allows for the office
visits.
Patients who start with low CD4 counts
(below 100) sometimes require several treatments before any benefit is shown. This is
because the IL2 receptors of CD4 cells are few
in number. One method of increasing the receptors is to start treatments with low doses (3
MIU) for 14 days, administered subcutaneously. This is thought to reawaken the immune system into supplying more IL2 receptors. This allows the higher dose IV infusion,
which brings the major benefit.

Dr. Bruni said he is rethinking this method,
however, and prefers to start immediate IV
treatments. Either method brings only temporary benefit and needs to be repeated every
eight weeks. It is thought by some, however,
that after several IV treatments, subcutaneous
treatments may be the only maintenance necessary.
The side effects of IL2 treatment tend to
increase with each day of infusion. For this
reason, Bruni's four day treatments produce
less severe side effects than NIH's five day
treatments, but the NIH gets slightly better
results. Some feel that the better results are not
worth the worsened side effects of a fifth day
of treatments.
The cost of IL2 treatments is high. The
drug itself, plus required equipment and monitoring, bring the cost of each round of treatment to more than $3000. In addition, patients
who work lose a week of work every two
months.
Dr. Bruni said that some insurance companies pay for the treatment without any trouble.
But because IL2 has not yet been approved by
the FDA for treatment of HIV disease, some
insurers balk at paying. The IL2 producer, Cetus Corporation, has set up a hotline (1-800775-7533) to help the patient determine
whether their insurance company will cover
the cost of treatment.
Because IL2 does not attack HIV itself,
Dr. Bruni says he always uses aggressive antiretroviral treatments, as well as Acyclovir in
all patients. He also strongly suggests nutritional supplements as recommended by HIV
experienced nutritionists.
The forum was videotaped; copies will be
available from the AIDS Survival Project (8747926) next week.
The next treatment forum will be held February 20 and will feature Dr. Bernard Bihari of
New York City, who will discuss "Comprehensive Ambulatory Management of HIV Infection."
BY DAVID STANLEY

New evidence found that gp 120
damages brain
New York City—Scientists have found new
evidence that a single HIV protein may damage brain cells and lead to the impaired thinking and movement seen in some infected
people.
Strains of mice made to produce the protein in their brains showed brain abnormalities
like those in infected humans, researchers said.
The mice should be useful in assessing drugs
to ward off such damage from HIV, the researchers suggested in the Jan. 13 issue of the
journal Nature.
The protein, called gpl20, is shed from
HIV-infected cells in people, researchers said.

For the experiment, mice were given a gene to
make them produce the protein without HIV
infection.
The work was done by scientists at the
Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla, Calif.,
the University of California, San Diego, and
the Boston University School of Medicine.
In a Nature commentary, Dr. Stuart Lipton
of Children's Hospital and Harvard Medical
School said several drugs have been claimed
to reduce cell damage from gpl20, and that
tests in humans are in progress.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Common Steps:
A Lesbian & Gay Affirming
Addictions Program is the first of its
kind in Atlanta and the Southeast
Put together and administered by members
of the community and their allies,
Common Steps provides a safe,
supportive space where you can
address and explore these issues:
Substance abuse/eating disorders
Homophobia and internalized heterosexism
Social and political concerns
Healthy lesbian/gay support systems
HIV/AIDS
The process of coming out
Family systems
Lesbian/gay domestic violence
Common Steps brings these issues
into recovery through the 12-step
process familiar to many.
Call us and meet with us to see how
our program works. We're close to
home and we're here to help.
For more information, call:
(404) 377-5768 or
1-800-783-7318

DDICTION
RECOVERY RESOURCES
OF

DECATUR

HOSPITAL

450 North Candler Street, Decatur, GA 30030
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UGA researchers find way to
isolate immature pneumocystis
Athens, GA—Researchers at the University of Georgia have discovered a method of
isolating an immature form of pneumocystis
carinii.
The research could lead to more effective
treatments for the disease, but a researcher at
the National Institutes of Health said the development could be helpful but didn't appear
to be a major advance.
Dr. Jamie De Stefano, a researcher at the
university's Complex Carbohydrate Research
Center, said the team had found a quicker way

to separate the drug-resistant mature form of
pneumocystis carinii from its immature forms.
She said the latest method also provides a
virtually pure form of the organism, making it
easier to study its life cycle.
The Georgia researchers said the stages of
pneuomcystis have different weights, causing
them to separate when spun from a centrifugal device. Further purification is carried out
through filtration.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

If you are terminally ill, you may need financial assistance NOW. VAC is here NOW,
to help you access your life insurance policy for FINANCIAL FREEDOM. NOW, when
you need it. So you can break away from financial worries and stress, and get back to
the feeling of FREEDOM.

VIATICAL
ASSISTANCE
CORPORATION

Please inquire NOW for free
and confidential information.
1-800-892-1282
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THE HNS HIV PROGRAM
▼ Psychological Services
Personalized counseling by gay
licensed clinical social workers
helps meet the emotional, psychological, and family needs
specific to the HIV individual.

T Pharmacy Services
Clinically trained pharmacists are
continually updated to advanced
protocols in delivering HIV
pharmacy services.
T Nursing Services
Sensitive to the special needs of
the PWA, the registered nurses
have a minimum five years
clinical experience in I.V. therapy
or related field.

\FU

HNS
ADVANCED INFUSION THERAPIES

1-800-872-4467
426-4933
&
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Some companies
and brokers are
promising you "the
most money for
your life insurance
policy," but they
are breaking their
Steve Simon. President
promises.
They promise to only represent
your interests...they promise to get
you the most for your policy..they
promise that everything is confidential...they promise you will not have
to pay their fee. They promise you
will get your
money quickly.
They promise
and they promise
and they promise!
And who will
these brokers
sell your policy
to? Not the company that will pay
you the most, but
someone who will
pay the broker
the most. Think about that! And who
are these "funding sources" that they
are sending your personal and confidential medical records to? Someone
you can check out? Someone you can
trust? Someone you would want owning your life insurance policy?
And who really pays the broker's
fee? You! If you worked directly with
a company like American Life

Resources there would be no fee.
The extra money it costs to have a
middleman shop your policy to
investors would go directly to you.
And copies of your private and confidential medical records would not be
floating around the country like a
chain letter.
We don't need to find someone to
purchase your policy We don't have
to wait to get you your funds after
you have been approved. We have,
over 50 million dollars of our own
money that is solely dedicated to purchasing life insurance policies. You
receive the most
money possible
with no hassles, no
excuses and no
delays.
Call us for
more information.
You don't need
middlemen and
neither do we. We
keep our promises
so you can keep yours!

There is nothing
sweeter than
a promise kept.

There is nothing
more bitter than
a promise broken

1 -800-633-0407

American
E£e P^sources®
A Viatical Settlement Company
American Lite Resources is one ol the oldest and largest viatical settlement companies in the wld We have helped more PWAs lake control
of their lives than any other organization
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tube cells in Salhany's experiments.
Stephen Cobum, director of biochemistry
at the Fort Wayne State Development Center
in Fort Wayne, Ind., and a vitamin B-6 researcher, called the findings significant and
interesting. Cobum said he hasn't conducted
research on vitamin B-6 in reference to AIDS.
"The real key thing is whether it would
translate into a live animal," Cobum said. "Lots
of preliminary discoveries look good under
controlled circumstances, but when you put
them into a live organism, they (the results)
could be different.
Salhany cautioned people against taking
"mega-doses" of vitamin B-6 found in drug
and health food stores, which is different than
PLP, because of the side effects and the fact
that the body will only metabolize it into a
certain amount of PLP.
While the research results are promising,
they are not a cure, Salhany said. "I don't
think there will ever be a cure because we
can't cure viruses," he said. "B-6 is not an oral
version of the condom."
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ryan White's mother pushes ban on
condom-equipped trading cards

T Caring, Committed, and Concerned about the community.
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Form of B-6 blocks new HIV infection
Omaha, NE—A type of vitamin B-6 found
in the body and used in test-tube experiments
blocked HIV from infecting white blood cells,
a researcher reported Jan. 14.
The vitamin did not help cells that had
already been infected, said James Salhany, a
researcher and biochemist at the University of
Nebraska Medical Center.
The test-tube experiments haven't been
extended to humans, but the medical center is
pursuing funding for human tests. Salhany said
researchers have to find out if enough vitamin
B-6 can be built up in the body without causing toxic side effects. The only type of B-6
that worked in the experiments is called pyridoxal phosphate, or PLP, and is found in the
bloodstream.
Salhany's research, conducted with medical center AIDS virologist Mario Stevenson,
found that PLP bonded to white blood cells,
forming a barrier that blocked HIV from infecting the cells.
Large doses of the vitamin can cause problems with the nervous system, such as trouble
walking and tingling in the feet, Salhany said.
There were no toxic side effects on the test

A comprehensive program of services that responds to the diverse needs of the HIV
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Indianapolis—Ryan White's mom wants
state lawmakers to ban trading cards with her
son's picture that include condoms in the packages. "He should be known more for what he
taught us about living and to respect those
with diseases," Jeanne White-Ginder said.
Eclipse Enterprises of Forestville, Calif.,
began selling its AIDS Awareness cards last
February.
White-Ginder is supporting a bill in Indiana that would prohibit the use of celebrities'
likenesses without written consent from them
or from their estates. The bill passed an Indiana state Senate committee in mid-January.
Ryan, diagnosed with AIDS at 13, contracted HIV from blood products used to Ueat
hi hemophilia. He sued for and won the right
to attend school with other children and took
part in AIDS education efforts until his April

1990 death.
A painted image of him is included in the
set of 110 trading cards, which also include
images of Magic Johnson, Rock Hudson and
Arthur Ashe. The cards include facts about
their lives and information and myths about
AIDS. Each foil-wrapped, 12-card pack contains a condom.
Catherine Yronwode, editor in chief at
Eclipse, said the series is an attempt to educate
the public about a deadly illness. Fifteen percent of profits go to a group helping HIVinfected people, she said.
Eclipse also produced the controversial
True Crime trading card series featuring crimefighters and criminals, including cult leader
Charles Manson and body parts-killer Jeffrey
Dahmer.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Eli Lilly & Co halts AIDS research
Indianapolis—Eli Lilly and Co. has halted
in-house research on HIV treatments as part of
the pharmaceutical company's continuing restructuring plans, officials said.
The company's AIDS and HIV research
was limited, with just one potential drug in the
first phase of human tests. That study won't be
abandoned, but Lilly will search for a partner
to continue work.
"There are other studies that are in the
process of being...closed down in order for us
to focus those resources in areas where we
feel we have a competitive advantage," said
Carlos Lopez, executive director of infectious

diseases research for Lilly.
Lopez acknowledged some Lilly scientists
were unhappy about the decision. "As you
would expect, scientists who have put their
heart and soul into trying to discover therapies
for what they know is a very, very important
medical need are disappointed that the company has to do this," he said. "But they understand why and support it."
The move comes as the Indianapolis-based
company tries to shrink its operations and staff
to save money.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Free eating disorders programs set
for February 7-13
The Eating Disorders Awareness, Prevention and Treatment Association of Atlanta will
present a series of free programs covering: the
warning signs of a eating problems; what you
can do to help prevent eating disorders; and
what treatment of eating disorders involves.
Highlights from the acclaimed film "The
Famine Within" will be shown followed by a
discussion with members of EDAPT on the
following dates.
• Monday, February 7,7-8:30pm Peachtree

Presbyterian Church, 3434 Roswell Road, NW.
• Tuesday, February 8, 7-8:30pm, Pace
Academy Fine Arts Center, 966 W. Paces Ferry
Road, NW.
• Thursday, February 10, 7-8:30pm, Holy
Innocents Episcopal School, 805 Mt. Vernon
Highway, NW.
• Thursday, February 10,7-8:30pm, Agness
Scott College Chapel Lounge, 141 E. College
Avenue, Decatur.
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Fights over hate initiatives move
through Oregon courts
by NEIL HEILPERN
Salem, OR—A constitutional showdown
over gay/lesbian rights legislation in Oregon
has reached the hands of the courts in two
related cases.
Judge Albin W. Norblad, of the Marion
County Circuit Court, has been asked to decide whether the legislature or citizens in various communities have the right to enact laws
about gay rights.
After failing in 1992 to secure passage of
Measure 9, a statewide law outlawing lesbian/gay rights legislation, the Oregon Citizens Alliance changed tactics and initiated
numerous anti-gay/lesbian rights initiatives
on the city and county level, all of which
passed. So the state legislature last August
approved a law to prohibit political subdivisions of the state from enacting legislation
dealing with lesbian/gay rights.
In January, Mabon and four other plaintiffs asked Judge Norblad to declare the bill
unconstitutional.
Not waiting for the outcome of the case,
the OCA has started circulating new petitions
for a statewide ballot for "The Minority Status and Child Protection Act" in the 1994
election. In January, the ACLU filed suit in
an effort to keep that measure of the ballot.
This time around, Mabon and the OCA
have changed tactics. While Measure 9 labeled homosexuality as abnormal and perverse and would have required state and local
governments to discourage it, the new initiative would simply forbid state and local governments from implementing gay/lesbian
rights legislation—what Mabon refers to as
"special rights."
The new language is modeled after
Amendment 2, an anti-lesbian/gay rights measure that passed in Colorado in 1992. The
amendment has subsequently been struck
down by a Denver judge.
In its suit against the OCA, the ACLU
contends the new ballot measure is overly
broad and violates a rule requiring that initiatives pertain to a single subject. The Oregon
attorney general's office has given the measure a green light, saying it is not overly
broad.
The major constitutional argument in the
fight over the law outlawing local initiatives
centers around the right of the state to enact
pre-emptive legislation, over the wishes and
votes of local electors on specific issues.
Mabon argued the law violates free and
equal election, free speech, home rule through
the initiative and referendum provisions of
the Oregon constitution, amends the constitution without a vote of the people and is vague

Stonewall ousts NAMBLA
Continued from page 3
wall 25, the ban will apply to any organization
that advocates the sexual exploitation of youth
or favors repeal of age of consent laws. Three
groups—NAMBLA and two groups based outside the United States—will be affected by the
decision.
NAMBLA's participation in gay organizations and demonstrations, long controversial,
came to the forefront last year when ILGA, an
international lesbian/gay group representing
various organizations, was threatened with the
loss of its observer status at the United Nations because NAMBLA was one of its members. Stonewall 25's decision was seen as a
way to discredit the link between homosexual-

and overbroad.
In defending the law, the state's brief noted
that "some people may feel strongly that local jurisdictions should be able to adopt their
own liquor laws, or their own divorce laws,
or their own field burning laws, but the legislature has determined that all of those subjects should be governed by uniform laws of
statewide application."
The state argued that home rule provisions in the constitution were intended to provide for and safeguard the right of a political
subdivision to legislate on purely local affairs
germane to the purpose for which the city
was incorporated.
"Providing or denying gays and lesbians
statewide protection from discrimination is
not a matter which is germane to the purposes
for which a subdivision was incorporated,"
the brief said, noting the need for uniform,
statewide application without the patchwork
quilt approach of passing various local ordinances.
The state also questioned how Mabon
could consider himself an injured party, since
he lives in the city of Woodburn where no
anti-gay/lesbian rights initiative has been
passed and subsequently squashed by the new
state law.
Mabon has been pointing to the success
of the local initiatives as proof the state wants
"no special rights" for gays and lesbians. Gay
rights advocates have been pointing out that
the local votes have only been in areas which
had voted in favor of Measure 9 in 1992.
Meanwhile, the Rural Organizing Project
is stepping up efforts to coordinate a network
of 52 dignity groups in Oregon that deal with
a wide array of human rights issues, including lesbian/gay rights.
The group will meet in the city of Keizer
Feb. 26 to decide how to integrate each of the
groups and individuals in its plans for 1994.
"Gay issues now are pretty high on the
agenda which is still being formulated, because there are so many problems with Measure Nine and all those rules being written in
the communities in Oregon," said Vietta
Helmle, a member of the Salem-based Coalition to End Bigotry, which will host the other
groups in the project.
"Of course they are unconstitutional and
will be found illegal," said Helmle, director
of the Salem Women's Crisis Service. "But,
in the meantime, who knows how many years
it will take before people will feel safe."
"We will talk about our consensus decision making process, representation for the
various groups, membership and fundraising,"
noted Helmle.

ity and pedophilia made by anti-gay right
wingers trying to discredit the movement.
While in Atlanta, the steering committee
also voted to ban floats from the march in
order to retain the political tone of the event.
"Gandhi didn't ride on a float. Martin
Luther King didn't ride on a float. We are
continuing in their tradition, so we shouldn't
either," said Steve Oxendine, a member of the
executive committee who supported the decision.
In other business, Arthur Finn, chair of the
march committee, said various routes for the
march are under consideration and, because of
the large crowds expected, there will likely be
multiple routes instead of a single route, as
was used in last summer's March on Washington.
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You have the right to choose.

MTI
Home Care Services

It's your right
to choose your
home care provider.
We are concerned
about you,
rising healthcare
costs and your
insurance caps.

WE SPECIALIZE IN:
PERSONALIZED NURSING CARE
Home Chemotherapy
I.V. Fluid Therapy
Inhalation Therapy
24 Hour Emergency Service
Delivery Service Available

Oral HIV Related Medications
Home Parenteral Nutrition
Home Enteral Nutrition
Oral Nutritional Supplements
I.V. Antibiotic Therapy
Home Pain Management

Medical Therapies Incorporated
1579 N. Decatur Rd. Atlanta, GA 30307 • (404) 373-2525
WE ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT

Stay in Bloom This Winter
Are you ready to get good at taking care of yourself?
No mattter what shape you're in now, we can help you devise
comfortable, sensible ways to build well being. And enjoy it.
It isn't easy, but you're worth it. Call us today. Let's get started.
13 Corporate Square
Suite 107, Atlanta
325-2273
STOSH OSTROW, M.D.
General Practice

More People lose
their homes through
disability than through
fire or death
Loss by Fire*
1 out of 1,200

Jt^

Cause of Foreclosure**
Death - 3% Disability - 48%

Disability Income insurance may be the
best purchase you'll ever make.
• A&H Production •• U.S. Government Housing and Home Finance Report
M. BRYAN FREEMAN
3109 Maple Drive, Suite 404
Atlanta, GA 30305
404/233-5411 or 800/777-8878

pl BENEFITS
M*l AMERICA

Underwritten by Illinois Mutual, 300 SW Adams St., Peoria, IL 61634
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Fundies attack youth conference by filing obscenity charges
by DELL RICHARDS
Couer d 'Mem, ID— In yet another attempt
to harass anyone connected with gay and lesbian activity, right wing fundamentalists took
the law into their own hands and filed obscenity charges during a gay/lesbian youth conference at North Idaho College.
During the conference, an 11-year-old girl
picked up a copy of JoAnn Loulan's "Lesbian
Sex." Right wing activists attending the conference undercover reported the incident and
demanded that charges of supplying obscenity
to a minor be filed.
The charges were eventually dropped, but
not before conference organizers spent a nerve
wracking month waiting for a final decision
from the Couer d'Alene prosecutor.
Fundamentalists have been secretly monitoring gay and lesbian events for years. "The
Gay Agenda," the anti-gay video currently

making the right-wing rounds, was filmed by
attending and photographing gay parades. But
this seems to be the first time stealth tactics
have been used on the spot, against a gaysupportive event.
In this case, fundamentalists, affiliated with
the Idaho Citizens Alliance, an offshoot of the
anti-gay/lesbian Oregon Citizens Alliance, not
only demanded charges be brought against conference organizers but also against the president of the college, which sponsored the event,
and the college's public relations person simply for exercising the institution's right to free
speech.
"Filing obscenity charges is a new one to
me," said Kathy Parrent, spokesperson for the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). "But
fundamentalists groups have been using a lot
of what we call 'stealth tactics' since the Republican Convention, where they were so flagrant in their views. You haven't heard a lot

from them lately, and our feeling is that they
are using these kinds of tactics.
"Going to a conference and registering secretly, then creating problems over an adolescent girl strikes me very much in line with this
new trend."
Conference organizer Peggy Federico knew
they were handling a volatile and explosive
topic when they planned the event. As such,
she asked Planned Parenthood, one of the sponsors, not to have condoms either at their exhibit or their talk on safe sex. Those precautions did little good in the face of rabid extremism, however.
"We didn't want anything inflammatory,"
said Federico, professor of sociology and education at NIC. "We felt that condoms might be
too upsetting, so we requested Planned Parenthood not to bring them. They agreed and
had their session on teen health without anything on display."
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Though organizers didn't review the books
at the book booth, they had tried to cover their
bases by giving a list of books presenters
wanted to have on hand. Neither Federico nor
the bookstore owners who brought "Lesbian
Sex" to the conference, who were from nearby
Spokane, Wash., realized the sex manual could
be viewed as obscene.
The book probably does noi fall into the
definition of pornography. The crucial factor
in the case wasn't the book itself but the fact
the parents had given permission for the adolescent to be there. This pulled the rug out
from under the fundamentalists' case.
They also used other tactics to cause trouble
for the conference, including demanding the
names of all sponsors (organizers refused) and
getting a spot on the agenda at the NIC Board
of Trustees meeting to demand the resignation
of conference organizers and make even more
outrageous claims. Though Federico refused
to get into a debate, she was asked to explain
the conference to the board at that meeting.
Fundamentalist groups also passed out
sexually explicit literature which had not been
at the conference, then claimed it had been.
They also used the local media to campaign
against gay rights with a constant stream of
anti-gay press releases and letters to the editor.
Despite the eventual victory, the use of
guerilla warfare by the right is increasing. The
Idaho conference shows that fundamentalists
now feel themselves strong enough, at least in
some parts of the country, to take on institutions as well individuals.
The new tactic also shows how willing
they are to suppress free speech and the dissemination of information, under any circumstances, when it comes to gay topics.
"It shows how extremely motivated they
are," said Dallas Chase, an Idaho gay-rights
activist. "We have seen them lie and twist
anything and everything to their own ends.
They do not believe in telling the truth and
they will do anything to further their own ends."

Right wing tries
to cut HIV funds
Atlanta—In a demonstration of the new
boldness of the right wing at the Georgia Capitol, conservative Republicans in the House
tried—and failed—to cut state funds for the
arts, for HIV testing and for a family planning
clinic in Atlanta.
The attempts to cut funding were made in
the first week of the legislature's 1994 session, as Gov. Zell Miller's supplemental budget was being considered. Democrats, who hold
a sizeable majority of House seats, managed
to beat back the amendments, though some
conservative Democrats supported some of
them.
Planned Parenthood of Atlanta, which
serves about 8,000 low-income women in the
metro area under a contract with the Georgia
Department of Human Resources, was the primary target.
Rep. Ron Crews, R-Tucker, urged House
members to "send a signal to DHR that we Jo
not support the policies of this organization"
by cutting off funds for the contract. The
amendment failed 97-55 after supporters countered that the organization does not perform
abortions. It provides testing and treatment for
sexually transmitted diseases, pregnancy testing and birth control information.
Conservatives also tried to slash funding
for an experimental school program, HIV testing and the Georgia Council for the Arts. They
lost on votes of 140-20, 142-12 and 133-18,
respectively.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Gay Games draws few local entries
But women and men who want
to be part of Team Atlanta can
still sign up during late
registration, starting Feb. 1
Atlanta, GA—The Dec. 31 registration
deadline for Gay Games IV in New York has
come and gone and the results were less than
expected for the largest team in the South.
Team Atlanta had hoped to send 300 athletes to New York for what is being billed as
the largest amateur sporting event in north
America. However, registration looks very
bleak for local athletes who will march in opening ceremonies under the Team Atlanta banner.
By for the deadline, very few teams or
individuals from the Atlanta area had registered for the Games. One possible explanation
would be the high registration fee that Unity
'94 is charging to individual athletes that plan
on participating. The December deadline had
a registration fee of $60 and also required a
sports fee of $35 to $100, depending on the
sport.
Late registration will open Feb. 1 and close
March 31. There will be a $50 late fee added
to the registration fee and the sports fee, which
will put registration at over $200 a person.
Another factor that may be affecting registration turnout is the cost of going to New
York for a 10-night stay. Most of the hotels in
Manhattan are offering special discounts
through Pride Tours, but an athlete can expect
to pay $65 to $150 a night based on an occupancy of four to a room. Airfare to New York
is the only reasonable aspect of the Games,
thus far. Currently, Continental (sponsor airline to Gay Games) is offering a round trip
fare to New York from Atlanta for $163.
Spending about $30 a day on food would bring
the total cost of competing in New York to
around $1,700.
Conventional Travel is the local agent for
booking through Pride Tours and according to
Lou Haskell, "none of the local athletes or
teams have made their travel arrangements."
This is of some concern because 65 percent of
the hotels in Manhattan that are part of the
discount fare are already filled.
Gay Games III in Vancouver was very
proud of the 43 percent turnout of women
athletes and New York had set a goal of 50
percent participation in '94. Atlanta has never
sent a women's team in any sport to the Gay
Games and as of the deadline, it appears this
will hold true in '94. Several local women
athletes had put together partial rosters in vol-

NEW '94 CIVIC DX COUPE

Sporty w/ Air conditioning, dual air bags,
rear defrost, AM/FM cassette * more

?#* 30 "THAatfol
These Atlanta basketball players tune up
for Gay Games IV.

leyball, soccer, softball and basketball, but none
of these teams have yet to complete their roster.
There has been registration by women in
some of the individual sports, and the women's
coordinator for Team Atlanta, Robin Grendle,
is hoping to recruit enough women to complete the rosters for the team sports by the
March deadline.
As for the men, registration has been down
as well. Two men's softball teams and two
men's volleyball teams are expected to com-1
pete, but the status of their registration is still
unconfirmed. A men's basketball team and a
men's football team have currently filled their
rosters, but neither are currently registered.
Several of the individual sports have received
registrants from Atlanta and hopefully that will
continue to happen during late registration.
Due to computer problems, the New York
office won't be able to provide statistical results of registration until February. However,
its estimate of the number of people who registered before the deadline was 7,000. The
1990 Games in Vancouver had 7,300 athletes.
New York was hoping to host over 10,000 for
'94, which appears to be a goal still within
reach.
Team Atlanta has plenty of registration
booklets that contain all of the information
currently available on the Games. It meets on
the second Tuesday of every month at the
Armory (Juniper and 6th Street) at 7:00 p.m.
The next meeting is on Feb. 8.
RICHY HOWARD
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CERTIFIED
LO-JACKDEALER
5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.,
Chamblee
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My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was
highly recommended to me by a
friend who also enjoyed her
dealings with Ms. Ellis.
Julie Ellis was professional,
courteous, and very respectful of
the presence of my female life
partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis
could relate to me more
comfortably than any other car
salesperson ever has. I appreciated
her availability at Curry Honda.

During my two days of
business at your dealership, I
was aware of two other samesex couples making purchases.
Thank you once again for your
dealership's stance to be gay/
lesbian sensitive and for
providing quality gay personnel
such as Julie Ellis.
Sincerely,
Laine Peek

'Pto^etetoHal aenvtce fan, tfaun au&Mt&UtAe need*,.
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Ellis

451-2700
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C. GUSTIN, M.D.
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Call for FREE BROCHURE
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800/786-7183
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TRUCK MYTHS
• TRUCKS RIDE ROUGH

• TRUCKS LACK COMFORT
• TRUCKS DON'T HAVE AIRBAGS

2 7/1994

ANNIVERSARIES
Christy Simpson and Eileen Savage celebrate
their first anniversary together on Feb. 2.
They just set up house in Midtown and
couldn't be happier. Christy wants to tell
Eileen "Thanks for one of the best years of
my life, sweetie."
Also on Feb. 2, Jayne Pleasants and Karen
Smith celebrate their third anniversary. All
is well over in their South DeKalb home,
where they await the arrival of Jayne's daughter, Karyn Hegrenes, on Jan. 28. You may
recall from these pages that Jayne gave up
Karyn for adoption 24 years ago, and last
summer Karyn tracked her down. Karyn is
now moving to Atlanta for the warmer climes,
although lately we're not so sure she'll get
them.

BIRTHDAYS
Sally Ringo turns 43 on Jan. 28.
A happy belated birthday to Deb Calabria
who turned 37 on Jan. 11
Another happy belated birthday to Project
Open Hand founder and artist extraordinaire
Michael Edwards. He turned 44 on Jan. 20.
Happy 28th birthday to Stephen Wimberly
on Jan. 26.

• LUXURY INTERIOR
• SLEEK STYLING
• DRIVER SIDE AIRBAG

Gretchen Lee hangs out with Leah
Stetson during her visit to Atlanta from
St. Louis.

A VISIT
Gretchen Lee, a Stonewall 25 delegate from
St. Louis, Mo., visited Hotlanta during the
Stonewall 25 National Steering Committee
Conference and says "Hi" to John and Lisa.

When you have Occasions, let us know. Write Southern Voice/Occasions, PO
Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316, call (404) 876-0789, orfax to (404) 876-2709.
Please include a phone number for verification.

Gifts
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Shopping Center
2359 Peachtree Rd.
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Jerusalem House cited by HUD
for innovative homeless service
Atlanta —The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) presented
Jerusalem House with the "Award for Innovative Service to the Homeless" its recent
regional forum held in Atlanta.
Founded in 1988, Jerusalem House is a
home for men and women with AIDS who
would otherwise be homeless.
Jerusalem House development director
Louisa Basarrate received the award from Ken
Williams, HUD's deputy assistant secretary
for grant programs, who was in Atlanta representing HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros.
The award states that it is given "in recognition of achievements in creating a continuum
of care approach to addressing homelessness."
In attendance at the forum's opening session were Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell,
DeKalb CEO Liane Levetan, and Fulton
County Commission chairman Mitch
Skandalakis, along with representatives of
government agencies and nonprofit organiza-

tions serving the homeless throughout the
Southeast.
Williams said that Jerusalem House represents how HUD dollars can be spent efficiently for an innovative, community-based
solution to homelessness. The HUD award
states the "(Jerusalem House's) work exemplifies the commitment of President Clinton
and Secretary Cisneros to break the cycle of
homelessness and prevent future homelessness
through a community based, bottom-up approach."
"We are honored to receive this national
recognition," remarked Ann Slaughter, Jerusalem House executive director. "Through a
solid partnership with HUD and our local
governments, Jerusalem House provides a
home and support services for at least 50
homeless people with AIDS each year."
For more information about Jerusalem
House, call 527-7627.

At POPe CHEVROLET STONE MOUNTAIN

EVERY DAY IS

WE OFFER A GREAT SELECTION AND
LOW, LOW PRICES ON THE HOTTEST
CHEVROLET/GEO MODELS. LIKE THE..

Scholarship competition opens
The annual Fourth Tuesday Scholarship
competition has opened for 1994.
The $1,500 award is offered annually to
an Atlanta lesbian who is attending an institution of higher education to further her professional skills. The scholarship is to be used
during the fall term 1994. Although Fourth
Tuesday membership is not a selection criterion for this scholarship, applicants should
indicate their ability to make some contribution to the Atlanta lesbian community,-either
now or in the future.

The 1994 Fourth Tuesday Scholarship application deadline is April 15, 1994. All information and letters of recommendation
should be postmarked by this date. Every effort will be made to notify those with partial
applications on file of any missing information at least one week before the deadline.
The scholarship recipient will be recognized
at the Fourth Tuesday meeting on June 28.
If you have further questions, please contact Dr. Ann McAllister at (404) 231-0751.

METRO
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Growing up black and gay~*
A story of young love that crosses racial and class boundaries, this hauntingly erotic
first novel explores the limits of freedom and loyalty.
"One of the ten best books of the year."
—The Weekly News (Miami)
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THE COLOR OF TREES
by Canaan Parker
$8.95 in bookstores,
or return this ad with $10.00 (postpaid) to order by mail.
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"There's something special
about life in a Mercedes Benz. It
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represents the success I've found.
The people at ATLANTA CLASSIC

CARS welcomed the opportunity to help
me choose the right car for me and my lifestyle. That's why I think they're the best!"
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a scene from "La Cage aux Folles."

by BRIAN COCHRAN
As either of its two stars will tell you, "La Cage aux
Folles" is a musical about family, a musical that has achieved
its longevity through connecting with its audiences' hearts.
"La Cage aux Folles" opened on Broadway in August
1983, broke box office records and won six 1984 Tony awards,
including best musical. Since then, the show has had productions almost continually, both on the road and at single locations, and recently celebrated its 2000th performance in Boston, with the same cast that is coming to Atlanta this week.
The leads, Walter Charles (Georges) and Lee Roy Reams
(Albin/Zaza) are certainly no strangers to the musical, having

performed together in the same roles at New Jersey's Paper
Mill Playhouse, where the show holds the all-time box office
record.
Charles, whose theatrical resume reflects his great versatility as an actor (he has played Albin/Zaza as well), says the
musical has lasted as long as it has because of its traditional
values. He notes particularly the song the Republican party

chose to end their 1992 convention. "When I heard 'The Best
of Times Is Now,' I just fell over. I wondered if anyone would
tell them," he says wryly. "It is a kind of funny, backhanded
way of seeing how the piece has come to be accepted, whether
they knew about it or not."
Another benefit to the show's endurance is that it is reachCONTINUES ON PAGE 22

And with the 1994 Masquerade just around the corner—Saturday, Feb. 5, from
10 p.m. to 3 a.m.—it's time
to start forming your lastminute krewe. Or at least time
to start pulling together the
$40 admission for the fundraising and social event of the
season, sponsored by Southern Voice and 99X.
Q\A<I
"Since it's the fifth anniversary, we're trying to put
as much emphasis on the 'Wow' factor as possible," said
Masquerade co-chair Jay Constantz, who has been organizationally involved with Masquerade for four years.
Wow is right. Along with Masquerade traditions, such as
costumes, krewes, Parade of Krewes and the silent auction,
there will be a laser-go-go disco/cabaret/circus feel thrown
into the mix. Not to mention some major remodeling work
done to The King Plow Arts Center, Masquerade's home
since last year.
The biggest element is the 10,000-square-foot disco. "Every year we try and add something new to the disco that
people will leave and talk about," Constantz said. This year
they've added lasers for effects, choreographed go-go dancers
clad in outfits from Physiko's for heat and enlisted a local
group of jugglers, trapeze artists, clowns, mimes and fire
eaters to display their respective talents.

Carrie Heller's Circus Arts, an organization that works
with school children and adults to teach self-esteem through
circus tricks, will provide the service.
"I think people are going to be thrilled with it," Constantz
said. "It's going to really lend itself to the Mardi Gras theme
and feel."
Also lending itself to the theme and feel will be the Masquerade cabaret, featuring local and national talent. Actor's
Express Company will provide many of the local acts, and the
cast of "La Cage aux Folles," in town that night performing at
the Fox, is also scheduled to perform. The cabaret will be
emceed by engineer-turned-comedian, David Paule.

3,000 A X&4,

to ntUiM-

by JAMES FITCH
For the past four years, Atlanta has celebrated Mardi Gras
two weeks before it happens in New Orleans with Masquerade, a blowout to benefit Project Open Hand, the organization
dedicated to feeding people living with the HIV virus.

CONTINUES ON PAGE 24

Masquerade a benefit tor
Project Open Hand, Feb. 5, 10 p.m. to 3
a.m. at The King Plow Arts Center. 887 W
Marietta St. NW. Tickets, which include
party, free food and drinks, are $40 and
available through Ticketmaster. Anyone
interested in creating a krewe can call
Raymond Mancey at (404) 529-8617 or
Project Open Hand at (404) 525-4737
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The Most Incredible Party Ever!

for Project Open Hand is coming!
This 5th anniversary blowout is
\tlanta's premier event.
Feb. 5, 1994 at the Newly Renovated
King Plow Arts Center.
4-249-6400 or stop by any
es outlet.
we tickets, call 404-525-4737. Order today.

The Event Features:
A 10,000 sf disco w/ laser show
Performances by the cast of La Cage aux folles
Circus Acts
Open bar and abundant food

Exotic dancers
The Parade of Krewes
Outrageous people in festive costumes
And more!
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THURSDAY

WOMAN FORUM.
Atlanta's original women's
radio program, still going
strong. 6-7pm, WRFG, 89.3
FM.
GAY GRAFITTI. Out and
loud lesbian and gay radio.
Tonight: Discussion of
extremist groups with Tonya
Frazier. 7-8pm, WRFG, 89.3

FM.
DYING WITH OSCAR—
THE ACADEMY AWARD
MURDERS. Agatha's
Mystery Dinner Theatre
opens its first production of
1994 tonight with murder
during the Academy Awards
ceremony. Tu-Sat 7:30 pm.
Sun 7pm. S33-S38 includes 5
course dinner and the deadly
show. 875-1610.

BEETHOVEN PIANO
CONCERTO. The Atlanta
Symphony presents pianist
Ivan Moravec. conducted by
Eduardo Mata. Also
tomorrow and Saturday. 8922414.
SOUL SHADOWS: URBAN
WARRIOR MYTHS. New
Orleans photographer Dawn
Dedeaux lectures at the Art
Student Union of Georgia
State University, 1pm in the
Art Slide Library, Rm 265
Art & Music Bldg.
ATLANTA IN A NEW
LIGHT SALUTE. The city
lights up tonight from 6:50pm
to 7pm. Check it out from an
overpass near you.
LAUGHING MATTERS.
Comedy improv troupe
performs Thurs & Sat at
Manuel's, 8pm. 717-4714.
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FRIDAY

BOY'S SHORTS: NEW
QUEER CINEMA. A
collection of short films from
2Tgay perspective at Georgia
State's Cinefest Theatre. Thru
Feb 3. 5:30pm, 7:45pm &
9:45 pm. 651-2463.
BILLY JOEL. The Piano
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SOAP. Comedy Central has
the controversial 70s TV
series. 2pm & 7:30pm, MonFri.
PURPLE HEARTS. Thru
Jan 29. An exhibit of
photographs by Benita Carr
on display at The Gallery at
the Arts Exchange Mon.-Fri.
10am-5pm, Sat. ncon-4pm..
624-4211.
PRINTED LIGHT: TWO
DECADES OF COLLECTING PHOTOGRAPHY.
Thru Feb. 4. Exhibit features
140 works from the High
Museum's photography
collection. The Folk Art and
Photography Gallery at
Georgia Pacific, 30 Houston
St. downtown. 892-HIGH.
DANCING AT
LUGHNASA. Thru Feb. 6.
The Alliance Theatre opens
Irish playwright Brian Friel's
inspiring drama tonight The
play is a tribute to Friel's
mother and her sisters. Shows
at 8pm Tu-Sat and 2:30pm &
7:30pm Sun. $18-$34. 8922414.
ANGELS. Thru Feb 13.
Theatrical Outfit brings back
Philip DePoy's gospel
musical at the Outfit, 1012
Peachtree. Wed-Sat 8pm. Sun
3pm. $15. 872-0665.
THE SUM OF US. Thru Feb
13. SAME presents David
Stevens' comedy of love—
between a gay, soccer-playing
plumber and his father and
their potential partners—set
in Melbourne, Australia. $10
in advance & $12 at the door.
Thurs-Sun at 8pm. OutProud
Theatre, 75 Bennett St. Tix
available at SAME, Charts,
Maddix DeLuxe and E.D.'s
Gourmet Records, or call
609-9590.
ALADDIN. The Center for
Puppetry Arts presents the
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familiar tale of Aladdin and
the magic lamp thru Feb. 16
as part of the Family Series.
873-3391.
PRESENT LAUGHTER.
Thru Feb 19. Noel Coward's
witty portrayal of matinee
idol Garry Esendine is packed
with witty repartee. A perfect
antidote to January's grey
skies. At the Neighborhood
Playhouse, 430 W. Trinity
Place in Decatur. Thurs.-Sat
8pm, Sun. 2pm. 373-5311.
JULIUS CAESAR. Thru Feb
20. Non-traditional casting
makes Jomandi's production
of the Shakepeare classic
unique, at the 14th St.
Playhouse. In addition to the
"different" cast, the play is
set in the 60s. 873-1099.
THE NEAREST EDGE OF
THE WORLD: ART AND
CUBA NOW. Thru Feb 26.
Young Cuban artists' work is
displayed at Nexus Gallery,
along with "Contemporary
Paralells with Dante's
'Inferno,'" painting by Larry
Edwards and Greely Myatt.
Reception from 8-10 pm,
exhibit on display. 535 Means
St. 688-2500.
LOVE LETTERS. Thru Feb.
26. Mariatta's infamous
Theatre in the Square offers
up A.R. Gurney's touching
work about 50 years of
correspondence between
childhood sweethearts whose
lives take different paths.
Starring Atlanta legends Mary
Nell Santacroce and Frank
Wittow in their first ever
performance together. Tues.Sat. at 8pm, Sun. at 3&7pm.
422-8369.
MANY THINGS HAVE
HAPPENED SINCE HE
DD2D...AND HERE ARE
THE HIGHLIGHTS. Thru
Feb 27. Contemporary
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Man hits the Omni with his
River of Dreams Tour. 2496400.
THE MACHINE. A Pink
Floyd tribute with lights and
sound. The Variety
Playhouse, 1099 Euclid Ave.
8:30pm, $10.524-7354.
HOW SOON IS NOW? An
infodrama on AIDS,
presented by Teen Teatro, a
performing troupe comprised
of metro-area high school
students. 1:30pm in the
Kennesaw State College
Student Center. Free. 4236022.

comes to the International
Ballroom at 9pm. $18. 2496400.
ROGER AND ME. Michael
Moore's acclaimed film about
the closing of the General
Motors plant in Flint,
Michigan, and Moore's
tireless attempts to talk to
then-GM president Roger
Smith about Flint's
devastation because of the
closing. GPTV Ch 8. 10pm.
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LES CHANTEUSES
AFRICAINES. The musical
and literary voices of African
women, with host Alicia
Banks, who offers a unique
perspective that includes the
lesbian point of view. Mam.
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
THE SUPER BOWL. Don't
know whose playing, but the
Falcons aren't and chances
are you can't get tickets. But
TV is available (no blackout
for this game), and the
Morehouse College Maroon
Tiger Marching Band
performs during the pre-game
show.
HIGH TEA. If the Super
Bowl is just too low brow, try
high tea at Borders
Bookshop, 3655 Roswell Rd.
Entertainment by the Emory
Chamber Players, all
beginning at 5pm thru 7pm.
237-0707.
JULIUS CAESAR. Special
Audiences presents an audiodescribed performance for the
visually impaired of Jomandi
Productions' current run at
3pm. 14th St. Playhouse. 8731009.

SATURDAY

OUTLOOK. Radical talk for
revolutionary intellectuals—
feminist, Afro-centered and
pro-gay radio on AM. 7pm10pm, WIGO, 1340AM.
PIGFEST. A blues
spectacular at the Variety
Playhouse in Little 5 Pts.
Featuring Felix & the Cats,
Tony Lee Band, and more,
plus food from Fat Man's Rib
Shack. 8:30 pm. $7. 5247354.
TODD RUNDGREN. The
TR-1 World (No Order) Tour
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Southern Gothic comedydrama about a wife and
secretary who tries for
perfection and fails—even
after she attends the Living
Loving Marriage Weekend.
Sounds like a candidate for
dykedom to us! At Horizon
Theatre, 1083 Austin Ave.
Thurs-Fri at 8pm, Sat. at
8:30pm, Sun. 5pm. 584-7450.
SPEED THE PLOW. Thru
Feb 27. Actor's Express
presents David Mamet's
wicked comedy about the
moral travails of a Hollywood
screenwriter. Thurs-Sat 8pm,
Sun 7pm. Tickets $12-15.
221-0831.
A SALUTE TO AMERICAN BALLET. Thru Feb 28.
The Heath Gallery presents
works by photographer
George Platt Lynes. 2626407.
WITH OUR OWN EYES.
Thru Mar 5. Works from the
Atlanta College of Art's
Georgia Artists' Registry are
on display at the City of
Atlanta's City Gallery at
Chastain. 257-1747.

Deal Art Program) and
regionalist artist. 424-8142.
MARY CASSATT.
Paintings of the American
Impressionist are on view at
the High Museum thru Mar.
27.
TREASURES FROM THE
AFRICAN KINGDOM OF
BENIN. Thru Apr 24. Royal
treasures of brass, ivory,
terracotta and wood from the
ancient kingdom are on view
today at the High Museum.
898-9284.

AMERICAN PAINTINGS
FROM THE MANOOGIAN
COLLECTION. American
artists of the 19th century are
on exhibit thru Mar. 6 at the
High Museum.
RUSSELL WHITING:
MODERN CLASSICISM
IN SCULPTURE. Thru Mar
19. Works of the Louisiana
sculptor are on display at
King Plow Arts Center's
Human Arts Gallery 887 W.
Marietta St, Studio J-103.
724-9141.

WHO'S DINING WHO?
Feb 19. A benefit for the
AIDS Survival Project
(formerly Atlanta NAPWA)
offers a twist on the usual
dinner party benefit. Call now
to drop your name into the
hat—your dinner location and
theme will be chosen by
lottery. $50 includes dinner,
drinks and a dessert reception
at Nexus Contemporary Arts
Center. 876-7926.
HEARTLIGHT AFFAIR.
Mar. 19. An evening of
dinner parties followed by a
Desert Extravaganza at
NationsBank Plaza's 26th
floor to benefit Jerusalem
House. To host a dinner, call
527-7627 before Feb 15.

HOWARD COOK: THE
AMERICAN SOUTH. Thru
Mar 19. The Marietta/Cobb
Museum of Art presents an
exhibition of works by
Howard Cook, a WPA (New

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR. Ted Neeley and Carl
Anderson, stars of the movie
version 20 years ago, reunite
as Jesus and Judas at the Fox,
Feb 15-Feb 20. S10-S37.50.
249-6400.
NATIONAL BLACK GAY
AND LESBIAN CONFERENCE. Feb. 17-21 at the
Meadowlands Hilton in
Seacaucus, NJ. This year's
theme: "Black Gays and
Lesbians: From Silence to
Celebration—Beyond the 28
Days." Scholarships will be
available. 213-964-7820.
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SUNDAY

MONDAY

STILL AIN'T SATISFIED.
Music and interviews from a
lesbian perspective. Cool
music for any queer or
interested other. 7-9pm,
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
OUT IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta's local lesbian and
gay cable program featuring
interviews, news, arts &
entertainment and more.
10:30pm and again. Wed

5:30pm. Cable Ch. 12.
DYKE TV. Activist
television from a dyke
perspective. 9:30pm, People
TV. Cable Channel 12.
MALCOLM X: MAKE IT
PLAIN. A special profiling
the mand who expressed the
anger of African Americans
so profoundly. Producer
Orlando Bagwell spent 2
years collecting interviews—
including Malcolm's brothers
and sisters, and wife Betty
Shabazz. GPTV, Ch 8.9pm.

1

TUESDAY

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES.
Theatre of the Stars presents
the very gay love story of
Georges and Zaza/Albin
tonight thru Sun. $15.50$35.50. 249-6400.
YOUR ARTS DESIRE. A
contemporary collection of
the finest in handmade crafts
and intriguing gifts, just in
time for Valentine's Day, at
the City Art Works, 2140
Peachtree Rd. Thru Feb 28.
605-0786.

2

WEDNESDAY

POSITIVE LIVING. This
locally produced show about
people living with AIDS airs
twice every week on People
TV Ch. 12, 2:30pm and again
on Sat, 10pm. It also airs on
City Ch. 6, Thur 5pm.
GEORGIA ARTS DAY.
Arts advocates meet and greet
Georgia legislators at the
Capitol. Good idea, with the
recent attacks on arts in the
state. Sponsored by the
Georgia Citizens for the Arts.
876-1720.

PICTURED:
ABOVE: Edwin Ashurst and
Elizabeth Chambless star in
Neighborhood Playhouse's
"Present Laughter" thru Feb
20. Photo by Gil Williams
'LEFT: Photographs by Benita
Carr are on exhibit at the
Arts Exchange thru Jan 29.
BELOW: Locals make good:
the Morehouse College
Marching Band performs
during the Super Bowl's pre
game show on Jan 30.
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THEATER OF THE STARS PRESENTS

The Broadway
Musical Comedy!

THE FOX THEATRE•FEBRUARY 1-6
EIGHT PERFORMANCES ONLY
TUES-SUN at 8:00 pm • SAT/SUN at 2:00 pm

50% OFF COUPON
COMPLIMENTS OF
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Food Market

STAR

PICK UP YOUR COUPON TODAY
TO PURCHASE HALF PRICE
TICKETS FOR TUES. & WED.,
FEBRUARY 1-2

ONE COUPON PER TICKET. NO PHONE OR MAIL ORDERS. CANNOT BE USED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNTS. DISCOUNT APPLIES TO TICKET
PRICES ONLY NOT TO FOX $.50 RESTORATION FEE OR ANY TICKET SERVICE CHARGE.

*&
TURTLE'S, SOUND WARETICKETS NOW AVAILABLE AT-770»CCf///AdS7E^
HOUSE.COCONUTS, TOWER RECORDS AND FOX THEATRE BOX OFFICE

TO CHARGE YOUR TICKETS CALL:
TICKET MASTER ARTS LINE:

REGULAR TICKET MASTER:

817-8700 249-6400

TICKETS SUBJECT TO HANDLING CHARGE. DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE. NO REFUNDS OR TICKET EXCHANGES.
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La Cage
Continued from page 19
ing a new audience. As Charles states, "We
are getting a lot of young people in to see this
show." "La Cage" is continuing to show that a
family's differences don't make it any less a
family.
Charles' on-stage experience also includes
a short stint in the very short-lived "Anna
Karenina" that closed at Circle in the Square
on Broadway. He attributes the demise of the
show to its spare production values. "You just
can't take a show like that and tell it in two
and a half hours," he admits. "It just didn't
work." He is a lot more enthusiastic about
"Martin Guerre," the musical that bowed at
the Hartford Stage Company in early 1993.
Mark Lamos, the director of that production,
earns very high praise from Charles. "He is
one of the most gifted directors working in
theater today. I expect very big things to happen to him."
Charles' co-star, Lee Roy Reams, also earns
high praise from the actor. "It is a pleasure to
sit back and watch Lee Roy," he says. "The
role is a lot of work. He does all the dancing,
which neither George (Hearn) nor I could do.
We just sort of stood there while the Cagelles
moved all around us, but Lee Roy does it all."
Reams dazzled Broadway with his performances of Billy Lawlor in "42nd Street," earning Tony and Drama Desk nominations. He
almost made a career of the role, playing it for
nearly seven years. Ironically enough, he left
that show to play the dual role of Albin/Zaza
in "La Cage." Both shows continue to be good
to Reams. In addition to this tour of "La Cage,"
he holds the record for the second most successful production at the Paper Mill Playhouse
— as choreographer of "42nd Street."
Other recent accomplishments include the
direction of the recent touring production of
"Hello, Dolly!" that came to Atlanta (with

Madeline Kahn) and the upcoming production
of the same show, with its legendary original
star, Carol Channing.
Reams has an interesting take on what "La
Cage" is all about. "Homosexuality is almost
incidental to the story," he says. "What the
show is really about is family values. Homosexuality is the device which makes the comedy happen." Reams' politics are that racism,
homophobia and bigotry have no place in a
civilized world, though we will probably always have to fight them. "People are brought
up to feel these things because everyone wants
to be secure in their own little world."
Jerry Herman, the composer/lyricist of "La
Cage," is an old friend of Reams' and handpicked both him and Charles for this production. "Since the relationship between the two
men in the show is very important, he picked
us because this is the way he sees the show."
He does admit that sometimes other people
who have seen the show before have their own
ideas about how the roles should be played.
"Laurence Olivier and Danny Kaye could have
come back from the dead to play the roles and
you still couldn't please some people," he said.
"When you have been with a lover for 20
years, there is a certain degree of physicality
you reach and Walter and I try to show that,"
he continues. "There is even a certain amount
of that with the actor that plays the son." This
certainly was not the case in the original production on Broadway, where the two stars
(George Hearn and Gene Barry) didn't exactly
get along. "But we think it is important to the
story," says Reams.
Since antiquing is one of his passions, you
might find Reams browsing Bennett Street dur- •
ing the show's Atlanta run. "I always make
my money in Atlanta and leave it there," Reams
laughs.
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It's a real chore to keep this column a political-free zone.
Nobody said it had to be, that's true. But it has been my
intention to provide a little levity in our ongoing battle
for equal rights. There's a time to rant and there's a time to
rave. My job has more to do with raving. Life gets too
heavy otherwise. Here are a few places one might find
refuge in the week to come.
Revolution. It's more than a bar. It's an entertainment complex. You could get lost. There's a country bar, a
game room, a huge disco and an upstairs with another bar
called Jake's. Stopped by the seven-month-old Pharr Road
location for the first time last weekend to hear the debut of
a talented new acoustic trio called Plain Jane Only recently has Revolution started featuring live music in their
newly expanded upstairs bar. It's mostly acoustic, Thursday through
Saturday.
Spoke with
Jake, a.k.a.
Jill Cohen,
on my journey
through the
junglethemed disco.
Cohen,
a
longtime Atlantan and
owner
of
Revolution,
made sure to
mention the
PlainJane helps kick off live music at long-awaited
Revolution.
Reunion of
the Century.
No, not the Beatles Reunion, which is reportedly in the
works for next month in New York City, but the
Toolulah's Reunion Party. Be there. Friday, Jan.
28.
Just around the corner is the fifth annual Masquer-
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ade Ball to benefit Project Open Hand. This year's Feb.
5 gala is being billed as "The Most Incredible Party Ever."
Twice as big as last year. The Mardi Gras-style spectacle
will be held at the King Plow Arts Center. Tickets are still
available. Call 249-6400. There will be a 10,000-squarefoot disco complete with laser show. That's four times the
size of Backstreet's dance floor. Black tie or costume,
which can mean a tux or just about anything you can dream
up. Open bar. Food enough to feed an army. So join in the
fight against AIDS. Think of it as Mardi Gras two weeks
early. And a lot closer than New Orleans.
Get yourself in the N'awlins mood with a little Zydeco
music from Terrance Simien and the Mallet
Playboys. They play at Variety Playhouse on Wednesday, Feb. 2.
It's Super Bowl weekend! One more time, with enthusiasm. It's Super Bowl weekend? It's no use. You couldn't
give me tickets to the big game. Now, the four-day party at
the Atlanta Apparel Mart might be more fun. Then again, it
might be like attending a block party with the whole of
Cobb County as your neighbors. Some alternative enter-

tainment could include taking in a play, a concert or a
movie. OutProud Theatre presents "The Sum of Us"
through Feb. 13. Set in Australia, the David Stevens play
has more to do with father-son relations than the gay son's
relations. This "matter-of-fact" attitude toward one of the
two main characters' sexuality is one of this production's
many strengths. At TULA.
Music of Emory presents a classical piano recital worth
the trip to Emoryville. Grace Eunkyung Oh is a
Korean pianist who will perform works by Beethoven and
Mozart. Guaranteed to take you further than a Calgon bath.
Sunday, Jan. 30 at 8 p.m. in Cannon Chapel.
Update: Latest word from Colby himself at Blake's.
The first annual Bitter Ball is gathering steam. Set to
explode in an unparalleled tirade this Saturday, Jan. 29.
Come prepared. You can always go to the Existentialist Congregation on Sunday to forgive yourself for
any harsh words uttered. Stopped by the Existentialist Congregation on Sunday to introduce myself and find out what
they were all about. Friendly folks who welcome all to their
Sunday morning services. This is not a church. I repeat.
This is not a church. Had this been an actual church you
would have been instructed by local safety officials. Nondenominational. On Sunday, Feb. 30, Marsha
Mitchiner will give a talk at 11 a.m. entitled, "Frankenstein Returns."
Earlier this week, Charis Books made their big
move. All in one day. More than 100 volunteers toted
thousands of books across Euclid Avenue to their new
home. And it is a real home, too. A house. Owners Linda
Bryant and Sherry Emory want to invite you over for a
Housewarming Party on Saturday, Feb. 5, 1189 Euclid
Ave., 5-10 p.m.
February 1 is the opening of the six-day stint of "La
Cage Aux Folles" at the Fox. You may have already
known that. One last thing. "Philadelphia," the movie of
"brotherly love." See it. Send a message to the movie
makers.
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Masquerade
Continued from page 19
"We're de-emphasizing the decoration of
the place, which we emphasized in the past by
putting in mannequins in costume, streamers
and balloons," Constantz said. "[This year]
we're putting most of the emphasis into the
technology and the performers."
And what about the lack of heat, and the
dampness that plagued Masquerade at the King
Plow Arts Center last year? Never fear—the
center has been upgraded with power, heat,
and a new roof.
"It's completely different from the way it
looked last year," Constantz said. "Last year it
was cold and damp and that was a problem
[but] there's no question as to the comfort that
we'll experience this year. I was just floored
by the improvements that had been made."
As it was last year, the King Plow Arts
Center space at 887 W. Marietta St. NW, Atlanta, was donated for the event, whereas, in
previous years, Masquerade was held at rented
facilities such as TOLA Arts Complex, the
Georgian Terrace Ballroom and the Fox Theatre. Besides the fact that it is donated space,
the King Plow Arts Center is more attractive
for Masquerade purposes because, unlike those
previous facilities, it adequately accommodates
the party's draw, which is steadily increasing
each year.
The first year, 400 people came. 1,500
people turned out the following year, and Masquerade has grown in increments of 500 each
year since then. This year, as many as 3,000
people are expected to attend.
Masquerade's 1994 goal is to raise
$150,000 between sponsorships and ticket
sales, $50,000 of which has already been raised.
Free food and an open bar for guests will be
made available by more than 40 area restaurants and caterers, and several bars and liquor

We ve Moved!
Come To Our
Housewarmlng
February 5th
5-10 pm
1189 Euclid Avenue
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distributors.
Krewes, or costumed theme-groups, play a
major part in Masquerade's entertainment and
in fundraising for Project Open Hand. Krewes
can be as elaborate and as big in number as
possible. Some adopt a theme each year and
deck out in extravagant costumes. Others wear
tuxedoes and parade simply to register support
for Project Open Hand. Past krewes have
ranged in size from 10 to 200.
The Parade of Krewes, where all krewes
pass by judges and guests and perform short
choreographed routines, is scheduled for 11
p.m. Krewes win prizes for most money raised
through ticket sales, most time volunteered for
the project and for best show at Masquerade.
And anyone interested can form a krewe.
It's easy. Just get 10 or more people, buy
tickets ($35 each for krewe members) and register with Project Open Hand. Project Open
Hand encourages krewes to stay together
throughout the year and volunteer to cook or
deliver food. Constantz said that, so far, nine
krewes have signed up.
Masquerade raised more than $ 120,000 last
year.
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Masquerade will feature numerous
masked revelers, like these two from last
year.
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Bovine Growth Hormone
in your milk?
Milk and milk products from cows who have been given
a genetically engineered Bovine Growth Hormone will
hit the shelves in February. Don't be fooled by this
new, "safe" technology. Stop by Sevananda for
information on BGH milk and check out our selection
of certified organic, BGH-free milk and milk products.
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Homicidal lesbian terrorism—without guilt or apology
Diane DiMassa vents her rage at the
patriarchy through Hothead Paisan, the
comic book character who's become a
popular warrior hero
New Haven, CT—Filled with anger and fighting a long
addiction to drugs, Diane DiMassa created a comic book
character to vent her rage and put her artistic ability to use.
So was born Hothead Paisan, a/k/a Homicidal Lesbian
Terrorist, who uses guns, grenades, guillotines and just about
anything else that can be used as a weapon to avenge any and
every perceived wrong against gay and heterosexual women.
"The way I operate—it's eat my dust!!! The problem is
gone," the wild-eyed, foul-mouthed, caffeine-crazed Hothead tells a friend who urges her to take a more educated
approach.
In the three years since the mini-comic book first appeared, Hothead Paisan has become a hit among lesbians
across the country. It also has begun attracting a growing
number of straight and male readers, judging from the mix of
fan mail DiMassa receives each week.
A trade paperback containing enlarged versions of the
first nine issues of the quarterly comic book, plus some
additional work, just went to a second 5,000-copy run. The
first printing sold out in about seven weeks, remarkable for a
small press.
"She's totally original. Nobody else is like Hothead
Paisan," said Felice Newman, publisher at Cleis Press in
Pittsburgh, which went to DiMassa with the idea of doing a
book.
Hothead and her comic sidekick, a cat named Chicken,
have even been the subject of a scholarly critique, appearing
this month in a journal, New York Folklore.

"It's a wonderful appropriation of a popular culture form
by a marginalized group that really has historically lacked
the means of openly communicating [their] frustrations and
angers and fears," said Dana Heller, an assistant professor of
American literature and gender studies at Old Dominion
University in Norfolk, Va., and author of the study.
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"It doesn't mean lesbians are all of a sudden going to
whip out knives and start mutilating people. It's part of a
long tradition of the image of the woman warrior," she said.
For DiMassa, 34, who is much calmer than her comic
creation but just as biting in her criticism of a male-dominated world, drawing Hothead Paisan the Homicidal Lesbian
Terrorist has been a form of exorcism.
But she said, "I'm not any less angry about the injustices
of the world."
Why all the violence?
"I am this upset, and I owe it to myself to get it out," she
said. "Otherwise those feelings sit in there and fester. They
don't go away.
"The last thing I want women to do is buy a gun and kill
whoever is bothering them," DiMassa said.
In Hothead's world, the injustices include a society that
pushes women to pursue a single ideal of womanhood and
beauty, and TV programming and advertising that reinforce
stereotypes.
"Being something other than this specific image that the
media is constantly pushing makes you feel invisible,"
DiMassa said.
Targets of Hothead's wrath include leering men, sneering
men, gawking men, men who think they are superior to
women, men who commit violence against women, male
doctors who complain of "those troublesome female parts."
"I don't know how anybody can stand anything," Hothead shrieks in one episode.
In the first issue, published in 1991, Hothead shoots a
woman-hater in the back and uses an axe to chop off the
sexual organ of a man who tells her, "You just ain't had da
right one yet!!"
And that's all just on the first page.
In other issues, Hothead goes on a rampage in a supermarket, using a shotgun to blast away at all the beauty aides
and feminine hygiene products. She pushes a giant billCONTINUES ON PAGE 26
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Hothead Paisan
Continued from page 25
board featuring a scantily clad woman off a
building and onto a group of male advertising executives admiring their work.
- Even as Hothead carries out her revenge,
DiMassa adds numerous touches of humor
in her detailed drawings. Underneath an
"Employees Only" sign on the swinging
doors at the back of the supermarket is another sign that reads: "Like who wants to go
back there anyway."
"I love when you stare at a panel for five
minutes and have something to look at,"
DiMassa said.
DiMassa began doodling as a young girl,
drawing her inspiration from Mad magazine. "I was always the kid in school having
her cartoons confiscated," she said. At age
13, she began experimenting with marijuana
and it was all downhill from there.
"It progressed, just like they said it
would," she said. "I know some people create well under the influence, but I was not
one of them," she said. She also couldn't
keep a job; she figures she went through at
least 60 of them.
She stopped abusing alcohol and drugs
at the age of 27, and has been sober since.
Alcohol, drugs and even cigarettes are
banned from the pages of her comics.
DiMassa began drawing Hothead as part
of her therapy. At the urging of her partner
and fellow recovering addict, Stacy Sheehan,
the couple formed their own company to
publish the mini-comics. Now, there's also
a souvenir line of Hothead T-shirts, buttons,
rubber stamps and postcards.

Without Sheehan, Hothead Paisan would
have remained in her private journals,
DiMassa said.
Operating their company out of their
home, where they have converted a walk-in
closet into an office, DiMassa and Sheehan
are hoping to turn their first profit this year.
Most of the business to date has been generated by word of mouth.
"Once more people learn about Hothead,
I think she will have a broader appeal than
to just gay people," says Heller, of Old Dominion. "It's in the classic tradition of the
Western...the wonderful fantasy of the little
guy who wins in the end."
Women have always been taught it is
ugly for them to express their rage, so they
suppress it, DiMassa says. Hothead gives
them an outlet, she says.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The prince isn't very fresh, but "Six Degrees" still works
Will Smith's squeamishness about
kissing men aside, the film adaptation
of John Guare's play features strong
performances by Stockard Channing
and Donald Sutherland
by STEVE WARREN
No lesbian/gay publication reviewing "Six Degrees of
Separation" can ignore the Will Smith issue, irrelevant as it
is to a casual viewing of the film itself. The Fresh Prince has
mouthed off about how, even though he was playing a gay
character, he couldn't bring himself to kiss a man in front of
the camera—I mean, what if the brothers see the movie?
Homey don't play that.
Hey, it's called acting, stupid. In the same movie Ian
McKellen has to say, "I love this Eddie Murphy." The openly
gay actor probably didn't want to endorse a notorious
homophobe, but his character does, so he says the
lines.
Smith had a real problem. Many bigger TV stars
opened in Atlanta last have failed to make the
week at Phipps Plaza transition to feature films,
and Smith made a good impression in "Made in
America." Now receiving scripts Denzel Washington is too
old or too busy for, could he afford to turn down a major role
in the screen version of an award-winning play?
. Yes, if he couldn't commit to the part as written. As
Marlee Matlin would pass on a role that required her to have
perfect hearing, as Madonna would turn down a part that
called for her to keep her clothes on, the heterosexualityimpaired Smith should have been honest enough to say,

Six Degrees of
Separation

Donald Sutherland and Stockard Channing play an upper crust couple duped by a clever hustler, played by
"Fresh Prince" Will Smith.
"Play gay? No way."
Instead, he agreed to play gay halfway, talking the talk
but not walking the walk, and director Fred Schepisi caved
in to his demand to fake a scripted kiss. Bad calls on both
parts.
The funny thing is, as much as there is about it in the
film, homosexuality isn't essential to the plot. It's just another degree of separation between Paul, the poor AfricanAmerican con artist played by Smith, and Ouisa (Stockard
Channing) and Flan Kittredge (Donald Sutherland), a rich
white couple he scams. Posting as Sidney Poitier's son and
saying he attends Harvard with their children and has just
been mugged in Central Park, he insinuates his way into
their household and cooks dinner for them.
They urge him to stay over and find him in the morning
with a hustler he went out and picked up. The hustler (Lou
Milione) flashes the old full frontal, while Smith's stays
coyly hidden. Two other gay episodes involve Anthony
Michael Hall, who met Paul on "a rainy night in Boston,"
and Eric Thai, a naive youth from Utah whom Paul seduces.

Smith gives Thai a quick peck on the neck; it's the kiss with
Hall that's more problematic, shot from behind each of their
heads with a sound effect that seems deliberately out of
sync.
When they learn that he's pulled the same scam on other
parents, Flan and Ouisa try to track Paul down. He comes to
mean more to them than their own children, whose attitudes
are revealed in some hilarious scenes at college.
John Guare has opened up his play without cutting much.
Instead of addressing the audiences, Flan and Ouisa tell their
story at elegant cocktail and dinner parties, showing how
easily a profound experience can be downgraded to an anecdote. Although most of the dialogue from the wordy play
has been retained, it only becomes a problem in the early
scene where Paul has such a long speech the restless camera
can't distract us from it.
Smith isn't entirely to blame. He's very good with the
charming face of this chameleonlike character. He'd even be
convincing in the gay scenes if he weren't busy disclaiming
them off screen. His weakest moment comes in the Boston
flashback where he's supposed to be a street youth who
hasn't yet learned to move among the wealthy. He's more
afraid to play a homeboy than a homeboysexual.
Channing, one of the best actresses of her generation,
gets to repeat her Tony-nominated stage role; Oscar should
follow suit. She has the advantage of knowing the character
inside and out, but that's less important than the advantage
of her enormous talent. Sutherland gives one of his best
performances as her less compassionate husband.
"Six Degrees of Separation" is a bit intellectual for a
mass audience, but it's got some very funny moments and is
loaded with thought-provoking social satire. Guare used a
real incident as a jumping off place to explore ideas and
social attitudes.
"I believe the imagination is the passport we create to
take us into the real world," Paul tells his willing captive
audience. It's unfortunate that Will Smith's passport has
been revoked, but don't let that keep you from seeing this
profoundly entertaining film.
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Babette's
Country European informal fine
dining. Cassouletto Coqauvin. Entrees $8-16.
Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9.
471 North Highland Ave - 523-9121
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American Roadhouse
From breakfast to
blue plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old
fashioned milk shakes to wine. We've got it all!
'90s food at '50s prices. 7-11 Sun-Thu, 7-12
Fri & Sat, 11-4 Brunch Sat & Sun.
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822

Take the chill out of the season at
RJ's. Join us for a cozy dinner or
by the glass. We're available for
private parties too.

II

1 Restaurant listings

Good Food.
Good Wine.
Good Friends.
870 North Highland Avenue
Virginia Highlands. 875-7775

Is this really what you want?

I don't think so.

EATING OUT
Your complete guide to restaurants
Winter in the Tropics

Bacchanalia
Country European cuisine
served in the casually elegant atmosphere of
an old house. Extensive wine list and select
beers available. Menu changes weekly. 27.50
prix fixe. Tue-Sat 6 until, AE, VISA, MC
accepted. No dress restrictions. Reservations
accepted. Free pkng, wheelchair access.
3125 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410

bacchonalia.
a celebration
food'cSt wine
tuesday-saturday?
from 6DO
^/2c piedmont road
atlanta, geoipa3030J

Call now for reservations

The Chile Tree
Authentic Mexican
for Advanced Students
& Novices

Help Us
Help Others
Percentage of net sales
given to AIDS Survival
Project, formerly NAPWA
469 N. Highland
688-0836
Tu-Th 6-10, Fri & Sat 6-10:30
Sun 5:30-9:30, Closed Monday

Galletto Espress-oh!
European coffee
cafe with cozy seating and delectables.
Coffees from around the world. Gift Baskets.
985 Monroe Dr. at 10th St. • 724-0204
Gallus Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving
the community since 1974. 2 floors, casual &
fine dining. Daily specials, Full service menu
and bar. Dinner 7 days a week 6pm-12am,
Sun. Brunch 12-4pm. Resv ace. Visa, MC,
Amex $7.95-12.95
49 Sixth Street • 892-8983
Hot Pepper Thai Cuisine
Outstanding
and authentic flavors, friendly service, casual
atmosphere, moderate prices, Hot Pepper
Thai has it all waiting for you. Closed Mondays.
2257 Lenox Rd. • 320-1532
Jalepenos Authentic Mexican food with a
wide variety of dinner entrees. Great
Margaritas. Daily lunch specials. Serving 7
days a week, 11am-11 pm.
2520 Piedmont Rd • 237-0500

California Pizza Kitchen
Offers 26
sensational varieties of wood-fired pizzas
including Barbecued Chicken, BLT, Santa Fe
and Shrimp Pesto. Also featured are homemade pastas, sandwiches, salads and
delicious desserts, all served in a casual contemporary atmosphere. Take out and delivery.
AE, MC, Visa, Disc. Free validated parking in
the Mayfair Bldg.
Mayfair Bldg, 18114th St., NE » 892-4343
Lenox Square Mall • 262-9221

Luna Si' The magic of Paul Luna. Creating
lunch 11:30-3:00, dinner 6:00-11:00. Late
night fare.
1931 Peachtree Rd • 355-5993
Mambo Voted "Best Cuban Restaurant" by
Atlanta Magazine for '92, '93. Specializing in
seafood with a Cuban accent.
1402 N. Highland • 876-2626

Camille's
The closest Atlanta has to Little
Italy. Hearty platters of pastas, seafood (fried
calamari our specialty), veal and chicken in
rich red sauces. Extensive wine list by the
glass.
1186 N. Highland A ve • 872-7203

Marra's Seafood Grill
Serving
Atlanta's finest seafood for 11 years. This
"Best of Atlanta" restaurant offers only the
freshest fish and shellfish—grilled to perfection
or prepared with eclectic creativity. Lunch M-F
11:30-2:00, Dinner 7 dys a wk. Lunch $3.-10,
Dinner $8-14
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363

Caramba Cafe
Traditional Mexican
cuisine. Mia's famous margaritas a must!
Lunch Mon-Fri 11:30-2:30, Dinner Sun-Th
5:30-10:30, Fri & Sat til 11:30.
1409-D N. Highland • 874-1343

Mick's Mick's restaurants have been
serving our community for 20 years. Check the
hours and menu of the Mick's nearest you.
Lunch & Dinner, and don't forget those
decadent desserts.

Chef's Cafe
A San Francisco style bistro
in Atlanta's elite Top Ten." Serving American
cuisine with a California influence. Nightly
specials. Wines by the glass.
2115 Piedmont Rd * 872-2284

Mid City Fish
This casual neighborhood
meeting place feature peel-your-own-shrimp,
priced right crab cakes and a "we shuck 'em you suck 'em" oyster bar. Happy hour daily 5-7
p.m. Dinner daily 5-11 p.m.
961 Amsterdam Ave • 872-0114

Chile Tree
Atlanta's first and only restaurant featuring the classic cuisine of the
Mayans and the Aztecs. Vegetarian specials
available. Dinner Sun-Thur 6-10 pm; Fri & Sat
6-10:30 PM. Non-smoking. Resv not accepted.
469 N. Highland • 688-0836

364-0212

espressos, and organic coffees. Closed
Mondays. Cash only (for now). Right in the
heart of Candler Park. Take-out welcomed.
1655 McLendon Ave. • 687-8888

Cafe Diem Local international coffee house
serving lunch, dinner, Sunday brunch and a
wide variety of desserts, espressos, and
cappuccinos.
640 N. Highland • 607-7008

Chef's Grill
Creative American cuisine.
Perfect for pre-theatre dining. More intimate
dining after 8:00. "Sweetest deal in town"Christine Lauderbach.
1280 Peachtree St • 881-0652

2625 Piedmont Rd.
Buckhead Crossing
Near Cub Foods
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Milano's Pizza & Subs
Complete
menu, salads to desserts. Common Market
PI3CG

736 Ponce de Leon • 874 CALL (2255)
Peasant Restaurant & Bar
Casually
elegant dining in the heart of Buckhead, The
Peasant Restaurant & Bar is the perfect place
for a relaxed Sunday Brunch. And now with
beautiful weather upon us, lunch or dinner
outside on the patio is yet another great
reason to visit The Peasant Restaurant & Bar
for any occasion.
3402 Piedmont Rd. NE • 231-8740

Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/
Caribbean food in Atlanta for the past 5 years,
in a great tropical atmosphere.
Petite Auberge
Featuring 18 years of
2525 Piedmont Rd B'head Crsg • 364-0212
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Sprgs Plz • 255-5434 family directed qualified service in an elegant
atmosphere. Continental French restaurant
Crab House Full fresh seafood menu
with a wide range of Food Festivals. German
featuring world famous garlic & steamed crabs specials on Fri &Sat.
& our fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood salad
2935 North Druid Hills Rd. • 634-6268
bar. Entrees $9.95-17.95
RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar
Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011
Enjoy Chef Scotf s creative menu while dining
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722
on the patio or in the cozy dining room.
Domiabra Vegetarian Palace
All
Largest selection of wines by the glass in
dishes contain no meat or dairy products.
Atlanta. Great vegetarian selection. Dinner 7
Soups, appetizers, sandwiches, entrees, daily
nights. Brunch Sunday.
specials, desserts & more. Open for Lunch &
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775
Dinner. Tu-Th 11:30-10pm; Fri, Sat 11:30San Gennaro The home of award winning
11pm; Sun 1:30-10pm.
fried calamari and hearty Italian cooking. Two
1129 Euclid Ave • 524-2132
patios allow dining "al fresco." Full service bar.
Dusty's Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91, '92.
Seperate banquet facilities available.
North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew,
2196 Cheshire Br Rd • 636-9447
chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7
Vivoli Casual Italian Restaurant featuring
days. Catering any occasion. Prices $2.75 &
Northern Italian cuisine with nice casual
up.
atmosphere. Full service bar. Entrees $5.951815 Briarcliff Rd • 320-6264
9.95. Lunches $3.50-5.50. All major credit
The Flying Biscuit Cafe
Eclectic,
csrds
healthy, hearty cuisine. From virtuously vegan
2770 Lenox Rd. • 261-6280
to downright decadent. Breakfast all day.
Lunch and dinner specials. Cappuccinos,
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that what appears to be a vegetarian dish
A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN (like the string beans or the sizzling tofu)
will be meat free. Ask first—they'll be happy
to prepare any dish sans meat—but an imFace it, our tastes in Asian food are portant part of the complex flavoring often
changing. Chinese used to be tops. And in disappears when the pork does.
Another mild treasure, a special seafood
terms of sheer volume, it may still be. But
when it comes to exciting new flavors and hot pot, requires a bit of patience if it is to be
general trendiness, Thai is definitely the hot enjoyed fully. The huge bowl of broth (atop
sterno) arrives at the table packed with
ticket in town right now.
In Adanta, one of the problems with Chi- shrimp, scallops, squid, octopus, sea cucumnese food is that you have to venture to ber, shitake mushrooms, noodles and an asCambodia to get the good stuff and many of sortment of pale Asian veggies. Attractive
the best restaurants out that way are fre- as it may be, don't eat it immediately. Let it
quendy packed and staffed by folks who sit and steep for 10-15 minutes while you
seem to think that gracious service is some- graze through the rest of the goodies on the
thing deserved only by patrons at the Ritz. table. In that time, the broth makes a mi(Which may be one of the reasons that Thai raculous change from thin and characterless
eateries are doing so well in Adanta; their to a rich and heady stew that will make any
service tends to be much more attentive and seafood lover swoon. Miraculously, the seagende than most local Chinese restaurants.) food doesn't get overcooked in the process.
All that said, one cannot live by Panang
And don't be squeamish about the sea
curry and summer rolls alone. A plate of cucumber or octopus; they add a wonderful
Kung Pao squid or smoked tea duck is abso- salty perfume to the broth and come in pieces
lutely necessary in a life that aims for culi- that are large and easy to avoid.
nary balance.
We sampled only one dish that could be
Thus it is that I headed out to the new described as ordinary. Stir fried baby sweet
Little Szechuan II (5389-A New bean leaves were lightly scented with garlic
Peachtree Rd, 457-0702) in Chamblee's and perfecdy decent, but lacked the characChinatown Square. You may remember that ter that a plate of spinach or combo of soy
nearly every critic in Adanta turned cart- bean greens and mustard greens similarly
wheels over Little Szechuan I in Northwoods prepared would have.
Plaza when it opened a year or more ago.
Good tea comes gratis with the meal and
The food was consistently fresh, well pre- excellent orange slices (but not fortune cookpared, reasonable and nicely presented. Not ies) arrive once the dishes have been cleared.
to mention the exotic stuff on the menu, like Service is fast, attentive and exceptionally
intestine with pigs blood soup or stir fried friendly. Portions are generous and prices
baby anchovies with peanuts.
reasonable. You can eat 'til you pop for
I had fantasies that Littie Szechuan II $12-15 a head, probably less if you take a
would be different from its older sibling. crowd and share everything, which is the
Not so. The new place is a rather plain square way this food was meant to be enjoyed.
room adorned with a karaoke stage quietiy
Litde Szechuan II does not yet pour beer
offering the likes of "Another Somebody or wine and does not yet accept credit cards.
Done Somebody Wrong Song" along with It is open until 9:30 p.m. Sunday-Thursday
images of a sad looking woman wandering and until 3:30 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays,
through a misty wood. If this kind of Sino- when I suspect the karaoke stage must be
camp makes you giggle, this is definitely quite a sight.
the place for you. Both restaurants share the
same menu, but fortunately the quality at the Good News
new location seems to be every bit as excelFinal figures are in from Project Open
lent as at the original.
Hand's Dining Out For Life fundraiser last
The meal here starts with a gratis plate November. The 97 participating restaurants
of cool, spicy-sweet radish strips, which is raised more that $51,000 and not a little bit
good because the menu is virtually devoid of consciousness in the process. A job well
of appetizers—except for a plate of Szechuan done,
pickles that I can't recommend too highly.
It's Girl Scout cookie time again. At
$2.50
a pop (with only vegetable shortenStandouts still on the menu include astoundingly good stir fried string beans, ing, no preservatives or artificial colors, and
shrimp, pork or squid with young chives, they're kosher), buying a box or two is an
sauteed shrimp in white wine sauce, and easy and enjoyable way to support a youth
sizzling tofu in Szechuan sauce.
organization that is far from perfect but miles
The eggplant in garlic sauce remains one less homophobic than most. For information
of the great spicy pleasures that the city has on how to order, call 527-7532 between Januto offer—rich, hot, smooth, oily comfort food ary 28 and February 6. My faves are the
guaranteed to take a chill off no matter how shortbread Trefoils, but the coconut on the
cold the weather. Pork and chicken are avail- Samoas seems especially nutty, crisp and
able in the same sauce, but it's impossible to rich this year.
imagine them as pleasing as the moist,
I've got mixed feelings about Entemann' s
smooth eggplant.
line of fat and cholesterol free baked goods.
Much of the food here is not spicy. Pork The gluten and gums that they use to replace
or chicken in hot (not) bean paste is very the fat often result in a texture way too remisimilar to the more commonly seen Kung niscent of glue. But their chocolate brownie
Pao, without the peppers and peanuts. The cookies are chewy, rich and amazingly full
result is a smooth, slighdy sweet stir fry flavored for a fat-free product. Wonderful
studded with chunks of some pleasingly crisp with the sip or two of red wine that remains
vegetable, bits of green onion and, in the in your glass at the end of a meal. Problem
case of the chicken, schnibbles of pork. It is, it's hard to eat one or two, and, at 40
tastes great but brings up a point for those calories for a small cookie, this isn't exacdy
who eschew certain foods. Don't assume diet food.
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MARRA'S
seafbodgrill

/ 782 Cheshire Bridge Road, Atlanta
874- 734 7
OPEN 7DAYS

Cu-Pig draw back
J> your bow j>
HOT PEPPER

1815 Briarcliff Road

320-6264
Weekly Chef Specials
Hot & Spicy Thai Cuisine
by Chef Robert Khankiew
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Dildonic cops aside, Judy Tenuta says she still loves Atlanta
On her way out of town, the
commedienne stopped to chat with SoVo
about Hillary, John-John, grungy
models and why she likes queers
by JOE BIRDSONG
It's no secret that Atlanta often plays hostess to some of
the world's most distinguished businessmen, politicians, entertainers and other luminaries. Recently, amid car jackings
and airport scandals, our city made room for the return of one
of its popular, and most worshipped, guests—comedienne
Judy Tenuta, the self-described Blesser of Bunions, Healer of
Hermaphrodites and Empress of Elvis Impersonators.
Caught by Southern Voice for a few words on her way out
of town after a series of shows at The Punchline in Sandy
Springs, Tenuta professed to still love Atlanta, even though a
"totally dildonic" cop at the-door of a local nightclub would
not let her in because she had no ID. He asked if she knew
anyone in the bar by name who could vouch for her. "No, but
if you bring the bar outside I think that would help." By then, a
doorman saw what was happening and quickly remedied the
situation.
The self-proclaimed goddess of her own religion, Judyism,
was her usual outrageous self, talking about Atlanta, her gay
and lesbian following and a little celebrity gossip and fashion.
SoVo: What do you like to do for fun when you come to
Atlanta?
Judy: Well, I want to go to the Vivien Leigh Doll Museum. I like to go to the Hotlanta restaurants. I like to get
pampered, get my hair done, my feet blessed by Martina. I got
my butt buffed by Ted Turner. He wanted to colorize it, but I
wouldn't allow that."
SoVo: Didn't you perform at Mr. Hotlanta a couple of
years ago?

Tenuta's advice to supermodel Kate Moss: "Put on
some makeup and wash your hair."
Judy: Oh yes! That was big fun because I love all-gay
audiences. They're the most fun because I can be totally
uninhibited and then they are, too. Also, I've noticed I'm
getting more lesbiterian fans.
SoVo: Well, you do have a lot of gay fans. So who have
you been dating?
Judy: John F. Kennedy Jr. and I were seeing each other,
but he was driving me nuts because every time a limo would
drive by he would salute. And as you know, I had to break up
with the Crying Menendez Brothers. I'm going to get them
Zsa Zsa Gabor wigs for 1994 so they will no longer have to go

out and shoot their father mercilessly in the head because he
gave them bad hair.
SoVo: What kind of things are some of our favorite celebrities up to these days?
Judy: Now let's talk about who's sleeping with who. You
know Barbra Streisand was planking Andre Agassi, but now I
heard she's after Jose Can-suck-o. Now, Richard and Cindy,
everyone knows about that. He's the gerbil master and she's
the carpet muncher. She's busy trimming k.d. lang's bush,
OK? As if we don't know that story in a hurry. And Richard
Gere, I'm sorry. Since Burt Reynolds' hairpiece looks like
one of the furry friends he likes to stick up his crack, now he
likes to sit on Burt's head.
SoVo: Are you pleased with what our First Lady has been
doing since taking office?
Judy: Hillary! Hello! As you know she got really upset
because she was on her thirteenth hairdo of the day and her
health plan didn't cover it. She's a strong woman, in other
words, a dyke. I like her. I could see her with Tipper. Horizontal, vertical, upside down, in the shower. You name it honey.
SoVo: Let's talk about fashion.
Judy: Let's talk about supermodels. Kate Moss, the waif,
forget about it. She's fucking floss. Her name is Kate Floss.
I'm sick of this grunge. I'm like the gay guys. I want everyone
to look in drag. You should be in drag whether you're a guy or
a woman. You should be totally made up. Have the hair, have
the nails, have the makeup. Kate Moss, hello! You are a
model. Put on some makeup and wash your hair. RuPaul is
totally cool. She knows how to dress for success.
SoVo: What do you make of Rush Limbaugh's success?
Judy: I sucked the fat out of him and make him a shelter
for the homeless so he could have a purpose. I'm going to
make him share a cell with Lorena Bobbitt so he can have a
sex change and become a femi-Nazi.
SoVo: Is there anything else you would like to say to our
readers?
Judy: Just remember, I love all the gay men and all the
gay women because they know how to color my eggs. And
they know how to accessorize. They're givers, not takers.
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Ms. Otis Regrets...: Psychologists doing research
into the nature of regret have come up with an interesting factoid. The only place that responses from men
and women in their survey differed greatly was on the
issue of sex. Men tended to be regretful that they had not slept
with a particular woman, while women said that they tended
to regret having done the deed with a particular man. Predictable enough, but it gets us to wondering how queer women
and men would have responded...especially given the recent
burgeoning of lesbian sexuality and the effect of the AIDS
epidemic on gay men's libidos. Regretfully, unless researchers themselves are queer, they seldom think to ask such questions.
Homophobia on the Record: Former Atlanta resident, syndicated writer and contributor to SoVo Steve Warren
has penned an angry piece taking Epic records to task for not
including songs from the Flirtations and Q Lazzarus (who
may be the next RuPaul) which ran in the movie on their
"Philadelphia" soundtrack album. The Indigo Girls doing "I
Don't Wanna' Talk About It" made the cut, but the Flirts
doing their very homo-specific take on "Mr. Sandman" are
not going to be heard in hundreds of thousands of middle
American family rooms. "Philadelphia," its advertising and its
soundtrack are getting lots of flak about not being queer
enough. Most of the charges are right on. But Dish would like
to give the film credit for the controversy and public discussion that it has precipitated. Seeing the Flirtations on the big
screen and reading Steve Murray's very honest piece last
week in the big paper are both very queer steps in the right
direction.

Catlettsburg, Ky. said that not since Elvis' death had so many
women called up crying. Try as we may, we really do not
understand some heterosexuals.
Artificial What?: The Flag Fairy has sent Dish yet another treat. This time it's a memo from the Medical College of
Wisconsin that we find to be humorous but a bit confusing.
Said document details how other colleges can order a "Realistic Penis Models" made of wood (quaint, no—and only $109)
in order to "demonstrate condom placement with more realistic models." We suppose that a wooden penis is more realistic
than a banana, but what about a plain old latex dildo, perfectly
decent ones of which are available for less than $35? But what
we find really kinky here is the fact that for an additional
$6.95, one may buy a supply of artificial semen (with syringe)
for "ejaculation demonstration^]." The prude in us says, "too
much." The radical thinks that ejaculation demos would be far
more realistic (and fun) in the flesh.

THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THE TRUTH

Dish says let the Flirtations sing.
Fashion Failure: On a more frivolous note, we thought
you would like to know that Billy Ray Cyrus tucked his
pony tail into his baseball cap (so he wouldn't be recognized)
when he and sweetie Leticia Finley were married a few weeks
ago. Cyrus (who gives a whole new meaning to the words
"fashion victim") wore jeans, boots and a sweat shirt cut large
on the neck and arms. Leticia wore a dress over a cat suit.
Thousands of women were said to be in mourning; a deejay in

JANUARY 26 - FEBRUARY 2, 1994

The full moon on Jan. 27 could bring very interesting political
situations to light, especially newsy items about the personal
and private lives of the self-righteous. It is also a very good
time to empower and encourage good friends and loved ones.
ARIES, Saturn, the planet of orderliness and structure, is moving into your 12th house of dreams and visions on Jan. 28, so
be sure to begin making time for honoring and acknowledging
whatever comes through the channel of your dreamtime. TAURUS, love really does make the world go round, so drop any
worries you may have about the end of the world and carry the
power of your light out where it is needed the very most. Keep
your sense of humor handy at all times. GEMINI, you may find,
with all the planetary activity in your ninth house of global
perspective and your search for meaning in this world of
shifting values, that it is very necessary to define your own
values and ideals as clearly as possible.
CANCER, people from foreign places or unusual backgrounds
may be entering your life, so be prepared to hear fascinating
stories and eat interesting food. If you find you are somewhat
attracted to someone special, enjoy the romance safely. LEO,

with the full moon lining up in your first house of personality
and your seventh house of close personal relationships on
Thursday, you can expect opportunities for expressing your
deeper feelings and sentiments to those you love. VIRGO, are
you getting enough exercise and fresh air, especially with the
cooler temperatures? Remember that your body really needs
to get out and move around in nature at least once a week. You
might even consider getting a pet (not a pet rock).
LIBRA, time for good fun, expanding your cultural and social
horizons and including exotic experiences into your life. Take
a little risk here and there, especially with friends, and plan to
do a few things you've always wanted to do but haven't.
SCORPIO, you may need to deal with a bit of conflict and
maybe some tension in your own home or with one of your
parents. Walk softly around family issues and keep your eyes
and ears open for the real glitch. Also keep your sense of
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O' Funny Song...: Left over from before the holidays, but
too fine a gift not to share, is this "Queer Holiday Carol" from
sometime SoVo contributor Jamakaya who lives in Milwaukee. Sing "0, Jesse Helms" to the tune of "0, Tannebaum"
(and if you prefer some local flavor, substitute the name of
Michael Bowers, Sam Nunn or Nancy Schaefer). Ready? "0,
Jesse Helms, 0, Jesse Helms/you homophobic bigot/0 Jesse
Helms, 0, Jesse Helms/ turn off your hateful spigot/You're
getting old, you're fading fast/Please hurry up and breathe
your last/ 0, Jesse Helms, 0, Jesse Helms/you homophobic
bigot." OK, neither Michael, Nancy nor Sam is "getting old"
(at least not fast enough,) but we can dream can't we?

humor handy. SAGITTARIUS, time to get moving on important
personal matters. Do your best not to fall behind schedule on
deadlines and absolutely don't take anything too seriously. If
life becomes too heavy, try being more encouraging with
yourself.
CAPRICORN, take time out for yourself and the folks you love.
Plan an outing into the great outdoors and let yourself relax
and enjoy life for a few days. Head south for the sun. Happy
birthday AQUARIUS. It's time to play and celebrate. Always
have fun whenever you can. Life is too short to be too serious.
So, plan ahead for rest and regeneration. Keep a list of things
you really like to do in your timer as a reminder. PISCES, if
you are feeling a little bit anxious these days, it could be
related to all the not-so-subtle earth changes that are going on
right now. Take a break, do something fun and do your very
best not to worry about the entire world.

Mary Bailey Rule is a professional astrologer
who specializes in personal and relationship chart
interpretation as well as crisis management.
She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505) 982-3104
to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation.
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WE BUILD FAMILIES.
GET THE FACTS ABOUT ADOPTION.

AIDS Organizations

We have operations on
4 continents, in 10 countries
including the United States.

FAMILY PARTNERS
WORLD WIDE, INC.
f 872-6787
Transforming lives
—» through adoption
ir^
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AID Atlanta— 872-0600
AIDS Education/Services for Minorities—POB 87277. Atlanta. 30337,
762-6002
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-80O-55I-2728
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—876-2317
AIDS and Substance Abuse Speakers Network—977-7797
AIDS SUPPORT—Jewish Family Services—888-6400. #76
Atlanta Buyers Club—87+4845, or POB 77003,Atl. 30357
Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network—874-8686
Atlanta Lesbian AIDS Project—250-8177
Childkind—936-9655
Common Ground—874-6425
First MCC AIDS Ministry—325-4143
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—1-800-551-2728
Good Samaritan Project—8734589
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program—341 Ponce de Leon
Ave., All. 30308. (404) 616-2440
Jerusalem House—527-7627
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—876-0105
National Assn of People With AIDS/AUanla— 874-7926
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
Outreach. Inc.—(404) 346-3922
People's United Pet Support—370-0178
Pels Are Loving Support (P.A.L.S.)—876-PALS
Positive Impact—885-9040
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620
Sister Love—753-7733

Ants/Entertainment Culture
Atlanta Diversity Chorale—607-1146
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—438-5823
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
Allanla Lesbian and Gay History Thing—POB 7032, Atlanta 30357,
876-1060
Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble—872-3135
"Funny...Thai Way"—875-2275
Gay & Lesbian Marching Band—872-9763
Gay Musician's Meeting Post—SASE to GMMP, PO Box 250336, Atlanta
30318
Pen-draggin' Poets—523-3639
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc—609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta— 938-0609

Bars

IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL A
CONDOMINIUM, CLUSTER OR T0WNH0ME IN
ATLANTA... CALL THE EXPERTS!
2140 Peachtree Road, NW * Brook wood Square
Suite 325 • Atlanta, Georgia 30309
<TT~7lff
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[404] 26-COIMDO Fax: [404] 355 5341

Alcohol or Drug Problem?
Here we go again! Another year, more "gay treatment programs"! Some huge psychiatric
hospital chains are suddenly claiming to be gay affirming. Others tempt with offers of an
exotic resort location but are not even accredited treatment facilities!! Founded seven years
ago as the nation's first accredited lesbian and gay treatment center, Pride Institute has
helped thousands of our sisters and brothers. Call for our free consumer tip sheet,
"Facts Every Gay Person Should Know When Considering a Treatment Program' before
committing yourself to any program.

VPRIDE

INSTITUTE
1 - 800 - 54 - PRIDE
DON'T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE.

The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Babylon—Piedmont Grove, 10th & Monroe.
Backstreet—845 Peachtree SI. 873-1986
Belli5sima—688 Spring Street
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895
Buddies Midlown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 872-4403
Club Fetish—(Weds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8178
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont. 8734655
Crown Club—2050 Cheshire Br. 636-5470
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 8734052
Gallus Bar & Restaurant-^19 6th St. 892-8983
Goodies—64 Third SI. 873-3355
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Metro—18 6th Street. 874-9869
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St. 634-6478
The Olherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 6594055
Peppers by Frank Powell—980 Piedmont Ave. NE 8724000
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Revolution—293 Pharr Rd. 816-5455
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
The Model-T—Ford Factory Square. 872-2209
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712

Direct Action/Political
ACLU of Georgia—523-5398
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP--44 12th St. NE. Atlanta 30309-3979,874-6782 (O)Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA. Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer Caucus
—368-7137
Catalyst—(404) 776-1478
Cobb Citizens Coalition—POB 965336, Marietta 30066,256-8690
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back—PO Box 14531, Allanla 30324. voice mail
908-5369
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—605-7477
Georgia Advocates for Banered Women & Children/Lesbian Task Force—
524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, Ad. 30312
Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington —(404) 6624199
or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee—
872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Committee, 231-5751
LEGAL—605-7476
Lesbian Avengers—621-5016
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—874-7926
National Organization for Women, Gay & Lesbian Rights Task Force—6367435
Neighbors Network—257-5550
Out Front—PO Box 12369, Atlanta 30355
Queer Nalion—605-7396
Republicans for Individual Freedoms—PO 13162. Atlanta, GA 30324,
239-1679
Straight But Nol Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

National

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Amount Enclosed $.

Human Rights Campaign Fund—1012 14lh St. NW, Suite 607, Washington,
D.C. 20005. (202) 6284160
Lambda Legal Defense Fund—666 Broadway. 12th floor. New York, NY
10012,(212)995-8585
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force—1517 U. Street. NW, Washington,
D.C. 20009, (202) 332-6483
Old Lesbians Organizing for Change—OLOC, PO Box 980422. Houston.
TX 77098
Stonewall 25/Inlernal'l March—662-6753

Professional
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—Dr. Bravy 457-6347
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Fourth Tuesday—6624353
Gay/Lesbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)—POB 580397.
Minneapolis, MN 55458-0397
GA Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)— 231 -2251
LEAGUE ATLANTA, Inc. (Employees of AT&T)—404/351-8322
NalT Gay Pdots Assoc.—PO Box 27542. Washington. D.C 20038-7542,
(703) 660-3852
Nat'l Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc.—634-7429
Nat'l Federate* of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTslaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)

J $40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery)
H $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery)
HPWA-Free

Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
Mail to: P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316
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Young Women's Brunch NetworkCarolyn. 294-4233.

Spiritual
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—876-0631
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350
Congregation Bel Haverim—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—565-2126
First Existentialist Congregation of Atanta—378-5570
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atl—3254143
Friends for Lesbian & Gay Concerns (Quakers)—370-1340
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Gay Spirit Visions—378-7224
Grant Park Aldersgale United Methodist Church—627-6221;
575 Boulevard SE
Hosanna African Unity Life Center—872-9055
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
New Age Gays—434-7338
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830
Unitarian Universalisls—634-5134. George at 688-2242

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621 -2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—2424899
Atlanta Women's Lacrosse Club—303-1160, 888-6738
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Allanla Naturist Group—851-2882 (voice mail)
Hotlanla Soccer—876-7372
Hotlanla Softball League—POB 14582, All. 30324,8734061
Hollanla Volleyball—621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355
Luring Lesbians (fishing club)—932-5236
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199,Demorest, GA 30535
SE. Gay Rodeo Assn—POB 7881, All.. 30357. 760-8126
Wilderness Network of GA—SASE, POB 55156. Atlanta 30308
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761-8939
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172,
Atlanta 30339
Underwater Escapes—289-0696

Service/Support/Social
About Crossdressing—Janet, 624-3770
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance
—239-8184 (voice mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—223-3718
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Dccatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090
Athens Lesbian Information—LSG, POB 7864, Athens, 30604
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Allanla 30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Gender Exploration—875-9846
Allanla Lambda Community Ctr—POB 15180, Atl 30333 662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—6624533
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, All 30307. 378-9769
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—8434492
Atlanta Prime Timers—APT, POB 29487, Atlanta 30359
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
BiAtlanta—256-8992
Bisexuals of Atlanta Resource Network—908-3413
Black and While Men Together—892-BWMT
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109
Codependenls Anonymous—239-1657
Consciousness Raising and Support Group for Women in Politics and
Grassroots Organizing—636-7435
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979
First Women—G.G. Richardson, POB 724711. All. 30339, 612-9473.
Friends AUanla—6624501
Gainsville/NE Georgia Gay Men's Support Grp—Gary 404-535-5445
Gay Fathers of Allanla—342-6451
Gay Help Line—6pm-11 pm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA& Al-Anon—881-9188
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—6234099
Gay/Lesbian Task Force lo the Public Safely Comm. of Cily Council
—330-6504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678, Atl. 30319. (404) 621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
Gwinnelt Lambda—POB 464848, Lwmc'ville 30246,871-GAYS
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520
Interact of Atlanta—984-9875
John Howell Park Project—876-0105
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Latinos En Accion—621-5743
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—378-6935
Lesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians Considering Parenthood-908-1704
Lesbians Over 50— 908-6119
Lesbians With Children— 740-1729
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Adanla 30307
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians
—822-9570; Crisis Hotline—688-9436
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or 875-9440
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Chattanooga—
(615) 875-5750, (615) 622-3813
Positive Black Lesbians Uniled (PBLU)—2944377
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396
Real Gay World BBS—404-266-0856
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—(404) 350-0456
Survivors of Incest Anonymous—POB 2502, Decalur. GA 30031; 239-8018
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421
Women of Wisdom—289-8819
Wordsmith Society—Chris al 498-0137
Young Adull Support Group—876-5372
Zami—908-3356

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scoll Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501. Decatur 30030;
373-1632
Alliance of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Students of GA Slate—605-7681
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga. College
—706-834-3569
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm. College 423-6246
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291. GA Tech Sta., Atlanta
30332
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ. of Ga.—POB 2438
Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368
S.E. Alternative Lifestyles Association— 248-9307
Univ. of Ala Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc—284-3479
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ANTHONY
RICCIARDI
i:25
How long in Atlanta:

2V2 years
Relationship Status:

•fitness center/swimming pool
> washer and dryer in each apt.
> free 24-hour monitored
intrusion alarm
> modern living in historic Virginia Highland

Seriously dating someone
Last Book Read: Currently
reading "Reports from the
Holocaust: The Making of an
AIDS Activist" by Larry Kramer
Pet Peeve: Apoliticalism

"Apoliticalism" is not an unexpected pet
peeve from Anthony Ricciardi. He's an ACT
UP member, often seen at demonstrations
on AIDS and gay/lesbian issues. And he
was one of the "Pear Garden Six"—the six
activists arrested in front of the Pear Garden
last summer while handing out information
about Atlanta's domestic partnership ordinances.
"It really bothers me," he says, "when
there's a demonstration and it's the same
people every time. We're all on a first name
basis. We're out there for everybody."
Complaints about the tactics of street
activist groups irk him, too, especially when
they come from people who do nothing to
further any cause.
"I'm not saying everybody needs to be
in the streets," he says. "But you can throw a
few bucks at the ACT UP table when you
see it. You can write letters, make phone
calls. Something. We all need to be doing
something."
Ricciardi comes to his activism naturally. He grew up in Westchester County,
New York—about 45 miles from Manhattan—in a large Italian family ("It's always
who's louder than who," he says. "I was
raised to speak my mind. If I see somebody
doing something wrong, I'm going to say
something) and came out in Greenwich Village. But his first forays into activism had
nothing to do with AIDS and gay issues—
instead, he was first an animal rights activist.
"My aunt and uncle were mostly responsible for that," he says. "We would go to the
beach and give out flyers and such."
His aunt was also the first family member he told that he is gay. He'd been spending late nights at the bars, and relations with
his parents were strained.
"They wondered how come all these guys
called the house and how come no girls
called," he explains.
Finally, his aunt asked him what was
wrong, and he admitted that he's gay.
"She said 'That's it? That's your big
problem?'" he recalls. "Then she told me
about an experience she had with a woman,
and she told me to go home and everything
would be OK. By the time I got home, she
had called and told my mother."
His mother took him to the park for a
talk. "She told me that it doesn't really bother
her that I'm gay," he says, "but she just
thought we had a better relationship and that
I could tell her anything."
His father, however, took the news harder

£r
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and didn't speak to him for two months.
"He blamed himself," Ricciardi explains.
"He's very religious, and he thought my
being gay was God's punishment for making fun of gay people. I assured him it wasn't,
and after a while he broke down, took me
out to dinner and told me he loved me no
matter what."
A brother and a sister are equally supportive—although before he found out
Ricciardi was gay, his brother constantly
called him "fag" and "queer."
"When he found out I really was, it
stopped," Ricciardi says.
Now, he says, his relationship with his
brother is on solid ground. "He named my
nephew after me because he didn't think I
would have kids of my own," he says, pointing out a framed photo of the handsome
young man on the wall of the Midtown apartment he shares with Zsa Zsa and Sandi, his
feline companions.
Ricciardi came to ACT UP after an unsatisfying experience as a buddy with AID
Atlanta.
"When I first got into [AIDS work], I
didn't know about all the politics behind
AIDS," he remembers. "I didn't realize all
the discrimination issues. Once I started
learning about that, that was what really interested me."
His first ACT UP demonstration was in
Nashville, Tennessee—a protest at a hospital that refused to treat an AIDS patient.
"We rented a van and all went up together," he says. "We experienced each
other. I was nervous all the week before, but
then suddenly I was there, holding up signs
and screaming at the top of my lungs."
He's been doing that ever since. Throughout last summer, Ricciardi was always on
the streets, whether it was a CDC demonstration, Cobb County, domestic partnership,
hospice issues, or whatever. But his primary
focus remains AIDS, and he is quick to discount the misconception that people interested in such issues are invariably HIV positive themselves. Ricciardi is not, but it
doesn't stop him.
"I do it because I care," he said plainly.
And he extends this message to others
who care, or who should—"Get involved,
people. There's a war going on. Wake up.
It's the right wing or us."

TROLLEY
SQUARE
APARTMB1S

Property professionally
managed by

609 Virginia Avenue (404) 874-5512

Residential Services S.E.

Yowr Financial Plan
Should Be As Unique
As %ur Family.
An American Express company

Families today are as unique as their
individual members. At IDS we realize
that one-size-fits-all financial plan
simply doesn't meet most people's needs.
That's why we've developed financial
planning to meet the specific needs of
both traditional and non-traditional
families. Call today for a free
introductory consultation.
IDS Financial Services Inc.
Margaret M. Graff
Personal Financial Planner

396-7840
© 1993 IDS Financial Corporation.

Suite 150, 1200 Ashwood Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30338

Support
Businesses
That
Support You
Support
the businesses
advertising in
Southern Voice.
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URFACE
RESTORERS

LARGE OR SMALL ESTATES

Sink
Ships.
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• Trusts
• Insurance
• Power of Attorney

• Wills
• Probate
• Living Wills

Experienced
professional accountant
brings order to chaos.

RENOVATION/REMODELING...

Speaker Law Firm, P.C.

• Interior/Exterior Painting
• Wallpaper • Drywall • Linoleum Floors
• Kitchen/Bath Tile Installation
• Countertop Replacements

Full Legal Service
Business and Personal Needs
Criminal-Divorce-Personal Injury

BRODIE
ACCOUNTING

404-414-1188
404/231-3468 • Fax 404/841-9223

C

I I

ACCOUNTING

Tax Tin #2: Filing your tax return
electronicaUy with the IRS trill reduce
by between 4 and 6 weeks the amount
of time it takes to receive your refund.
• Masters Degree In Taxation
• Member of American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants
• Over 9 Years Experience
• Convenient Intown Location

Free Estimates

• f

ATTORNEY
Schildmeyer, Mackinson & Katz

288-7403

• Divorce & Family Law
• Criminal Defense

Emmett Construction
371-0398

• Mediation
• Bankruptcy

gene cloud

VoiceADD

371-1255

ACCOUNTING

)

Do you know the difference between
cash flow and a P&L ?

FULL Service & Repair

D

Dr. Richard Hooker, DDS
Comprehensive Dental Services
Phobia Reduction • Flexible Scheduling • Insurance Filing

In the Heart of Virginia Highland
1187 Virginia Ave NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30306

636-8800

G

ALL Models ...
Foreign & Domestic

AQVARIVS
MOON

873-2957

c

10%

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

ASTROLOGICAL COUNSELING
• Business Cycles

• Relationships
• Sexual Issues

(404) 371-9912

• Recovery Issues

TONY HAMMOCK
ASTROLOGER

1618DeKalbAve.
(Little 5 Points)

(404) 798-6845
Licensed & Certified

i

WARREN L. CASADAY
246 Sycamore St., Suite 110
Decatur, Georgia 30030
My legal fees are reasonable. Call for a free consultation.

373-4808

D

Campbell & Hoin, P.C.

JOANNA M.
CAMPBELL

PATRICIA A.
HOIN

Attorneys At Law

Child Custody
Wills

DUI
Personal Injury

Family Law
Debt Relief

A quality service at a reasonable price.

252-8700

ATTORNEY
HERMAN R. TUNSIL

of Southern Voice
readers go
to the movies
4 times a monthu

404»233»9510
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CONTRACTOR

FLORIST
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The difference is one woman with 21 years
experience. She is Rosie Hallam. President of
Hallam Construction Services, Inc.
Rosie's customers will tell you she is fair, honest,
and produces a crisp, clean renovation. Call
Rosie personally at 325-5771.
We have the best references in the community.
Let Rosie help you with your design and
renovation...big or small.
4/
.
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Serving All Metro Atlanta
-same day delivery by 3:00-

WE WIRE FLOWERS
EVERYWHERE

Full Service Florist
Flowers, Plants, Candy
Gift/Fruit Baskets, Balloons
Unique Gifts

892-9337

939-0090

1034 Qhrtli TUqldaiuL

2321 Main St., Tucker, GA

Best Roof Expert

Attorney at Law
Serving Our Community

Dependable
Remodeling

From New Roofs
to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

Workman's Compensation • Durable Power of Attorney
Personal Injury • Debt Relief • Mediation • Wills

Specializing in
Quality Work

TRADE MASTER

872-2277

622-4922

THE SOUTH'S LEADING GAY AND LESBIAN WEEKLY

CONSTRUCTION

[

478-5561
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WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE
IN RENOVATION CONTRACTORS?

ATTORNEY AT LAW

ATTORNEY

BUCKHEAD
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC
1^375 PHARR RD., NE « SUITE 303

ATTORNEY

m

D

DENTIST

"Insuring Your Comfort While Providing Quality Care"

Quality is
our specialty!

Accounting & Business Advisory Services

Licensed/Insured

I i

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, INC.
IS "FAMILY"

Financial l/ynamicq>
Hazel Edlinger

Free Estimates

AUTOMOTIVE

Q

1
Home Additions
&Remodeling

Serving the Lesbian and Gay Community
for 12 years.
Wills & Estates
D.U.I.

Insured

CONTRACTOR

Attorneys at Law

Daniel Ross, CPA 607-7363

(

ENOVATORS

SPECIALIZING IN TOTAL

Theodore A. Speaker

Small business specialist,
my computer or yours.
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CONTRACTOR

ESTATE PLANNING
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ATTORNEY
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Directory Advertising (404) 876-1819

SOUTHERN

c

VOICE

HOME IMPROVEMENT
• Yardwork
• Pressure washing

Zan's Productions

■
v

Odd Jobs:
Painting
Cleaning

JANUARY

289-0260

Make the most
of your home by
calling us now for
a FREE in-home
Professional
Design & Estimate

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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INSURANCE

~~~~~~)

3

MIKE the MOVER
11 years experience

obstacles

Call for estimate.
V

(

fl0fl-876-flfl73

MOVERS

businesses
overcome

607-8931

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST) %

IIPNS
1

Julia Strong, MSW.LCSW
Individual & Couples
Psychotherapy

458-6886 .

ADVANTAGE

SIGN MART
. A Sign of Intelligence!

CUSTOM SIGNS & GRAPHICS
Banners • Magnetics • 3-D Letters • Typesetting
ADA Braille • Screen Printing • Vehicle Lettering

325-5302

FAX

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

\

Stella Eller, M.E>., M.A.
Counseling
• Recovery issues
•Abuse survivors
•12 step focus

^ <5v/vSV^y

872-8747 (USA-TRIP)

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

(

TRAVEL ~~)

,

Susan J. Geddes, M.Ed.
Counselor
• Individual
• Couples
• Gay & Lesbian Issues
• Abuse Survivor Issues

r

011%
PLACE

• Women's Therapy Groups
• Individual Therapy
• Abuse & Battering Issues
• Codependency
• Adults Dealing with
Childhood Issues
Sliding Scale
Windy Hill Road

953-6401,952-0893 j

:

| C~tRAV,EL

Contact: ^^^
Loss Prevention Concepts
404-659-3656

^

CARRIE JAFFE, M.A. ^

Quorum's Personal Attack Alarm blasts
103dB (min.) when you simply pull the pin.
Choose either the standard Paal, the Paal II
(with flashing light), the Sports Paal, or
the Bike Paal.
Carry anywhere.

Quorum
Securing Life

MOU^TAIOi
HHEZRpxr

)

CA(BI90(E<}{I!AL

jp-*yiolent crime knows no prejudice.

876-1819

*M

Carlson Travel Network
1004 Virginia Ave NE at N. Highland
ATLANTA CA 30306

sliding scale

)
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TRAVEL
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874-2373

299-2813

f

SON'T TAKE RISKS, TAKE ACTION

Call today for
Directory rates

325-9917

2064 Brlarcliff Rd. #103 • Atlanta, GA • 30329

€

AS LOW AS
$7Q.OO
352-1189
JAMES

\t PRO

RESUMES
•Quick turnaround
•Free delivery
•High quality
•From $65

v

Locations in Stone
Mountain, Atlanta. & Duluth

679-2645

' MOVING !!!
Packing Available
FAST SERVICE

423-0514

of Southern Voice
readers live in the
central city.

237-7130

Individual. Couples. &
Group Therapy

s

)

Commercial/Residential

Don Foster

68%

Addiction • Intervention
Stage II Recovery

Janice Canon, LCSW

We can
help small

Service & Sales

v

National Certified Addiction Counselor

N

Bev Sawyer
Bus (404) 233-1697
3131 Piedmont Road N.E.
Suite 150
Atlanta GA 30305

MOVER

• Heating Inspection
Now $39.95 (most systems)

Rev. Allyson K. Day

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

You're in good hands.

c

Heating and Air Conditioning

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

to the Southern Voice
Directory for services
and professionals
876-1819

r

/instate

Fresh Air Inc.

1 Women's Therapy Groups
Individual Psychotherapy

L
O
O
K

Additions
Basement Finishing
Decks
Roofing
Screened Porches
Siding & Windows
Sun Rooms

MEXICAN
zZ%>EMODEIJNG

Beverly Davidson, MSW
Frances L. Somerville, MSW

1-75 at Windy Hill • 955-9417 • 955-9411

Live In Style!

3

SERVICES

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

Survivors of Abuse, Experiential Techniques,
Dream Work, Codependency Issues

Vojce/TTY

27/1994

A Campgromd for Womyn

P.O. Box 762
Simpsonville, SC 29681
803-862-7833

fireplace, dec^
andwaterfaCC.
'Beautifullyfurnished.

(404) 297-9825

FIND WHAT YOU NEED
in the directory

For information on Directory advertising, please call (404) 876-1831.

SOUTHERN

JANUARY

VOICE

MAKE THE RIGHT MOVE!

Grant Park

If You're Not
Dealing With

COLDWeU.
BANKGRU

Totally Renovated!
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths,
Hill Top Location with
Skyline View. Low 100's

LEE
SMITH
You're only getting
Vs the attention you
deserve!
DAVID J. TUFTS
PRESIDENT

MICHAELW. BUGG
VICE PRESIDENT

""3PH

BUYERS & SELLERS
Now I can fully represent
YOU in a transaction.
No more working for
the other guy. Let me
show you how!

/ni&:'|''-

lonao

If you re looking to buy or sell a
condominium, cluster or townhome
in Atlanta...call the experts !
Call 26-CONDO (262-6636) ~
COLDUieU.
BANHfSRQ

Residential
Real Estate
Services
Office: 321-3123
rax: 321-0051
2205 LaVista Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30329

Quality homes
for any price range.

JIM HILUARD
RE/MAX in TOWN

622-2127

Each office independently owned and operated.

•
•
•
•

Property Management
Leasing
Maintenance
Residential/Commercial

Let us take the stress out of owning real estate.
(404) 607-RENT

MAKE YOUR DREAMS

Chuck Daily

REAL...ESTATE

Carey Lokey

of Buckhead
(O) 233-4633
(H) 873-9999

From uptown
to downtown...
I've got you covered!

New Construction.
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths,
Open Floor Plan Bungalow.
Great Lot. Low100's

PROPERTY SERVICES

RE/MAX Metro Atlanta
iH^B

Ormewood Park

P remier

Paula Needle, GRI
wF

9 COK OMlU if&H,,
fdeoAe call:

the Best!

BRIAN SWIFT
843-2500

Office: 874-2262
Home: 892-8692

Go with the
Winning
learn!

ANDY PHILHOWER
Re/Max of Buckhead

233-4633

Refinance Now
• • •
Rates Great
• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation

Refinancing • New Buyers
Mary Swinford, President
Joy L. Self
GA Residential
Mortgage Licensee

No IXscounl Points • No Origination Fees
Guaranteed Lowest Rates Available

DIXIE CARD SALLYE PARSONS
American Discount Mortgage
100 Colon Square Suite 840 • Atlanta. GA 5009

404/881-1053 ' Pager 404/672-0959

27/1994

/

377-1166

848-0001

RAINBOW
FINANCIALSERVICES
2609 Apple Valley Rd.NE
Atlanta, GA 30319

2 3 3-9901

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?
Call JEFFREY HALEY

yt
RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 321-3123

Lowest Rates
FHA 3 VA Loans
No Income Verification
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages

•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional Service

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

Variety & Convenience

IMERICAN

Seller says SELL IT NOW!
Great deal on this renovated
Poncey-Highland bungalow!
Combine this low price with
today's low interest rates for
an unbelievable deal!

EXPERIENCED.

CHRIS
CARROLL

DEPENDABLE.

RE/MAX metro atlanta

Oh

EFFECTIVE.

STEVE BLAND

321-3123
933-4707

ORTGAGE.CORP.

FINANCIAL

JEFFREY HALEY

JUST LISTED!
Beautiful Colony Square
condo with great view
$170,0u0's

c M

RE/MAX ACHIEVERS
847-0808
Each office is independently owned and operated

-24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager

Office:

404/394-1264 ex. 134

404/394-1264

WHY??
When choosing a Realtor to market
your home, why should you call...

ASSOCIATE BROKER W.T. ADAMS * co.

BECAUSE!!!

1. There is no substitute for hard work! Chartene will find a buwr!
2. 1 Oyrs. of marketing Sc sales experience will translate into a smooth move for you!
3. Qualified buyers looking in our area are referred to Charlene every day!

(4Q4) 7Q8-6867

o u

R N

AIDS Services
& Education
GAPHR - Support group for physicians
and dentists. Contact Dr. Nix 634-0672.
AIDS SUPPORT: Jewish Family Services
sponsors a support group for Jewish people
affected by HIV/AIDS, their families or lovers. 2nd and 4th Sundays, 7:30 p.m. in
Buckhead. For information: 888-6400, voice
mailbox 76.
AID Atlanta Services include education,
case management, transportation, housing,
buddy program, practical support, homeless services, pediatric services, support
groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 8720600 for more information.
AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 888-9991
-a project of the Feminist Women's Health
Or. 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm
Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured.
HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV
TESTS, counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity). For confidential info call
OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922.

Parade. All instruments needed, especially
woodwinds. All interested persons please
call/leave message at 404-872-9763. (6.50)

Groundskeeper/Porter needed for class "A"
midtown apartment community. Full-time
position. Pis call Jerry 874-5512. (6.50)

Health

Real Estate

Roommates

WESTERN ODYSSEY

Prestigious Buckhead flower shop. Need
full-time experienced designer. Serious replies only. 264-0797. (6.50)

STOP SMOKING

FOR RENT

Small groups and individual hypnotherapy:
4 week course forming now - $160 includes one group and one private session
weekly. Dianne 493-9922. (6.49)

New YearSpecial - 2 Bedroom Apartment.
Great Area! Great Price! Gay Friendly!
Newly Renovated. Call Judi at 373-1368.
"it'shome!! (6.52)

GWM seeks roommate - M or F - Virginia
Highlands/Emory area. 2 BR townhouse.
$350. Cat provided. No smokers, please.
Beep 722-1808. (6.50)

HERBAL CERTIFICATION - Six month
in-depth course includes East/West healing
strategies, medicine making, wild plant id,
and more. Starts Feb. 1994. For brochure
239-1666.(7.1)

Little Five Points, 1 BR apt. CH/A, W/D,
Upstairs of older house, lots of charm. $450,
call 581-9782. (6.50)

planned by intelligent, fun, GWM, in spring,
summer. Seeking connections, referrals to
interesting men, women, gay, straight, in
Southwest, Calif., Pac. Northwest, Montana.
Please call Hank. 627-3618. (6.49)

GAINESVILLE
Support group for gay men forming now
for '94. Contact Gary at (404) 535-5445.
(May leave first name and phone number if
not in.) (6.50)
Gay and Lesbian Alcoholic Anonymous
Meetings - Bell, Book, & Candle Group
has served the gay and lesbian recovering
community for over 10 years. We meet at
the Galano Clubhouse at 585 Dutch Valley
Road (1 block from the Cove next to Ansley
Animal Clinic). Meeting Schedule 12 noon
Mon.-Fri.; 8pm Tues.-Thur.; 10am
Women's mtg Sat.; 10am Sun.; 1pm Sat. &
Sun.; 7pm Sun. All meetings open meetings. If you think you have a problem with
alcohol, you are welcome. (6.49)

POOH. - Positive Outlook On Health is
a supportive network of HIV+ persons who
share positive health attitudes and want to
meet similarly oriented people for social
and emotional interaction. Call 872-9954.
THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC
provides access to optional treatments for
the HIV community in the Southeast Hours
are 12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We
are located at 44 Twelfth SL, NE, with parking in the rear. For more information phone
(404) 874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320, or
write P.O. Box 77003, Atlanta, GA 303577003.
Atlanta Gay Center—Plus groups for HIVaffected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street. Call 876-5372
for more info. Helpline, 892-0661, for info,
counseling and referral.
AIDS Infi.rnu.tion Line / GA Toll-Free
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information and referral services. In Atlanta: 8769944; Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/
TTY)

Announcements
The Atlanta Freedom Marching Band now
in rehearsals for debut at 1994 Gay Pride

Employment

GREENPEACE
Now hiring FT/PT Activists! Campaign locally for a better world. Call 874-7585.
(6.49)
Floral Designer- full/part time. Experience
necessary. Position available immediately.
Full service shop located in Midtown. 8726496. (6.50)
East Cobb Software firm is looking for technical support programmers, software developers and customer service reps. Programmers should be well versed in MS Visual
Basic for Windows. Excellent written/oral
skills required. Developers should be well
versed in C and the Windows SDK. Customer Service duties will include receiving
phone orders, data entry and shipping orders. Knowledge of PC's and word processing desirable. All interested candidates
should send or fax resume, salary history
and requirements to: Personnel, MicroHelp,
Inc., 4359 Shallowford Ind. Pkwy., Marietta,
GA 30066. FAX: (404) 516-1099. No phone
calls please. (6.49)

Hair Stylist wanted for environmentally
aware salon. Booth rental or great commission. 5 minutes from Gwinnett Place Mall.
Call Jeannie, 279-7768. (6.49)

DIRECTOR OF PARKS
AND RECREATION
Fulton County Government, Atlanta, Georgia is seeking a director to be responsible
for managing the County Parks and Recreation Properties, Programs and Services.
Requires, Masters Degree in Public Administration, Recreation Administration, or related field and three to five years experience as a Parks and Recreation Program
Director. (Or any equivalent combination
of education, training and experience which
provides the necessary knowledge, skills
and abilities for this position). Salary commensurate with qualifications. Forward
resumd by February 28, 1994 to: Fulton
County Personnel Department, 141 Pryor
St., S.W. Suite 4035, Atlanta, GA 30303.
(404) 730-6700. EOE/D/Sexual Orientation.
(6.49)
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR at AIDS ATHENS. A 7-year old non-profit organization
dedicated to AIDS education and services
seeks a well-organized half-time administrator. Responsibilities include: (1) program
and resource development, (2) working with
volunteers, (3) linking with medical, legal
and government and community social service organizations. Strong written and oral
communication skills required. Grant writing preferred. Application deadline 1/24.
Send resume to AIDS Athens. 337 S.
Millegdge Avenue, Suite 123, Athens, GA
30605. EOE (6.49)

SEEK1NS
Recently relocated ex-naval officer with BS
in Business seeks professional, full-time
position to begin civilian career. Experienced in management and human resources.
Doug: 872-5909. (6.50)

PERSONAL GROWTH

THE RECOVERY NETWORK
Do you want change buy you're stuck in
the past? Do you want to grow but need
help? Get A Life! Support group forming.
Call 873-1113. Find the real you! (6.49)

Merchandise
King Size Bed. Used less than 1 month. All
bedding included. 1/2 price. $1200. Call
292-2791.(6.51)

EMORY/Lake Claire - 2 BR, 1 BA Duplex. Central Heat, Air. Deck, basement
storage, W/D hookups. Driveway parking.
No pets. $600.378-3091. (6.51)
Ormewood Park, 2 BR/1 BA bungalow.
Central heat, large fenced yard, basement,
W/D hookup, off-street parking. $500.7178866. (6.50)
ASHFORD/DUNWOODY - Single GWM,
Large 1 BR daylight basement apartment,
private entrance, fireplace, W/D, bath,
alarm, kitchen. $515/mo., utilities included.
Christopher - 936-9069. (6.49)
Decatur/Avondale - 3 Bedrooms, 1 Bathroom, Hardwoods, Screened Porch, Washer/
Dryer, Fenced Yard, Available March 1.
$700/month. 377-6111,377-6047. (6.49)

MIDTOWN
Duplex, Triplex & Single Family Homes
and Apts. Available Immediately. One
Block from Piedmont Park. 954-8094. (6.49)

Pets
Looking for a great home for your cat/kittens. dog/puppies or any loving animal. Let
us help. Place your classified today.

Publications
ON OUR BACKS. The most intelligent sex
magazine just happens to be lesbian. Offers
you bimonthly award-winning fiction, sexy
pictorials, sassy columns, humorous reviews, and thought provoking features.
$34.95/yr. (6 issues). SASE Catalog. On
Our Backs, 526 Castro Street, Suite SV,
San Francisco, CA 94114. Send ck, MO, or
VI/MC. 1-800-845-4617. (7.45)

FOR SALE
Cozy bungalow totally remodeled: new roof,
new tile bath, new oak kitchen, CH/A, fireplace. Just two blocks south of Candler Park.
At $51,000 your total payment of $450 is
lower than renting and you get big tax
breaks. Call 622-5823. (6.49)
SHEA EMBRY, RE/MAX METRO ATL.
representing our community will donate
10% of her commission from each closing
when this ad is mentioned to a charitable
organization for AIDS research or support.
Call today 321-3123.

National Gay Pilot's Assoc., Newsletter,
chapters' events, P.O. Box 27542, Washington, D.C. 20038. (703) 660-3852. Totally Discreet. (7.19)

Ad Policy: Southern Voice reserves the
right to edit, reclassify or reject ads not
meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
Misprints: Southern Voice is not responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

3rd Roommate Wanted. GWM to share furnished apt. Non-smoker, no pets. Gay Complex. $250/month + 1/3 util., $100 deposit.
Call John 321-5791. (6.49)
GWM, 2 BR, 2 BA flat. Large screen porch,
W/D. $260 + 1/2 utilities. Reference required. 315-6342 after 7:00 pm. (6.50)
GRANT PARK - GM to share spacious 4
BR, 2 BA home w/3, washer/dryer, $300/
mo. includes util. + $100 dep. 622-0384.
(6.50)
Social Worker/Chiropractic Student and two
loving cats seeks non-smoking, gay-friendly
housemate to share centrally located
townhouse in Marietta. Large master bedroom w/bath, fireplace, D/W, patio, offstreet parking, large yard. Great neighborhood. $285/month +1/2 util. Call 429-1453.
(6.49)
Private rooms and utilities in exchange for
part-time grounds keeping on large estate.
Responsible couple preferred. POB 567611,
Sandy Springs, GA 31156. (6.50)
Now in Atlanta! Bunk Buddies, Atlanta's
premier roommate / relocation service, in
and out of Atlanta. Call 874-9097 for details today. (6.49)

P.O. Box 18215 ■

(404) 876-1819
1189 Virginia Avenue, NE

Atlanta, GA 30316

DEADLINE: Tuesday, 5pm for following week's issue.*

I

In Person: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave. NE.

Individual Rates:

Business Ad Rates:

Categories indicated by asterisks (*).
NON-BUSINESS.
S3.00 minimum
20 words
500
each additional word
53.00
Giant headlines

20 words
Giant headlines
After 4 issues:
20 words
each additional word

COMPUTE YOUR COST

By Mail: Mail completed order form with payment to SOUTHERN
CLASsrpiEDS P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.

VOIC[C0/V/V£C770/V
$12.00 minimum
$3.00
$11.00 minimum
$1.00

COMPUTE YOUR COST

20 words @ 3.00
# addit. words @ 500
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL

20 words @ 12.00
# addit. words @ 1.00
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL
# issues

TOTAL COST

# issues
TOTAL COST

# of issues

Name
Address
City

Phone

Quiet GWM, non-smoke, drug, drink, seeks
same to share 2 bedroom basement apt. in
Buckhead/Piedmont Hosp. area. $300 + half
util. SERIOUS ONLY! Call 873-3247.
(6.49)

Mailing address: j

TO PLACE AN AD

State

GWF seeks same to share (nice) 3 BR, 2
BA apt. $275 + 1/2.640-7867. (6.50)

B-tt'.±'.= J.ajLi^3

ORDER FORM

Category.

MIDTOWN Penthouse. GWM. Spectacular skyline view! Bohemian lifestyle. Arts
oriented. Furnished. Gym. Pool. Cable. Next
to MARTA station! $425. 874-5500. (6.49)

MORE ON PAGE 38

INDEX CLASSIFIED
AIDS SERVICES*
ANNOUNCEMENTS*
ACCOUNTINGATAXES
EMPLOYMENT
Part Time
Full Time
Seeking*
HEALTH
Fitness
Personal Growth
Massage
INSURANCE
LEGAL
LOST/FOUND*
■ MERCHANDISE
Household Goods/
Garage Sales*
Retail
PETS*
PUBLICATIONS
REAL ESTATE
Financing
For Rent
For Sale
ROOMMATES*
SERVICES
Residential
Commercial
TRAVEL
VOLUNTEERS*
FREE \I0\CECONNECTION
Men
Women
TV/TS

Decatur, Mature GF wanted to share home.
Lots of space. $375/mo. includes utilities.
Deposit. No drugs or smoking. 292-2791.
(6.51)

Zip

Text (Please print):

VOICE

4 weeks
FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
500
each additional word
$3.00
Giant headlines
SV forwarding mailbox (optional) 10.00
Other P.O. Box
5.00
- COMPUTE YOUR COST FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
# add. words @ 500 ea/wk
Giant headline @ 3.00/wcck
Forwarding box @ 10.00/week
Other P.O. Box @ 5.00/week
SUBTOTAL
# weeks
(4 weeks minimum)
x
TOTAL COST

|
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soulmate with adventurous spirit. *B 1059

Travel
LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 Lovely rooms,
100 mountain acres, hoi tub, cross countiy
ski trails, fireplace, peace, privacy. Highlands Inn. Box 118SV, Bethlehem, NH
03574, (603) 869-3978. Winter Wonderland! (6.51)

Volunteers

HELP A CHILD
AID Atlanla is looking for volunteers who
are willing Io work one morning a week
from 9:00 to 12:00 (or 10:00-1:00) in the
new pediatric nursery. Responsibilities include watching and playing with young children while their parents see the doctor. This
is one of the most rewarding yet least stressful services available. We are looking for
caring, responsible men and women. If interested, please contact Jack Schiffman, Pediatric Coordinator, AID Atlanla, 874-6517.
(6:49)
Volunteers needed for the Atlanta Lesbian
and Gay Pride Committee. Come to the
general meetings, 3rd Thursday of every
month at 7 p.m. at the Colony Square Hotel. Hotel parking validated, (ongoing)

Voice Connection
WOMEN
GBF, mid 30's. Attractive, professional, established, seeks same for dining, music, the
arts, good laughter, outdoor fun, indoor fun.
Friends, maybe more! No Bi's/Butch. Tff
1195
GWF, 37, feminine, attractive, funloving,
professional. Seeks same. Enjoys conversation, outdoors, tennis, beach, cuddling, adventure, fun, romance and more. No dykes,
bi's drugs. 33+. TT 1192
NO EUPHEMISMS! Fat, 30-something
writer nerd, half baby, half intellect wants
to meet like-minded women. Political incorrectness will be encouraged! *S 1180
BiWF, 21,5*7" writer, singer, creative spirit,
individual - cigarettes, coffee, ka-spel,
Biafra, music, poetry. Sing While You May!

tr 1182

GWF, young 40s, New Age attitude, enjoys
intimate rainy days, movies, hiking, community involvement, laughing with friends
and dancing, seeks GWF for fun, friendship
& romance. IP 1 i 75

BiWF
26, 5*4", 117#, blonde, nude dancer. Seeks
attractive Bi-Females, 18-35 for Hot times.
Bi females only. No men, heavies or
couples!! Andrea, POB 2257, Forest Park.
GA 30051. Must include photo, phone and
S.A.S.E. for reply!!
Attractive GWF, 30, with a big heart and
warm embrace, is ready to leap into your
heart. Forever yours, E. *B 1157
Sexually dominant Aquarian lesbian seeks
sexually submissive Pjsces lesbian for possible commitment or special friendship. No
alcohol abuse, drugs, bisexuals. © 1162
Beach, animals, humor, racquet sports/
excercise, feminism - yes. Smoking, motherhood, religion- no. Beautiful, intelligent,
professional. 30's. Call if same. "Iff 1105
Cute, shy, GWF, 26 into running/working
out, alternative music, computers and wearing baggy jeans. New to area and looking to
meet others with similar interests/possible
relationship. *B 1098
GWF, 42, feminine, educated, professional,
passionate, affectionate, honest and adventurous. Seeks warm heart, intelligent mind,
playful spirit for quality relationship. W
1095
GB fern seeks an educated, professional,
aggressive GB female for friendship, possibly more. No bisexuals or ferns. TJ 1088
I'm a 26 yr. GBF seeking GBF for conversation, outings. I'm not seeking a relationship. I'm looking for GBF who I can confide in and trust. *B 1068
Very attractive black lesbian seeks sincere
companion—possible live-in. Attractive,
well-read, articulate womyn preferred. No
drugs, alcohol, cigarettes. *Z7 1065
GWF, 38, spirited sophisticate, brains,
beauty, ready for possibilities with emotionally mature, gentle, honest, "together"
woman, 30-40, not on rebound. ^? 1063
25 vs. 31, Southern Belle vs. Yankee transplant, blonde vs. red, thinks she's funny vs.
really is funny, both GWF professionals you gotta like one of us! *ZT 1062
GWF. 36, attractive, high spirited jovial idealist with inquisitive, progressive mind seeks
similar dark haired unchemically altered

Attractive, feminine GWF, 26 - interested
in sharing friendship, dining, dancing, and
simple pleasures. Attractive, affectionate,
active, and 24-30?? Let's talk! No drugs.
W1045
GWF. simply irresistible. I don't play head
games, drink or use drugs. Searching for
GWF 25-35 for friendship, fun. *ff 1046
GBF. 5'8, 158 lbs. successful, attractive,
seeks feminine older GF to enjoy fun, food,
music and maybe romance. You won't be
disappointed. *S 1052
GWF, 31, feminine, attractive, professional,
humorous and positive attitude. Enjoys
dancing, movies, animals, the arts. Seeks
same for quality friendship. *B 1047
OUT femme 23, knows who's on "Top"!
You - 30+, aggressive, butch, chivalrous.
Me - intelligent, literate, sensual. NO Bi's/
femmes. TRAY *ff 1050
GWF seeking a dyke for full time love,
nurturing, cuddling, friendship and laughter. Likes outdoors, romance, movies and
music, "ff 1051
WANTED! GWF, fem 25+. Looking for
that woman who has an untamed personality like myself. Me, aggressive GWF, blond,
25. *B' 1016
GWF, 32, feminine, ('unloving, adventurous, professional, honest, attractive, seeks
similar ladies who have high ideals, are
reliable and not promiscuous. IP 1020
Attractive, feminine, GBF, early 20*s, mature and settled, seeks an aggressive GF
who enjoys being pampered for friendship,
possibly more. "ZP 1023
GBF seeks same for conversation & friendship. C 1029
Very attractive BiWF, 28, sexy, feminine,
long hair. Seeks WF. trim, under 33, for hot
times. Local. ^ 1008
GWF, 32, baby dyke starting over, seeks
GWF 20-35 into laughter, movies, romance
and commitment. No drugs, non-smoker,
kids-okay. IT 1780
I am attractive and loving and searching for
Ms. Right—pretty, intelligent, active, stable
companion with available time & transportation. *ff 1848
Come play w/me; GWF - 31, wine + roses
lady w/good sense of humor & a love of
adventure. Looking for the right woman to
sweep me off my feet. Must be lustful of all
life's pleasures + romantic. ^T 1841
GWF, 38, Lake Dweller, dog lover, convertible driver, free spirit, honest, sincere,
direct. 5'7", blonde, hazel eyes, athletic
body. *ff 1845

JANUARY

25-40 with similar interests for friendship
&more. © 1716
Feminine. GWF, 31, seeking dependable
friendship, intelligent conversation, laughter (no zombies) and maybe romance with a
sincere feminine lady. © 1718
GWF, 35, attractive, romantic, seeks GWF
35-40, attractive feminine dark-haired, fun,
likes outdoors, horses, country dancing.
Must be honest, playful & stable. I am.
Friendship possible relationship. No drugs.
^ 1719
Single GBF interested in meeting single BF
for friendship with many possibilities. ©
1701

MEN
GWM, 6*3", 190 lbs, 40's, a romantic who
likes to receive and give affection to that
special person who is 28-45, physically &
mentally fit and loves life. © 1194
Gay Asian man, 5'10", 145, sincere,
cleancut, hot, seeks WM/AM up to 30. Top,
non-smk, trim.safe for relationship. TEP 1193
Masculine WM, 33, gdlkng, hairy, private,
seeks attractive, ultramasculine, private
black man for very private, masculine activities. ?T 1191
GWM, HIV+, very healthy. 5' 10", 160,
brown, blue, late forties. Sucessful, trim.
Attractive, looking for someone to share
life's exciting & unpredictable journey, nonsmoker. © 1190
Masculine GWM, 43, 5'9", 150, blond, in
Atlanta monthly. Seeking well-endowed
masculine party buddy, under 45. who likes
to be orally serviced. No reciprocation necessary. PO Box 1867, Bonila Springs, FL
33959. (6.52)
GWM, 50, 5'ir, 170, quiet, shy, loves
homelife, dining out, movies, walking, seeks
GWM. 20-35, slim, who is very sincere for
a one-on-one relationship. Pen pal welcome.
H. PO Box 703, Dalton. GA 30720 (6.50)
GWM, 33,6", 178#, Br/Br, above avg., seeks
similar BiWM/GWM, 25-39, for discreet
daytime encounters. 1-75/285 area. Respond
to Boxholder, PO Box 723192, Atlanta
31139.(6.52)

Very attractive, educated, feminine. Passions: music, philosophy, politics, travel.
Seeking friendship and conversation with
attractive, feminine, intelliegent woman, "ff
1825

Into bodybuilding? Well-built 35yo GWM,
5'10 1/2", solid 190 lbs, seeks similar for
friendship, workouts and safe/hot fun. ©
1184

Wonderful, full-figured Lesbian (40) seeks
fun-loving + intelligent Lesbian. Are you
honest, warm and stable? Enjoy children?
Tff 1793

'94 Black Accord, S/C plates. NationsBank
Ansley. Tag on Piedmont. Saw again at KMart Lindbergh. Interested in talking? Call!!
1*1173

Open GF sought for quality friendship. Must
understand college student's life. Must enjoy theatre, art, dance, dining. 20-27. U
1798

Unconventional - Nonconforming. GBM Bewitchingly Attractive, seeks very masculine GWM or Hispanic top, relationshipminded for romantic and eventful times.
©1178

GBF, attractive, very feminine, seeks funloving, aggressive GF for friendship, possible relationship. 3ff 1774
Cute, feminine, GWF. 27, educated, academic professional, energetic, cat-lover, passionate and playful, seeks soulmate and
friends close to my age for intellectual and
comical stimulation. ^ 1778
GWF, 34. I'm an old fashioned girl with
new age ideas. My mom will like you too
if, like me, you're natural, emotionally
stable, attractive, kind, humorous, intelligent, and has integrity. Ti* 1777
Young 40, attractive, intelligent, blessed
with many good friends. Are you honest,
stable, tender? With no fear of the potential
relationship? © 1773
Attractive GF Seeking foreign, petite lipstick lesbian for companionship, to enjoy
life, love and happiness. No butch, bi's or
kids. 'O 1746
Attractive GWF seeking feminine GWF
who enjoys being wined and dined in life's
simple pleasures. No bi's, drug free, ^T
1744

TO PLACE FREE AD

Third Musketeer wanted. You're sincere,
submissive, leather trainable with TLC and
ready to make 100% permanent commitment. No fats/ferns. © 1097
DAYS OLD TO ATLANTA - Very attractive GWM, 33, 5'10", 150 lbs, good natured, fun loving, confident but fair. Box
2103,1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA
30306.(6.51)
GWM, 40's, youthful, fun, likes music, gardening, long mornings under heavy quilts,
hiking & hot tubs. Seeks sincere, intelligent
laughing men. © 1169

CALL NOW

1 -900-370-4099
$1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
Southern Voice, PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

D I R ECTIO
lar, masculine, hairy, bottom. Box 7243,
Atlanta 30309. (6.51)
Kuddly Koala Bear, moustached, hairy
chested. 40 something hoping to find 30
something companion and playmate. Discreet preferred, © 1174
GWM, 32, 5'9", 170, Bl/Bl, looking for
serious relationship. 5'9"+, 30+. Varied interest. Masc. & serious only pis. © 1172
GWM, 42, 5*9", 160, Gray/Blue, ISO
GWMs 35-45 for friendship, possible relationship - enjoys movies, dining in/out. ©
1171
VGLGWM33,5'8,M451bs.biybr,smooth.
masculine, work out, swimmer's body, prof,
romantic, non-smoker, seeks same for dating, possible relationship. 9 1170
GWM 40 PLUS - into old houses and old
world charm seeks GBM 40 plus - a man
for all seasons - to share quiet times. ©
1160

GBM, 42,attractive, professional, outgoing
5*10,175, HIV+, very healthy seeking men
under 44 for friendship, fun and possibly
more. No fems please. © 1094
GWM, 39, seeks companionship for theatre, movies, etc.: I am 6' 1", 185, bl/bl (balding), professional. Enjoy cooking, gardening, and (of course) theatre. © 1092

Undoubtedly UNCUT, muscles in development GWM 30's seeks hairy, prof guy 3045 for casual dates. Masc, honest, good
financier sought. © 1060
South Asian, physician, handsome, 28,
5*10", 150, very attractive, recently out,
seeks frindship/relationship. © 1061
WM, 31, searching for tine romance. Never
been in love. Not interested in standard gay
lifestyle. Not afraid. © 1064
GWM, 39, 5'II". 190. bl/bl, healthy HIV
top. ISO comrade for hero's journey to new
life, workout, gardening, movies, hiking.
©1009

Looking for some fun? Call ad #1012, especially responsive to ads 1093,1011,1070,
1017,1087, and 1735.© 1159

GBM, 30, tall, slim, light complexion. ISO
GWM/Hispanic male for friendship/relationship under 32 y.o. © 1081

Tall, medium dark BM 29, slim, seeking to
meet a dark skinned Bi or GM topman who
know what he wants. © 1168

Wanna Wrestle? - GWM, 33. seeks hot
gym body, swimmer's build masculine male
for discreet fun. Let's work up a sweat. ©
1011

Very handsome BM, 28,5'11", 170 lbs, hot
gym body, professional, intelligent seeks
handsome, masculine, whilebread WM for
fun, possible relationship. © 1049

Tall. slim, attractive, intelligent, honest, 37;
seeks endowed, caring senior male. © 1082

Horny GWM, 32,5'10", I50#, nudist, lean
runner's build, endowed, seeks endowed
nice-bodied buddies for no-strings gettogethers. © 1053

Are there any other young, slim, attractive,
professional, athletic, masculine, mature,
healthy HIV+ men in Atlanta besides me?
©1167
Handsome, intelligent, humorous, Top WM.
30, 6*1", 210 seeks humorous BM with
beautiful butt, smooth skin. No fats, ferns.
© 1165
Top GWM, 35, 5'7", 135 lbs. Br/Br/beard
seeks bottom GWM for monogamous relationship. No smokers/barflies/one nighters.
T2P 1163.
2 easy going to be this goodlooldng. 5'10",
160,30" Levi's for hot boys & men 30339,
30080,30001. ©1161
Recently seperaled WM, 40, attractive, new
in Conyers area, seeks GWM. French active, Greek passive, for evening fun and
friendship.© 1158
6' top, 30's GWM, 170 lb. brunette, HIV+,
seeks 6' blond bottom for friendship (classical music, movies at Screening Room...).

IT 1156
HIV+ Only - Handsome GWM seeks same
for dating and possible relationship. I am a
healthy 40, 6 ft., HIV+, 178 lbs., blonde,
blue, many interests, Financially Secure.
Take a chance and call. No games please.
© 1109

Masculine WM, 43, healthy, safe, in shape,
6*1", 170. Bm/Gm, beard, stable, discreet,
seeks WM. non-smoker for friendship ©
1102

Masculine, intelligent GWM, 47, bl/br, 165,
5'7", leather bottom seeks masculine endowed HIV-, leather top. No smokers. Monogamy a plus. © 1179

Attractive healthy HIV+ professional GBM,
5' 107178 lbs ISO black, Hispanic or While
GM who enjoys exercise, music, conversation, travel. Serious only. © 1103

Italian/Greek/Lalin 29-40 sought by A#l
handsome Southern GWM 35.5' 10", 170 into weights, movies, romance! © 1177

Attractive, professional, GWM, 42, 5*10",
160. Sp/Bl, HIV-, anti-bar, relationship oriented, smoker,enjoys movies, dining, travel,
my friends, seeks similar. © 1106

Looking for another good man. "Married,"
but little sex. GWM, 39, attractive, muscu-

25 y.o. GWM, hard worker/player, professional, attractive, fit. Bm/blu. 185,6'3" seeking WM, 23-30 to brighten my day. ©
1093

Fuzzy teddy bear, youthful, sensitive, hopeful romantic. GWM. 41, bald/brn, 5'10"+
170 lbs, facial hair, seeks attractive, slender, smooth GWM 25-35, professional, nonsmoker, into movies, music, theater, dining
out, romantic evenings, cuddling, possible
relationship. © 1058

VERY HAIRY LEGS?—GWM, 43, very
handsome, 5' 10", slim, masculine, versatile
seeks good looking, thin, healthy, safe playmate with very hairy legs for anytime fun.
Buckhead. Discreet. © 1048

Shy at first, 6*2" bld/biu GWM seeks romantic monogamous relationship with tall/
shrt non-fal/fem GWM w/Blk/As/Lat 2035. "I love strongly, steadfastly, & exclusively." Serious romantics only! © 1181

GBF, prof., 30's, kids, attractive, enjoys
books, music, dancing, laughing. Seeks GF

Curious? GWM, 40s, attorney, seeks intelligent WM (under 21) for close friendship,
possible relationship, growing, caring, sharing, quality friendship. Discretion assured.
POB 55006, Atlanta 30308. (6.49)

5'5", 140#, HIV+, healthy. Sks 25-35, gd
shape, gdlkng for love of a lifetime. Serious
replies only, © 1071

BM seeks masculine, pcrsistant and assertive BM. When he wants service, he calls
and gets it. Day or night. © 1091

Handsome NO. GA Mountains GWM, 37,
5*87145 enjoys outdoors, horses, quiet
times, life, seeks similar very gdlkg. GWMrelationship! © 1101

WM, 36, blond/blue, mustache, HIV-, 6*4",
230. Attractive professional seeks Mr. Right.
Is it you? Will answer all. Call today! ©
1176

REFLECTIONS ON MARTA
Sat., Dec. 18, early a.m. Said nothing from
Lindbergh to North Avenue, but your eyes
said it for you. Call me and let's do more
than just look in the window. © 1108

BGM, 5'8", 160. 30 muscular trim professional seeks discreet BM 27-35,5'8"-5*l 1".
w/hard body for dating. Blue collar types
preferred. ©1166

Enemas/Water Play turn me on. 35yo attractive white male seeking hot others into
same. ©1183

Lesbian seeking women to talk with, laugh
with and walk with along life's path. If
your world includes films, theater, books,
travel, pets, politics, spirituality and joy, I
look forward to talking to you. 9 1713

TO RESPOND

Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD
Check each week's paper for ads
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs
which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the
$10.00 per week or you may use your own PO Box
symbol IT and call 1-900-370-4099. The
for $5.00 per week. Mail or drop off your
system will guide you to the recorded message of
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave
completed order for with payment. A simple
instruction sheet will be mailed to you which
your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute
will enable you to record your spoken
charged to your phone bill.
message AT NO COST.

GWF, seeks special woman 32-40 to meet
another special woman, emotionally healthy,
no drugs, alcohol abuse, feminine, start with
friendship.© 1711

BiWF, trim, 40's, inexperienced, seeks feminine, trim, attractive, BiF for discreet get
togethers. C 1835

GWF - I love life, fun and dogs. Work
hard, play hard and know how to relax. No
drugs/Alcohol. 40ish. B* 1789

VOICE CONNECTION

BiWF, 40's, attractive, trim, first-timer seeks
non-smoking, trim, feminine GWF 35-50
for discreet safe encounters. No drugs. ©
1709

BF experienced, adventurous, affectionate
seeks intelligent, exotic, femi-female who
enjoys travel, romance, dancing and a lot
more. Non-smoker, novice OK, race unimportant. ©1712

27/1994

Strictly Ballroom! Accomplished ballroom/
swing dancer, petite WF. seeks platonic partner to 5*11" for practice, workshops, possible competitions in Atlanta, Southeast ©
1107

Life is Wonderful! Attractive, athletic
GWM, 31, is looking for a masc, stable
WM to share the great times. © 1083
Healthy, fit, trim country gentleman seeks
clean-cut, versatile young weekend company. Glad to make it worth your while. ©
1084
Here in the real world, the boys don't always WANT the girls—Healthy HIV+
GWM, 34, loves cowboy boots, buttondowns, Mary Chapin Carpenter, and for too
long has missed the Georgia moons. Looking for serious partner to be the final notch
on my bedpost—to help me paint life's sunset, but never ride away. What I have to
offer isn't found in storybooks...mine is a
life yet to be told, but destined to be shared.
© 1085
GBM. 30. 5'10", good looking, 185 lbs.,
HIV-, endowed top seeks GWM 18-35 for
hot safe fun action sessions. IS 1086
Nice guy, attractive, 30's, aggressive in bed,
safe, playful, romantic. Brown hair, mustache. © 1087
My Sir says we can play if...I can find a
hairy construction worker, trucker, or wrestler type bodybuilder with 30" thighs who
enjoys bursting balloons.. .are you out there?
^ 1089
Bear GWM, 40's. seeks hairy similar GWM,
any size. Husky, no games, no drunks, reliable man desired. © 1090
GoodlookingmidOO's^^", 180, educated
professional WM seeks similar. © 1066
GWM, attractive, romantic, caring. HIVprofessional seeks friendship w/same 2535, enjoys reading, music, tennis, theatre,
movies, travel.. .long walks, sunsets. Looking for a good friend and more. © 1065
Friends say I'm a great catch. This teddy
bear needs second opinion. I'm 32, like
affection, romance, long walks, quiet evenings. Seeking love to last a lifetime. ©
1069
"Two Guys", GWM couple. 35 bm, bm,
6*0, 175, 29, bl. grn, 5'8", 140. seek new
friendships, hot times. © 1070
Boyish-muscle bottom, gdlkg, sincere, 30,

GWM - 28, 6*2", 175 lbs. Bottom seeks
masculine, endowed top 20-30 year old
GWM, GBM for French service. © 1055
GWM, 33, HIV-, brn/blue, 180 lbs, muscular build. Wanted - GWM 40s. HIV-. hairy
chest, moustache, endowed top or versatile,
relationship oriented. I'm a great catch! No
fats or fems. ©1031
Daytimes, good looking GWM, cute bottom, brn/blue, 30, 140 seeks discreet convenient friendship w/TOP BLK male, masculine athletic, in shape, hungry. © 1056
BM, 33,130,5'7", masculine bottom seeks
very dominent bear type to service; 40-50,
heavyseL © 1057
GWM, 29, bn/grn, 150 lbs. wants true romance, enjoys music, 101.5 to 99.5, long
walks, dining out, looking for someone who
understands waiters' hours. Loves dogs and
lesbians. Non-smoker, non-drugs. © 1030
Stocky GWM, 29, 5*11" wanting to meet
other GWMs who're sincere and honest,
who can handle a safe intimate encounter.
© 1027
Discreet, professional, HIV-, GWM versatile top, 40, 5*10", 155, wants buddies into
exploring mutually satisfying mental/physical desires/fantasies in leather, 3-ways,
spankings, etc. Inexperienced/curious OK.
©1026
GWM, goodlooldng, 29 yo., 5' 1 I'M 50 lbs.
Seeks same - 25-35. Hispanic or Latin a
plus. Couples welcome. © 1025
GWM tired of maybe!! Looking for yes,
ready!! Relationship!! 31, 5*9", 170, bl/bl.
varied interests. Seeking 29+, 5'9"+, serious only!! © 1021
Oriental man, fit, clean. 27.5'9". 145. seeks
English leach man GWM up to 38. Will be
paid SXXX. No smoker. Tff 1019
Wanted: Big, butch WM with muscles, good
looks, personality, by sexy BM HIV healthy.
For fun, whatever. © 1018
GWM Couple, Hot. Prof., Stable. 34,5* II",
170#, bm/hzl. &. 35. 5*11", 155#, brn/bl.

SOUTHERN

seeks versatile, hot, masculine guys or
couples, to 35, for safe fun. tt 1017
Hot and Hairy 30 yr. old GWM seeking
handsome big brother for fun and more.
FFBB. *& 1012
GBM, 32. 5' 10", 150, athletic, attractive,
professional, spiritual, various interests,
newly relocated, seeks friendships, possible
relationship, 25-40, race unimportant. No
drugs, non-smoker. IT 1010
LEGS IN THE AIR?? attractive top, 38,
brown hair, blue eyes, Scotch/Irish seeks
cute hot bottom for safe fun. W 1007
BM seeks masculine BM for uninhibited
times. C 1006
Wanna fight? Like to box with tough men.
Dirty talk, leather fights and more. 6', 185
lbs, built. Put 'em up! IT 1005
AFRICANIZED USA-born, raised in West
Africa, not-your-basic WM seeks BM for
friend/relationship. Please be 5'10"+, 3050y.o. ff 1004
Goodlooking WM, 32, 6', 170#, hot gym
body, seeks same for friendship/relationship. Must be masculine, non-smoker,
healthy, professional Do you exist. BT 1003
,

VOICE

BM - Handsome, athletic, muscular, romantic, honest, seek masculine, athletic,
handsome, muscular, discreet men for relationship. Policemen & armed forces preferred. ^ 1834
GWM, 39, 5*7", 135 lbs., beard, versatile,
daytime playmate for all types of action.
Seeks 25-45 GWM into playing hard. "ET
1829
GWM, Attractive, witty, youngish 50, 6'.
185 lbs, moustache, brn/blu, healthy HIV,
interests: movies, cooking, cards, theater,
dining out, travel, quiet evenings - into:
cuddling, long-term companionship, Greek
love, light smoker/drinker, no drugs, seeks
GWM 40-55 w/similar needs/wants, ff
1830
DESIRED: Professional GBM. 30ish, top
with average build to spend quiet evenings
with professional HTV+ healthy GWM, slim
build, athletic, honest. C 1832

GWM. top, dominate, 45yo, 6', 180 lbs,
clean shaven, seeks under 30 men also clean
shaven for fun safe hot times, ff 1851

GWM 29, Professional, attractive, sincere,
honest, financially secure, relationship oriented. I believe there has to be someone out
there who believes in having a loving, caring, monogamous relationship. You-Attractive GBM 20-31 professional or serious
minded student. I enjoy quiet evenings at
home, walks in the park, stimulating conversation, working out, traveling, and anything romantic! Interested? Let's talk. Serious only. Iff 1824

GBM, 6', 200 #, 38, seeks blue collar type
BM, 190+, 25+, looks unimportant, endowment and personality are. Not into bars. Iff
1846
Bald 46yo, masculine, sincere, executive
seeks same. 30-45. Enjoys tennis, exercise,
outdoors, theater, symphony. Looking for
monogamous relationship. ^ 1847
Sexy, hairy leatherboy, 33, 5'8" 150 br/br
HIV seeks hairy, affectionate, nonsmoking,
intelligent, kinky, horny, top/daddy to 45.
^ 1840
Handsome GWM, 21, mature professional,
6'1" - 185, brwn/brwn sks sincere GWM,
30-40. Take charge kinda guy - romantic,
cultured, not only interested in a pretty face
but what's inside. Let's talk!!! ^ 1839
GBM, 29.6' 1", 240 lbs, competitive bodybuilder, professional, masculine, discreet,
seeking BM with similar characteristics and
interests to spend time with. U1 1836
Looking for you! Me: Handsome, sexy,
5*8", 165 lbs, workout, professional, romantic, adventurous. You: sexy, my size or
bigger, well-built, romantic, adventurous.
Call to talk! Big arms, big heart preferred!
^ 1828

THREE-WAY ACTION: attractive top,
30's, 5'ir, 160 lbs, seeks handsome couple
for safe, regular, discreet, no-strings encounters. W 1786
Senior Male - seeks male 25-35 to mentor,
help financially, and for companionship during week days. Clean, masculine, healthy.
<B 1785
Homy Midtown Professional. Involved
GWM, 40, 5*10", 155, HIV-, with place
seeks guys for 5 pm adventurous, creative
safe fun. *T 1784

BM, masculine, built, 30, seeks Black Males
for group meetings. Looks unimportant,
masculinity, physique, and endowment are
important, ^j 1775

GWM, 36, 5'11", lean, attractive, seeks
similar GWM into movies, conversation,
"Star Trek." safe sex and low-key lifestyle.
B* 1826

GWM - HIV+ - very attractive, 28 yo.
physically fit healthy, Br/bl. 5'9", 160 lbs,
professional, masculine, clean cut, smooth.
Likes - a normal life, good times and great
sex. Would like to meet/date similar, very
similar! *& 1843

F.F.B.B. (Fuzzy face/back/butt) sought by
GWM, 35, 6'1". 170#, smooth, bear admirer. Hibernation time is near! ff 1787

GBM. 30. 5*10", 185 lbs, goodlooking endowed seeks guys 18-35 to share fun sessions of J/O at my place, ff 1837

Take charge! GWM, athletic, 28, professional, great looks seeks safe, dominant,
older, endowed inshape WM who needs
oral service. ?f 1850

Attractive BM, 33. Educated, fit, fun, honest, financially secure professional, many
interests, ready for relationship. Seeks WM,
29 and over. Serious replies only. TP 1842

GWM, 22, HIV-, swimmer's build, affectionate, stable, seeks attractive, hairy, stable,
mature, HIV-, "Bruce Willis" type, 30+ for
possible relationship. ^T 1788

Joven Cubana desea tener Amistad con
Damas o caballeros de cualquier edad
sincere y cariiioso. No Irogas. ^ 1776

Butch, handsome, hung, fit youngster (24)
gives or receives safe, discreet French service to/from butch endowed athletes; leave
message. *S 1838

Attractive interracial couple seeks attractive male(s), any race, for very good limes,
humor/friendships. No attitude, tops, bottoms welcome. ^ 1849

dent. Novice fine, ff 1797

Friendship or relationship? GWM 31, HIV
+, enjoys country musice & dance, easy
going, seeks same/older. Call + find out
more! f? 1833

GWM, 30,6 2", looking for college graduate, masculine, thin, GBM 22-30 to share in
building the good life, must be spontaneous
& possess a sense of humor. BP 1015

Masculine GWM, 26.5* 10" 160 lbs, blond/
brown, hairy; seeks goodlooking butch top
to 40 (sane, sexy, safe) for direct manly
maneuvers. ^T 1852

JANUARY

Handsome No. Ga Mtns. WM, 37, 5' 87
145, healthy seeks aggressive eager French
active GWM for regular encounters! ^
1796
GWM, 27, 6'1", 175#, clean cut, athletic,
non-smoker, masculine, intelligent, very attractive, seeks similar, 22-32. IT 1795
W/M. 35, blond, moustache, butch, handsome, 5'8", 150, fun-loving, single, wants
to relocate Gulf Coast Mississippi, Louisiana, needs contacts. U 1794

WANTED: ASSWORK. Handsome hairy
autoless NE Georgia GWM 26 seeks similar butt enthusiasts for indepth recreation.
Couples welcome. Ideas encouraged. U
1782
GWM, 34, handsome, 6'2", 175, Red/green,
swimmer. You are 30+, tall, bright, adventurous and stable. IT 1781
GBM, athletic, college educated, sensual,
sexual, sensitive 27 year old, seeking masculine, educated physically fit GBM. ^P
1747
29, tall, educated, very handsome, quality
professional WM. Seeking similar, quality
WM, handsome, for potential relationship.
No games please! ^J 1751
Atlanta's Hottest GWM-best dancer, most
fashion conscious, great personality, great
looks - need support to attain your full
potential? Let's talk. IT 1743
GWM 27, Little overweight seeks GM 1830 Top for relationship. Latin, Asian, all
replies answered. S 1748
GWM, 6', 175, mid 40s, smooth, healthy,
professional, seeks HIV- bottom into submission, humiliation, embarassment fordiscreet safe sessions. ^T 1771

BM, 5'8", 160 lbs, trim, masculine, endowed, versatile. Seeks same for intense
encounters. IT 1800

Leather Daddy needs leather boy - would
you look great in leather jock, chaps, harness, collar & cap - Party with the men. S1
1742

Hot GWM want out, active, confident, Gdlk,
hot, political boyfriends. No closet wimps!
2O*s/30's Adventure. Any race. I dare you!
© 1790

Hairy and stocky GWM sought by medium
size GWM bear. Prefer friendly, professional, healthy, nongame, sincere, husky but
trim bears. IT 1772

GWM, 38, 5'10'\ 180, somewhat attractive, tired of lonely weekends, have friends,
need more, HIV-, like companionship,
walks, cooking, seek similar, 36-43. ^P
1792

GWM Business owner needs attractive
young live-in companion, relationship oriented, maintain household, help manage
businesses. Some travel, I'll reciprocate generously. ^T 1741

I want it all! Passion, romance, sex - all
that is possible in a committed relationship.
I am GWM, 45, professional, athletic, nonsmoker, HIV+ and healthy. Looking for fun
and adventure, a kid to play with mine,
sensitivity and maturity. A Prince who is
self aware enough to take care of himself
and to care for me. Serious replies only,
please. B 1791

GWM, 35, tall attractive. New to Atianta.
Seeks same 25-45 for friendship/safe fun/
relationship? Duluth/Gwinnett area a plus.
■ff 1750

BiBM, 32, handsome newly relocated to
Atlanta Very discreet, not into bar scene,
seeks same. No fats/ferns. If 1799

America's #1 GAY DATELINE. All
lifestyles. In Your Area. 1-900-860-1333
$2.50/minute. CCI BOCA, Florida. 18+.

GWM, sincere, stable, Attractive, healthy,
well-educated professional, 40's, masculine.
Seeks quality clean-cut WM college-stu-

SIZZLING HUNKS LIVE!! 1-800-2842739. $3.50/minute. Wild Gay Party Line
$2.00/minute or 1-900-745-0833. 18+.

Female impersonation. You - pretty young
man. Me - mature male mentor/hobbyist
with dresses, furs, jewelry, prof, make-up
& wigs. Beginners only. ^ 1740

GWM, 35, 6'2", 175, trim, attractive top
gentleman, bearded, smooth body. Into movies, travel, dining out. music, romantic evenings, and cuddling. Seeking GWM, attractive, non-smoking, good natured, smooth
bottom, with similar interests. 30-40. S
1739
Cool Nights - Hot Tub Fun. Masculine, fit
GWM, 34, Br/Br, 5'10", 155 seeks similar
GWM couple - Splash around! Maybe
more. ^ 1737
Youthful 41, GWM, goodlooking professional seeking person possessing: humor,
confidence, class, compassion, kids, activism, pets? Seeking relationship, no race preference. Call me, let's talk some. IT 1736
Hot, muscular GWM couple - 28,6', 160#;
30,5' 11", 170#, seeks great looking male(s)
for adventures in the bedroom. IT 1735
GBM, 27, 5'11", 220# seeks GWM 30-50
for serious relationship and good times. ??
1715

Full figured transvestite would like to have
discreet encounters with real men who are
honest, sincere to appreciate my company.
W 1024
CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A complete
information resource. Wonderful Fantasies,
InfoGuide, Personals, Catalogs, True Experiences, More! Newest Fantasy: "Maid to
Order!" Hear full details (recorded, 24
Hours). Call 333-6455.

BISEXUAL
MBiWM, 47, submissive seeks dominant
assmaster, G/F/C for daytime training session. French lessons exchanged, HIV-, safe
play. POB 456421, Atlanta, GA 31156.
(6.52)
BM. 40, professional, clean, seeks couple,
feminine bi-male or aggressive bi-female
for friendship.. .more. Will reply same day.

1054
BiWM, HIV+, seeks F or TV. Am healthy.
Spend this winter in Florida with mc. ft
1022
BiWM, 33, adorable, seek Bi, G, S Females
for holiday cheer. Let's visit our families,
enjoy a play or coffee. Anxiously waiting
— Love IT 1014
White couple, married, 30's, seeking BiWF
to share fun and fantasy from both worlds
in an intimate relationship. ft 1013
WANTED: fellow travelers) to go Dutch
with bi guy 65 on land/sea/air jaunts worldwide. Leave your message anytime, ft
1844
Tall attractive BiTV seeks attractive tall Bi
W/M over 40 for friendship and possible
relationship. Sincere only, ft 1831

GWM, 29, 5'7", 170 Br/Hz, Novice Boy
seeks WM 25-40 dominant. Spanking, discipline, W/S, B/D, Safe S/M. Make me
serve. S 1714
GBM newly relocated to Atlanta wishes to
meet attractive masculine gay male who is
not into bars. ff 1710
GWM, good looking, into local music, vegetarian food, C.G. Jung, Comedy Central,
lesbians, dating. Seek similar 30-40. BT
1704
GWM, mid-40's, Healthy HIV+, seeks
stable young GWM for hot massage, high
erotic states, extended cuddle sessions and
possible relationship. ^T 1559

TV/TS
BM, Top, discreet seeks TV/TS/G bottom
for special friendship, discretion assured.
Race unimportant. Hurry-Hungry ft 1164
SBM Athletic, professional, well built seeks
slim feminine TV/TS for fun, possible relationship. Race unimportant, ft 1104
Texas WM, 40,5' 10", 175 lbs seeks pre-op
TS or passable TV 21-45 for relationship/
friendship. Will travel, ft 1100
Very Pretty pre-op TS. slender, open, kinky
and fun loving Lipstick Lesbian seeks pretty
people who love living the Magick! ft
1099

„

GET
YOUR
MOTOR

ROLLIN'
Cjentlemen... Start your engines.
Fasten your seat belts.
Sit back and enjoy the ride.
Simply call and talk privately
one-on-one with others who share your
lifestyle and interests.
Exclusive rematching capabilities.
No credit cards are needed.

976-4MEN
976-4MEN
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

LIVE ONE-ON-ONE

$3.00 PER CALL

1-900-287-MEET

Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill.

Only 990 per minute
B 3 3 8
Free Access # (404) 524-6338

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 years or older.

VOICE PERSONALS

365-8127
THE
OFFKRKD BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, (JA 30355

27/1994

GAY

CONNECTION

1-900-370-9393
Only $2 per minute

Must be 18 years or older. ©Jartel 1993
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Teen Teatro takes its AIDS
message to Kennesaw
A group of bilingual teenage actors take
their message of AIDS prevention to
Kennesaw this week.
Teen Teatro is presenting "How Soon Is
Now?," an infodrama coordinated by AID
Atlanta that weaves together factually accurate information about AIDS with messages
about self-esteem, abstinence, risk reduction
and peer pressure. The performance will be
held at Kennesaw State College on Friday,
Jan. 28.
Teen Teatro is a performing troupe comprised of metro Atlanta high school students.
They have been coached in basic acting techniques at the Academy Theatre in Atlanta and
are trained peer counselors, according to Maria
Rivas, Hispanic outreach coordinator for AID
Atlanta.
The project attempts to provide information both in English and Spanish to young
people through "believable" dialogue and situ-

ations, Rivas says.
"Teenagers are hard to convince that older
people know what their world is like, and
[they] are far more likely to turn to their peers
for knowledge about the 'real' world," Rivas
says. "Our warnings are no match for the
arguments of their peers, because we don't
live in their world and don't speak their special language. Teen Teatro does."
The performance is scheduled for 1:30 to
2:30 p.m. in the Carmichael Student Center,
with a question-and-answer session following. The pubic is invited and admission is
free. Dialogue will be primarily in English,
although some of the dialogue will be in Spanish.
Kennesaw State College is located 10
miles north of Marietta off of Interstate 75 at
Chastain Road Exit 117. For more information, call (404) 423-6022.

The bilingual cast of Teen Teatro presents "How Soon Is Now?" at Kennesaw State.

MID-TOWNE MEDICINE CENTER
Medicine Center is a state-of-the-art pharmacy committed to sustaining your health.
Whether it be aspirin for a headache or intravenous medications, we are available to
service you in confidence 24 hours a day. We also stock a full line of natural products.
• Full Service Pharmacy
• Complete Line of Vitamins,
• Patient Counseling
Herbs and Minerals
• Detailed Account Information
• Durable Medical Equipment
• Free Delivery

888-9834
1-800-501-DRUG
699-B PIEDMONT AVENUE, NE (Corner of Piedmont & 3rd)
Se habla espanol

